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CINCHO-QUININE.
ININE holda ÂLL the important constituents of Peruvian Bark in their aikaloid condition. It contains ne

oo 4Q5 of einchonine or sulphate of quinine, but cinchonine, quinine, quinidine, etc., without acid combinations. It
5osarlY four years since it was placed in the hands of physicians for trial, and the verdict in its favor ls decisive.

4t The cut below gives the size of the one onne phial, and the form of putting up.

iie pre I have used Cincho-Quinine in eight

y. e, i 'Iold «t about one-haif the or ten cases, and have reason to think

a!O . t e t an e-half tei well of the results. I give it as I do

tha offer"d t it bas equal tonic and the sulphate, 10 grains in five doses

jtri affecte, and that ie les during the intermission, and 5 grains

tib e there seems to be o good one or two bours before a paroxysm is

Osl. Whyits Oud net be universally due, and continue to give 5 grains once

.y thy profession. a-week for three weeks. I shall con-
e proesson tinue to use it, and wish you to send

n 'eIterINs, of Chestertown me eue ounce by mail -J. C. DowN-

ertdateofFeb. 10, 1872, writes j ING, M.D., Wapping Falla, New York.
atjo i,:-"Ihave usedyour pre-

au incho-Quinine during the After further continued trial of the
ra dt Cincho-Quinine, I can safely say that

for elyfreliableas a substi tt is a mot excellent remedy, The
ser - uiie tIlamteceln

unjes *upha e f uinine. tbsence of cinchonism in its use, its

a4 slluCh better brne ct on te omparatively pleasant taste,its cheap-
a,ch. i muh bett r oress, with its fully equal tonic and an-

o'i 0I the cases of children, I ti-periodic qualities, make it an article

y, à o acbe ab which must soon be indispensable in

lao account of the much less the list of remedies of every intelligent
tiyià'IQ tiase s it satisfacto-

I iast e t as a substitate for the physician.-S. A. BUTTERFIELD, M.D.,

1hatecae asasbttt'o h Indianapolis, Ind.

th 0 1se I have been using the Cincho-Qui-
f e 0-e one and a-half ounces

of Ca0ch uona d I thine nine in my practice in intermittents
orably of itn effect. In a case ind remittants, and I think well of its

l rmittent fec(the patient from believe it to be quite equal to the

udfev it te pate ao iulphate, with al the advantages
kd ound i as opeate of which you claim for it.-J. C. Ross,

tmplyas ulha.te of .,Lncll.
Vs. Itl'n any unpleasant head 

.,Licl,1.

t o case have I discov- I have used an ounce of Cincho-
t 0% leasa6"nt cerebral disturb. / quinine in some obstinate cases of

>1 n found in the use f intermittent neuralgia and ague, and

h . M. ALDIcH, M.D. am happy to state that it has thus far

Qiu eev u iustained in full the antici ation raised
e eVeral t by what you have claime for it. Dr.

mo with th os of O- t - S. S. Cutter, of this city, has an exten-
!-r i prefer It tOeo tmstcoplteof« TH U' sive general practice, and he informed

Pei it te te sulphate o ne a few days ago that the Cincho.

. 1t a u .gly recomn- c
dre 

quinine was giving satisfaction.-J
to th rofe- ron ly - rs to Jaes Buca, Coldwater, Mich.

e ChoQi . hy Iow at ctr We can now supply SUGAR-COAT-

ou whih a ED CINCHO - QUININE PILLS of
f ,e ad.ntr satisfaction It has three aises, namely, 1 grain, 2 grains,

at> and dotages which you claim and 3 grains, in such quantities as are
le %de ut als it will in time wanted. 'Shey are placed in vials

te II Of sullhate of Lui- holding 100 each. The price is about

o% .one-half that of Quinine Pilla. Dose
the same.

BILLINGS, OLAPP & 00. (Successors to James R. Nichols & 00.)
%Aseue,, MANUFACTURING CHEMISTs, BOSTON, MASS.

of d hioroform, Ether, Preparations of Gold, SUver, Tina, zffne oead, Iron, Iianmuth, and
~e hensdea1e eseed t .eddeine or #he A.tu.
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MOLLER'S
m si NOfWZ:4A COD-.:vnt Ot+

DR BEsciuc, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, saysthe very best ever prepared for medicinal purposes."ABBOrm KiT', ,.M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: "It iseasily assimilated and is productive of more immediate benefit than the other kin6* il are."
111. fDDOCKs, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: 4We are glad to be able to give ourphatic recommendation to so pure a preparation."

J. MA aoN SIMS, M. D., New York, says: "I have prescribed it almost daily, and have e
reason to be perfectly satisfied with it."

DR. L. A. SAYRE, New York, says: " Moller, of Christiania prepares an Oil which iifectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished."
N.'B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says: "It la remarkably free from impurities."

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.
Sole Agents for United States and Cansd#'

MICROSCOPES.
JAMES W. QUEEN & CO.9

' 924 Chestnut-St, 01 Broadway,
PRILADELPHIA. NEW YORK.

1ÇEEP constantly in stock, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be found Iihouse in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they lave always on hand Stands and ObjOOUeby Powell & Lealand, Rosa, Crouch, Hartnach, Nachett, etc., etc.; and being the exclusive Agents, for the United 84Z"of Massais. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock all the productions of these most eminent manufacturera. Also,
10,000 R0EA ET O-J-E3Ors

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE SCIENCES.

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten Cents.
Addresa as above.

excelle
Iredl i

lIRET JPEIZ lR ARTIFIGI LI B
SURGICAL APPLIANCES.

A PPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis, 0joint Disease, Weak Ank es, Club Feet, &c.
JAMES AUTHORS,

16 King Street East, Toron

TORONTO, Sept. I17, 1874.
I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuity, so

nce of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those mana nv art of thl
JAyEp e wor .
JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S.Enl'
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

BRAITHWAITE'S RETROSPECT
for January, 1875; $1.50.

RINGER'S HAND-BOOK OF THERAPEUTICS;
4th edition; cloth, 64.25.

SALTER'S DENTAL PATHOLOGY AND SURGERY;
cloth, $4.50.

BEARD & ROCK&WELL'S MEDICAL AND SUItGICAL

Second edition, revised, enlarged and mostly reWritten.

Cloth, $6.25; leather, $7.25.

ROBERTS ON URINARY AND RENAL DISEASES.
Second edition; cloth, 84.50.

PARRISH'S TREATISE ON PHARMACY.
Fourth edition; cloth, $5.50.

LINCOLN'S ELECTRO-THERAPEUTICS 8 $1.50.

SWAIN'S MANUAL OF SURGICAL EMERGENCIES.
Illustrated; $2.00.

CLAY'S HANDBOOK OF OBSTETRIC SURGERY.
Third edition; $2.25.

PAVY ON FOODS AND DIETETICS. $4.75.

PLINT'S PHYSIOLOGY.
Volume 5 completing the work.

Cloth, $4.50.

ELECTRICITY.
With 200 illustrations.

Special Senses : Generation.

WILLING & WILLýIAMSON
Publishers à Importers.

L2 II]TG- STlET E1A.ST
T O R O N T O.
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PNEUMATIC ASPIRATION,
After the Manner of Dieulafpy.

"It it always possible, owing to Aspiration, to search for a fluid collection without any danger, whatever may be its seat or its nature.I have thrust these Needles into almost every part of the body, into the Joints, the Liver, the Spleen, the Bladder, the Intestines,
Lungs and the Meninges, and I can affirm, and a great number of observers atitrm with me, that we have never seen consecutive accidentDieulafoy on Pneumatic Asfiratiwn, pb. 21, 24. or
W E invite the attention of the Medical Profession to this New Apparatus for Aspiration, constructed upon the gen1plan of Potain's modification of Dieulafoy's Aspirator, but containing the following improvements and inventioloof our own:-

of u 1st. Means of changing the pump
an exhaust to a force.pump,and vice
thereby enabling the operator not Ci
withdraw an abnormal fluid, but tO_
ject the cavity through the tubes
needle of the apparatus with one adi.

X to induce healthy action.-See DitaW
on AsPiration, j. 276, 278.

n The employment ln our ap
No. 1, uf a metal Screw Cap, tn
neck of the receiver supplied with
apparatus so securely that it cannot
forced froin its place by condensed
while injecting, or accidentally re 0

while the receiver is in a state of vacuY for aspiration.
Fie. 69. The Stopper and 8rd. The substitution, for the ordin

Cocks supplied with Ap- oiled silk valves of other apparatuses
paratus No. 2. a kind indestructible both in form

material.
4th. A simple and comparatively inilmir pensive attacbment for evacuat lot_________________ eDMAN & 15URTL.EFFli-OàT contents of the stomach, equ]al,

superior, to any in use hitherto.Coemenda ions bestowcd upon our Aspi ators, by ph ysicians familiar with the latest European and American ones, lead us to believeib sonie important particulars at least, they are superior to any.
p n is work on Pneumatic Aspirations, Dieulatoy shows the harmlessness of the Aspiratory Puncture and its great superiority to theploring Trocar as a means f accrate diagnosis in all collections of Pathological Fluids. It has beeni used with unprecedented successRetention of Urine Reduction of Strangulated Hernia, in Ascites, Hydrothorax, Empyema, Pneumothorax, Effusions into the PericardlufiSerons, Purulent and Hematic Effusions of the Knee, Hydrocele, Hydatid Cysts, Abscesses of the Liver, and in various other PatholoPLesions.

PRICES 0F APPARATUS.
No 1. Air Pump-exhaust or conderising as described; 16 No. 3. DleulaXoy's Notched Aspirator, Nickel-plated,oz. receiver, of strong glass, with screw cap; three steel, witb two Needles, tubes, &c., in 14gold-plated Aspiratory Needles, together with the necessary No. 4. Stonacb Attacbment, as dcscribed, adapted to pumptubes, stop-cocks, &c., as shown in Fig. 68, fitted in a neat accompanyiîîg Nos. 1 and 2, additional....case, accompanied with printed directions..............$18 00 The Ioregoing are t/e poduct of our own factory, and areNo. 2. The sane, without receiver and with rubber stopper arranied zz iery res#ect.(Sec Fig. 69) to fit almost any bottle of quart capacity, or Also, Dieuaoy on Pneumatic Aspiration, post-paid, by 3less, instead of screw-cap arrangement, also with printed wail, on rcceipt of..directions 

toNc.......................................16 00i Fuil d.scr..tio. o.. a.ication.

CODMAN & SHIURTLEFF,
MakNrs ut Surgical Instruments, 13 and 15 Tremont Street, BOSTON.N.B.-Sec our other advcrtiscment iii alternate iîuiinbcrs of this journîal.

Mrs. Pearsons Abdominal Supporter.
PATENTED OCTOBER, 1870.

attention of the Medical profession i1 called to the great benefit that has been derived by those w o have fourdTHnecessary to use the Abdominal Supporter. Its great use bas been to those who are suffering from. partial ProcideS"tia Uteri, Ante, or Retroversion of the Uterus, and in Leucorrh ra, depending on those defets: by removing the SUit quiokly cures the dischargeA. It is also of marked service to persons suffring fromi a lax, or pendulous state of thabdominal walle, and during pregnanoy, it furnishes the muoh needed support to the Abdomen. A perîneal pad 001also be attached to the Supporter wben required.
The following gentlemen, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to themi as to its excelle"'oand efficsency

B. M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S. E.; Toronto. D. Mclntosh, M.D., Edin. ; Hamniltonu.N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed.; Toronto. Edwin Llenwood, M.D., Hamnilton.Auguatus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. Uzaiel Ogden, M.D., Toronto.Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.) ; Quebec. IL on Wright, M.D., Toronto.W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. Dr. G. L. Mackelcan, Hamilton.J. Maekeloan, M.R.C.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, Hamilton.Dr. Henry J. Ridley, »tmilton. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Cathaines.M. Laveli, M.D., Kinoston. J. Fulton, M.D., M.R.C.S. ..
; Toronto.W. H. BlaMkstock, MD., Hillkdale. M. Hillary, M.R..S. Irel'd,, Toronto.P.B-s, fr $7 te $r . Please e nd ernaeanurcmie around lareof pcrt of tti juipr.

MRS J. E. PEARSON, Box 770, or 132 Adelaide St. Walt, Toronto.
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NOTICE.

14Qt80wS EVflETUA4. ftEMED!ES
Are sold by Chemists and Druggists throughout the World.

E, the popular and professional medicine for indigestion is MORSON'S PEPSINE the active
0ciple of the gastric juice. Sold in Powder, Lozenges, Globules; and as Wine In 1, j, and 1-pint Bottles.

QeLORODYNE is of such celebrity that it can scarcely be considered a speciality, its composition
beuig known to practitioners. Many of the Chlorodynes being unequal in strength, MORSON & SON have
prepared this. Sold in J, i, and 3-oz. bottles.

?.&NOREATIZED COD-LIVER OIL (perfectiy miRcible in water or milk), in 4-os
'0. and pint bottles. gd Highly recommended by the Medical profession in Pukmonary complainta.

Carefully packed and shipped. Orders made payable in England.

THOMAS MORSON & SON,
MEDALISTS AND JURORS AT ALL TEE GREAT EXHIBITIONS,

31, 33, & 124, Southampton Row,
O 0 ND O N.

Russell Square,

WORKS-HORNSEY AND HOMERTON.

C-EMICALS AND N EW MEDICINES
Selected, and Shipping orders executed with care and despatch.

OSEPHIE DAVIDS & CO
CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

VG8, CHEM1CALS, TRUSSES,

SUJRGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

OF DAVIDS' MOTE-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN S OWN BOUQUET.

171 DEG-STREEcTIAST, TORONTO, ONT.

$ CTO $20 PER PAY.-Agents Wantedl Ail clase of work-$5 $ 2 ng people, of d-ther sei. young or old, make more
money ai work for us in thir are moments, or ail the time than
at anything else. Particulars lree Post card to 8tates coskt but
one cent. Address G. 8 1INSON & CO , Portland. Maine,

To the Registered Members of the College
of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario:

T HE Registrar hereby gives notice, that the Ontario
REGISTER for the year 1874 will, in a short time, be

ready for. distribution, and will be sent free of cost to all
the Registered Members who have already paid the annual
fee of $j for the year 1874. It will also be sent free of cost
to those members who have not already paid, as soon as the
Registrar receives the annual fee. The Registrar trusts the
above notice will be sufficient to insure the immediate pay-
ment of the fees, and distribution of the REGISTER to all the
Registered members of the profession.

DR. PYNE,
Registrar, Toronto.
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FOUGERA'S COMPOUND IODINISED
rr b O LIVER OIL. M

pepration has been in general use for the past twelve years, during which time it has steadily gained in faT with physicians, who have tested it and are aware of its prompt action. The immeasurable therapeutio suyerior
of this oil ouer all other kinds of Cod Liver Oils sold in Europe or in this market, is due to the addition of ODI 
BROMINE and PHOSPHORUS.

Each quart contains, in addition to the medicinal constituents of the pure oi], 16 grains of lodine, 2 grains of Bro0""
and 2 grains of Phosphorus, which render it therapeutically five times stronger than the richest Cod Liver Oil.

Judging from the experience of the past, we may justly claim that, in a majority of the cases in which Cod L1
Oil i. prescribed, the COMPOUND IODINISED COD LIVER OIL will be found vastly superior in eMlacy to the Plr
Oil, and that physioians will obtain the desired result in a much shorter time by the increased curative action of thil
while in many cases they will obtain favorable results, where the pure oil would fail entirely.

We add a few extracts from the flattering notices received from the editors of the Medical Press of the United St

From the ST. LOUIS MEDICAL REPORTER.
April 1, 1867."We have personally used Mr. Fougera's Compound Iodinised Cod Liver Oil, and can, from experience, pronounl

one of the best articles of the kind now in use."
From the DETROIT REVIEW OF MED. AND PHARM.

"We can speak most sincerely in approval of the elegant appearance and purity of Mr. Fougera's Compound odis
Cod Liver Oil. Its increased medicinal power will commend it to all who are in need of auch a remedy."

Prom the N. Y. M ICAL GAZETTE.21, 1868

'The advantages claimed for Mr. E. Fougera's Cod Liver Oil are, that by reason of the addition of Iodine, Brout
and Phosphorus, it is more efficacious, and at the same time the stomach need not be disordered by an excessive amO
of oil administered. This Oil was given to about eighty patients, in the out-door department of Bellevue Hospital, abO
thirty of who-n were children, the remainder belonging chiefly to the department of chest diseases. The opinion of
physicians using it ic nearly unanimous to this effect: that the Oil is of a decided medicinal value; that, compared lic
ordinary Cod Liver Oil, it appears to take effect more rapidly."

From the CINCINNATI LANCET AND OBSERVER.
July, 1868.o

" We have used Fougera's Cod Liver Oi ln the Dispensary of the Miami Medical College and ln privat pra00vith great satisfaction. The addition vhich Mr. Fougera makes of'Iodine, Bremine, &c., evidently increases the .005<
of the original oil."

Prom the RICHMOND AND LOUISVILLE MED. JOURNAL.
August,. 1868-.,,

"Both in this State and in Virginia, private practitioners have been questioned, in regard to their experience "
this prepavation, and the testimony has, without exception, been extreely favorable. The general belief i, that the
i equal tf any that in made, and that the blending, pharmaceutically, Iodine, Bromine and Phosphorus with it, prodooo tic
more ati ifactory results, than where good oil and some preparations of iodine are given separately."

From the CANADA MEDICAL JOURNAL
November, 1868. 1

"Haring made use of Fougera's Cod Liver Oil in several cases, it Las impressed usa being of really good therap
cal value, being truch more speedy in its action than the ordinary Cod L.ver Oil. It seems applicable to all oiase who
Cod Liver Oil is demanded ; but, in our experience, it is of essential benefit in cases of spinal disease and rickets."

E. FOUGERA & Co., Pharmacists, New York.

Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing CompanY'
107 EASTI' 34th ST., NEW YORK,

By Special Appointment Electrical Instrument Makers to the New York State Hospital for Nervous Diseases.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PORTABLE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MACHINES,
PORTABLE GALVANIC BATTERIES, GALVANO-CAUSTIC BATTERIES PERMANENT GALVANIC BATTE100

FOR HOSPITALS AND GENERAL PRACTITIONERS, ELECTRODES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS. I
BY means of our patented Hydrostats, these machines can be carried around, charged and ready for use, without daiS fi
-- of spilling the battery fluid. This attachment cannot fail to be appreciated by those who, hitherto, have been oblig 1q
to use unscientific and badly constructed instruments, fron which the fluid has to be emptied before carrying about, oe
Wise ruining the machine, clothes, carpets, &c. Our Vulcanite Cells are furnished with the Electro-Magnetie Machines
ordered-an important consideration to physicians who have to drive over rough roads or pavements. We respoO
refer to the following eminent Physicians :- .

New York-Prof. W. A. Hani- Cincinatti-Prof. Jas. T. Whit- Cleveland, O.-Aleyn E. May-. Jacksonville, Ill. -mond,M.D.; Prof. Louis A. Sayre, aker, M.D. ; Prof. Robert Barth- nard, M.D.; H. K. Cushing, M.D. Prince, M.D p.M.D.; Prof. E. C. Seguin, Y.D.; olow; F. A. Anderson, M.D. Buffalo, N. Y.-Prof. J. F Jacksonville, Fla. -Prof. T. G. Thomas, M.D. .Prof. University of Virginia-Prof. Miner, M.D. Mitchell, M.D.W. H. Draper, M. D.; Allan J. L. Cabell. Boston-Alf. C. Garratt, M.D. Rochester, N.Y.-E. M.McLane Hamilton, M.D. Augusta, Ga.-Prof. G. W. Vashville, Ten.-Prof. Paul F. M.D. ' IPhiladelphia-Prof. S. Weir Rains. Eve. Canada-Prof. J. R. D"
Mitchell, M.D.; Prof. B. Howard Chicago-F. H. Davis, M.D. Syracuse, N. Y.-H. D. Di- M.D., Kingston, Ont.Rand, M.D. mana; A. D. Felton, M.D.

FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO. SUND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE-LIST•
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CANADIAN

MIDICAL MUTUAL BENEFIT
-&SSOCIATION.

nOrorte<d under Chapter 82, Victoria 34, 0.)

President.-DR. 1-IODDER.

First Vice-President.-DR. CANNIFF.

'acOnd Vice-President.-DR. JAMES H. RICHARDSON.

Secretary-' reasurer.--)R. BRIDGMAN,

rctors.. -- DR. WINSTANLEV, )R. AGNEW, DR.

PYNE, DR. ROSEBRUGH, DR. HILLARY,

DR. BETHUNE.

o4oary Directors.-Members of the House of Commons,
and of the Legislature of Ontario, who are medical men,

demnbers of the Medical Council of Ontario, Pre-
sidents of Medical Associations in Ontario, who

are members of the Association.

ap onorary Directors are requested, in sending in their
tion s, to mention the fact, and state their qualifica-

' Ws, forms of application, and any necessary infor-
a fuIrnished on application to the Secretary,

DR. BRIDGMAN,
Box 1455, Toronto.,

James 1. Foster's

PATENT UNION

ARTIFICIAL LIMBS
(Pat. Aug. 8, 1865, and June 29, 1369.)

anufactured by the only Patentee and
Who a faturer in America (and perhaps the world)

edge a full length artificial leg, and they are acknow-
asiny all who have tried the various kinds, before pur-

ef them, to be the very best in use.
tri lustrated pamphlets, giving a view and full des-

Oe Who he LIMBS: also containing testimonials fron
applyrig ae Previously tried the various kinds, sent free

72 Glawî cr, AEs. oTERh

Ch3e 72 Griswold, cor. Larned-.,DtoMih
hetnu4'• 60 West 4th st.,

Phlladelphia, Pa. Cincinna ti, Ohio.

GEORGE TIEMANN & 0.,
F. A. STOHLMANN. EsTABLIsuED 1826. BD. PPARRE

67 CHATHAM STREET, EW YORK,

MANUFACTURERs AND IMPORTERB 0

SURGIAL INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus for Fractures, Dislocatlons ud Defrmities,

Latest Instruments for Local Antesthesia, and for Applica-

tions to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

Uterus, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,

Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermie Sy-

ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of all kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

TWO SILVER MEDALS AWARDED

B, TE

PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1867,
BEING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

American Eihibitors of Surgical Instrument&

A GOOD OPENING.

FOR SALE, CIEAP.

A LARGE, commodious FRAME HOUSE and Ver-
anda, convenient Surgery, good Stabling, and half

an acre of ground. The surrounding country is the best.
The proposed Hamilton and Collingwood Railway passes
through the village. Subscriber leaving to enter the drug
business. For particulars, apply to

THOMAS KIERNAN, M.D.,

Creemore, Co. Simcoe, Ont.

MICROSCOPY.

RTHUR JUKES JOHNSON, M.B.. M.R.C.S., Ung., FellowA Royal Microscopical Society of London, Lecturer on Microsoopy,
Trinity College, Toronto. Microscopical exaluinations of Disses and
Excreta of the body: also, of Toxicological conditions In connexion
with Jurisprudence. Histological demonstrations to private pupUia,

Yorkville, Toronto.

,
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SAVORY & MOORE, 143, New Bond Street, London, beg to call the attention of the ProfesiOngenerally, to sorne of the later preparations brought out in England, the purity, and unif0rstrength of which can be guaranteed.

SAVORY & MOORE'S

GENUI NE

PANCREATIC EMULSION AND PANCREATINE.
In Diseases where Wasting, Lors of the Power of Digestion and Assimilation are prominent symptoms0

Pancreatie Emulsion and Pancreatine are the most potent Remedial Agents.
When Cod-Liver Oil fails to inci ease weiglit, or cannot be tolerated by the Stomach, the Pancreatic Preparations are the only remedies which can supply its place, and give the power of digesting the Oil.
CAUTIo.-" In my practice I always uqe Savory & Moore's Pancreatic Emulsion and Pancreatine Powder, and ino confidence in any other form."-H. DOBELL, M. D., (Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.)

PANCREATISED COD-LIVER OIL:
a reliable combination of Pancreatine with the Oil, rendering its digestion easy and rapid.

PANCREATINE WINE,
Fer the Digestion of Cod-Liver Oil, solid Fat, and Food generally. The Wine and Cod-Liver Oil readily form an EmUl5iswhen shaken together in equal proportions.

PHOSPHORIZED COD-LIVER OIL.
The increased demand for this preparation since its introduction by Messrs. SAVORT & MooRn six years ago, Wseem to stamp it as an important therapeutic remedy.

PHOSPHORIZED COD-LIVER OIL WITH QUININE.
PHOSPHOROUS PILLS-PURE-Of all sizes and strengths, non-resinous and perfectly soluble. Most of the uncertainty of operations experienced in the internal administration of Phosphorous, may be traced to the use of OxydiDo'or Allotropie Phosphorous, preparations which are less active, and more uncertain.

PEPTODYN, the New Digestive,
Digests all kkinds of Food-the Farinaceous, Fibrinous, and Oleaginous: being a combination of the several ac
principles of the digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatie, &o.

Five grains of Peptodyn (Powder) digests-100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, 100 grains of Fat, 100 grains of Starc
BEST FOOD FOR INFANTS.

As Supplied to the Royal Families of England and Russia. Feeding Infants on the best, i. e. the most nonrisghig Soieasily digested, Food has recently occupied much of the attention of the Profession, and the fallacy and danger of eosPlOling Starch, in the form of Corn Flour and other high-sounding titles, has been repeatedly pointed out.This Food resembles Mother's Milk more closely than any other kind, perfectly fulfilling its object, that of promOtithe caowTH and HEALTH of the Child.

DATURA TATULA, for Asthma
and Chronic Bronchitis. Reoommended hy the Profession as a remedy of great power and usefulness in cases of shortusefulness in cases of short and difficult breathing, spasmodic coughing, &c. Grown by Savory and Moore, and prePin ail forms for smoking and inhalation.

Wholesale of Messrs LYMAM, CLARE & Co., and Retail of the PrinciDal Druggists in the Domihloi"
and Arnerica.

SITUATION WANTED. Microscope for Sale.
STUDENT ABOUT TO GRADUATE IN THE SPRING TEWARD'S PROFESSIONAL ACHROMATIC MICObeoand of considerable practical experience, is desirous of COPE. It is well constructed, and h as coarse and 'Partner or Assistant Adjustments for Focussing, a Sliding Object Holder te.S . . .tage, One Huyghenean Eye-Piece and Adjusting COn20&y.of some Physician having an extensive practice. Address Mirror, a Set of Achromatic'Object Glasses, giving three

"Lancet Office," Toronto. ferent powers, and magnifying from 75 to 300 diametersf
.0,000 Utimes superficial. A Live-Cage, for the examl1

GALVANIC BATTERY ' A ati or Transparent Objects, &o.; a pair of ÀJus ing Forceps, fitting into the stage, a pair of amall A etForceps and Glass Slides, all fitting into a Magohany CabiSXF IR SALE. and Drawer, with Rackwork for two dozen Objects,
N IMPROVED PORTABLE GALVANIC BATTERY, spare compartment for Apparatus, &o., including a Sta, i

Manufactured by Louis Drescher, New York, giving Work, entitIed ' Half-Hours with the Microscope,
primary and secondarcurrent, with current breaker, cord, Edwin Lankester, M.D.,
spols, and appliances, all in perfet order, warranted.
Price $20. address

" Lancet Office"
Toronto.

The power is quite sufficient for aH ordinary invetigati
Price $20.00. Address

" Lanoot Office,"
Toronto.



PILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF LIST PRICES.

Piease apeoif (WaRaa k C0 ) when it suits your convenience to order elsewhere, and observe

that our TEAa I is on the lCe. .

RELIABLE OFFICINAL

5UGAR-CQÀATED PZLLS,
AND RECIPES OF EMINENT PHYSICIANS,

MANUifAcURED Bi

WMg. 3. WA3*3 & •004t

g We claim for our SUGAR-CeATED Pnu the indispensable qualities, SOLUBILITY and

PERMANENCY. They are prepared of the purest materials, and you can feel warranted in

their being perfectly reliable. Our method of sugar-coating pills avoids the necessity of drying
s0 hard as to render them insoluble.

z0LLWING uuEAUo A 11W I0TANT 1EI1s. ML LIST ivUEID or AP0TIOK.

I Prive
PI LS peEIL S per

100.

ALOESU. . P.. . . . . . . . . . .40 FERRI CARB. (VaUet's,) . .

ALES et ASSf, GAMBOGE COMPg
{ P v . A loes s o c.1 · P 'A smb G ,o
Assafotida, 1 ... 40 " sohc 40
Pv. aonits, 18 " Sapnis,

ALOES et FERRI. GENTI apCnis,
P b. YA . , .Ext. Gentian, % gr.

err u , Soc. ruN 1-- gr.

Ext. Con,, igr
AL9ES et NUC. VOMICA. r u SoAloxs

JPv. Aloes Soc., 1% 17. Firi. Sul.~X. Èxs
Ext. Nue. Vom., 1% * Ext. Helleb.N.1Ext.i Nu.Vm. OOPER.- Pv. Myrrh,0

ALORS et MASTICH. (Lady Webster.) " saP r,{PV. Soc. A=C. . - la
Gum c..... 50 ,"ZingibJam,ý

Flor. Ro,0
r FlorTIV ., HYDRARGYRI-3 gr. . ... . ... .0

a ydrarg., 1 gr. IPECAC et OPII.,-3Y grs. . . . . . . .
Mana Hdrg, 5 r 0 MIin &Mgr

1-8 } IRISIN Comp. hy, . r. .4 . .

ÂUE sON SmYI tryua, 1-40 <r.

Pv. D Soc Aloes, PODOPHYL et HYDRARG.

m a th, . . . Podop. 40ln, ,r.
j" ~n~,uoocyth,. . 40 ]Lams.Aydrar<,g.

" am, GRANULES.
4 MAPoermÂ, U. p., . . . . . . .. 40 AC. Arsenions, 1-20,1-80,1-0g ..... 40
4 MAFM(EIDA COMP. CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE, 1-12.1-20,1-40gra 40

f Assa}tida. 2 gr. 40 EXT. Belladonna, Eng. Y gr. ...... 40
F&LOU errl. kulph. Ex 1igr, ign.ti .A= mY .. ....... 60

]MCL,-4 grI. . . . . .•. . . . . . 40 " yoscyamus, (Eng) g r. .... . 40

et HYOSCYAMUS. Nuc. Vom. gr. . . . . . . . . . 50

ams.(Eng) 1 gr. . . 50 LEPTANDRIN, <. . . . . . . . .. 40

gr. . . . . . . . . 40 M ERCURY, Id. gr., . . . . . . .. . . 40

1ýQGà • -" 
Red, 1-16gr. . . . . . . 40

Pv. Boc. Aloes, gr. PODOPHYLLIN, 1-10gr. . . . . . . . 40
" Rhei 1 50 " 4 gr. ......... 4

Si , ns, STRYCHNIA, 1-10, 1-20, 1-30, 1-32, 1-40, 1-00, ga 40

. WARNER, Pharmacuical Chemist, Philadelphia.
Duaanx B,-.You have submitted for my inspection varions samples of your BugarCoted Plle.

Ie eamtned them earefully, and can pronounce them both perfect and elegant. I meafrom

pexrsoal knowledge of your character and ability, and I regard the length of your prctic
QPreUCe lu maufcturing them as a specialty, às the surent guaranty of their excelienm

Yours, very respectfull.
le, lem ~JOHN ii. MAISCH U. S. A ,uw rt"

2-10,1863, (Now Professoi In Phila. bollege of aumaoy.)

SOzLij3y »BvUGGISTS TH23OUGHOUT THE coUNTBrY.

Al



SREARLE, SOL UBLE, PEMZAENT I

SwUAR-CoAND Ina,
OF THE UNITED STATES. PHARMACOPRIA,

And Recipes of Eminent Physicians.

PREPARED BY

WILLIAM R. WARNER & CD.,
Dealers in Physiians' Supplies,

No. 164 North Thrd St,
PHIInDE.PHIA.

4IWWe claim for our SUGAR-COATED PILLS the indispensable qualities,
SOLUBILITY AND PERMANENCY. They arc prepared of the purest
materials, and you can feel warranted in their being perfectly reliable.
Our method of Sugar-Coating Pills without the application of heat, as
employed by us only, avoids the necessity of drying so hard as to render
them insoluble.

Con be obtained of the following Wholesale Depots and from ail the leading house
throughout the country:

W. H. SCHIEFFELIN & CO., New York.
RUST BROS. & BIRD. Boston.
W H. BROWN & BRO., Baltimore.
THOMSEN LILLY & CO., Baltimore.
W. S. MERELL & CO., Cincinnati.
3. S. BURDSALL & CO.,'Cincinnati.
R. MACREDY & (20., Cincinnati.
S. E. SAMUELS Colmus.
VAN SCHAACIÈ, STEVENS & REID,

W. H. CAWFORD, St. Louis.
MEYER BRO. CO., St. Louis.
RICIIARDSON M 2. St. LUis.
Z. F. cASE RLINE, Cleveland'
C. LANGLEY &•CO San lrancsc6:
H. F. MARSH. San nc*co.
R. A. ROBINSON & CO., Louisville, Ky.
BALL & LYON. New Orleans.
HARRIS & EWING, Pttburgh.

KERRY. WATSON & c'O., Montreali, Can
A. KIEFER, ladianapols Indiana.
BROWN1Nu & bLOAN, Indianapolis, Ind.
DR. if. BAER, Charleston, S. C.
W. N. WILKERbON & O.., Memphls, Tenn.
G. W. JONES &, CO0.. bislaen
LAWREN CE & WEIC EBAUM, Sa.

vannah. Ga.
LEICH & LEMCKE, Evansville, Ind.
LILLY & PHELAN. Evansviile, lad.
FARRAND. WILLIAMS & CO., Detroit.
W. H. GRAHAM & (0. lZanesvfll 0io
DR GEO. BLOCRISOM. Zaiiesviiie. 0h10o.
PURCELL, LADD & CO., Richmond, Va.
LAUOHLIN BECS. & CO0.. Wheeling, W. V.
J. S. PERKINS & CO., Portland, Mainle.
LANE & PAINE Fochester. New York.

.M. LYMAN &'.. Buffalo, R e Yr.NOYES BRO.'S & CUTLER, St, Paul, Minn.

giliWhen it suits your convenience to order indirectly you will please
specify our make. ( WARNER & CO. )

L13BAADI8CO UN' 270 7M BAE



WILLIAMd IR. W.A. ER & colS
M E D I C I N A L.

Of Standard Strength, and from materials of the fi'rst quality, in ALL THEIR

VARIETY, with Labels, giving fuil directions for doses, formula, &o.

PRICE LISTS pURNISHED ON APPLICATION.



PRIZE MEDAL OF THE VIENNA EXHIBITION.
Awarded Wi. B. Wàaxaa a Ce., for the auperiority of their Omour, Sueia-Coàm Pya.

Lista with formula appended, cor isIg over one hnndred and fifty varieties with thoseOfflCINÂL ln the UT. S. Pnarmacopula, are furrnhshed when requested.

PIL: PHSPHORUS COP:-WARNER & CO.]Each Containing
Phosphorus, one-hundredth grain.-Ext: Nux Vomica, one-fourth grain.

Price, $2.00 per 100.Phosphorus is an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of thebrain and nervous system, and is regarded as a valuable remedy for diseases common tothem. Sucli as
Lapse of Memory, Softening of the Brain, Loss of Nerve Power,Phthisis, Paralysis, and Impotency.

The pilular form has been deemed the most desirable for the administration ofPhosphorus. It is in a perfect state of Subdivision, as it is incorporated with Glycerine,etc., in solution.
Dr. G. Dujardin Beaumetz, of the Hospital de la Pitie, Paris, concludes:-After anglaborate study of the action of phosphorus in locomotor ataxia, that: 1. Phosphorusappears to have a favorable influence in progressive locomotor ataxia. 2. Phosphorusacte as an excitant and as a tonic to the nervous system. It returns to the nervoustissue an indispensable element. 3. The administration of phosphorus should be con-menced in small doses, one milligramme (about the 1-60th of a gin), and increasedgradually. The administration should cease when digestive trou es supervene.-Bd-tin General de Therapeutic, Jan. 15th, Feb. 29th, March 18th, 1868.

PIL: IODOFORE ET FERRI.-WARNER & CO.
A powerful general Tonie and Alterative; valuable as a remedy in

SCROPULÂ, AN IIA, NEURALGIA, CRLOROBIS, CONSUIPTION, &C.We make special mention of these Pills of our manufacture, as the medical journals•throughout the country contain contributions from reliable authors who have made won-derful cures after having used, without succesa, all other known remedie.Each label bears the formula and doses.
Priée, $2.50 per 100.

We give below a brief e"iat from a report of the Lehlgh Countv Medlcal Society, as publishedln the transactions of the Medioai suoeity of Pensylvania June, 1y8.
kl Internaiiy 1 gave quinine and fron, and a good nourishing diet. Still I found great trouble lnkeelng uP healsY granulatin. they would become sluggish. I tried a number of alterativeu, astrated opotatium nd lim. 1ial the case prorressec very slowly, until my attention was at-tracted to an article e the Meiaitand Srgical Reporter, on ' Iodotorm and Iron.' I at once con-ltisfdd ta ive is resedy a far iai. 1 i'contintuei ait other constitutional treatment, and gavethrea% pille three times a uny, mafa4fUrctured kt/ W. R. Tarner &t Co., of Philadel".hia. 1 ,.oon had thsesatifaction of seing a rapid inisrovement. The pain at once left her lim , with whinh she hadtuffered cntinualy; tse granulations bocame more healthy and more abundant, and I now havedh. satIfaction o Peeing m patient engaging n ai l her household duties. Not a vetige of theuig*esste b, ee. Thse Patient ii enjoyingparf oct heaith; 1a activd and l*ve4.Sinca I have treated two other cses, one of thrAe and one of four years standing, wth th*ame good result. I feel oonvinoed of the efficacy of the remedy.

P. L. REICHARD, Clairman Sanitary ommitt.Sent by Mail, on reoipt of Catalogue ]Price.
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O CASES OF TETANUS, FOLLOWING

FROST BITE.

eDER TUE CARE OF DR. BETHUNE, TORONTO

GENERAL HOSPITAL.

The first case was that of D. M., a farmer from
the COuty of Wellington. His general health
ba lways been good, and he has led a temperate

O1 th16 9th of January ult., while on the road
with a load of lumber, during which time he was
eXPOsed to very intense cold for about three hours,
h18 feet and fingers became severely frost-bitten, the
forlrl sPecially. He was not aware of what had
occlrred until he went home, and attempted to

o'erave his boots. Failing to do this, he thawed
thein Off, and applied coal oil and turpentine. He
fou"d that the fingers of both hands were frozen on

e dorsal surface rather superficially, and that the
of both feet, and one half of each foot were

comPletely destroyed.
j was adritted into the Hospital on the 13th of

azlnary. His chief complaint was pain of a very
"vr character in his feet. He was somewhat
fverishi on admission. The toes and a greater part
of both feet being in a moist gangrenous condition.

ingers and parts of both hands, on dorsal sur-
fce black and dry. He was ordered Bread 1 l.,

eot i lb., Milk Oj., Potatoes 4½ lbs., Whiskey 3vj.
tag Occurred of any importance until the eve-

blIg of the 17th ult., when he had rigors, and he
Slept Very little the night following. The pulse

radually increased in fulness and frequency (84)
fi fIe 'oriing of the 21st, when he noticed stiff-

o f the Muscles of the neck, and of the lower
he also swallowed and spoke with difficulty.

e could OPen the jaws sufficiently to protrude lis
oie slightly. The feet and hands sloughing,

urine scanty and high coloured, and passed with

difficulty. He was ordered 30 grains of chloral

hydrate, to be taken immediately, also a hypodermic

injection of 1 of a grain of the alcoholic extract of

calabar bean every hour. The latter was repeated

till nearly 5 grains had been consumed, without

effect. He slept a short time after taking the chloral

hydrate, the spasms continuing nevertheless during

the night, the abdominal muscles being tense, and

the patient complaining of inability to swallow.

There was difficulty of breathing at this time, and

.a peculiar rattling in his throat from accumulation

of mucus. The intellect remained clear. The

calabar bean was now given up, and morphia

ordered to be administered hypodermically,-1 grain

at the beginning, and j grain subsequently, every

hour.
He died about 30 hours after the accession of

tetanic symptoms ; the surface being bathed in cold,
clammy perspiration, the face livid, and the eyes

turned upwards. There appeared to be no effect

produced upon the pupils.

The next case was that of L. S., æt. 28. He

had undergone many reverses, having not many

years ago occupied a very respectable position in

London, England, but since emigrating to America

he bas been a common labourer. He first went to

the United States ; unmarried; general healtn fair

till date of his present misfortune. Has had

syphilis.
He left Woodstock with the intention of pro-

ceeding to Toronto on foot, about the 5th of Jan.,
ult., and on the 8th, having had no food or shelter

for two previous days, and being quite exhausted
he took refuge in a barn where he laid down help-

less, his only covering being straw. He felt bis

feet numb, and called at a farm house the next

morning to remove lis boots. He failed to do so

and was ignorant of what had happened until his

boots had been cut off. The people about him ap-
plied snow and bathed his feet in cold water for
five or six hours.

When admitted into the hospital on the 13th of
| January, both feet presented a dark lurid hue, the
line of demarcation existing between th dying and
living tissues, immediately above the ankles. There
was a sense of tingling in the frozen parts, and ho
could walk without pain, except at the ankles. He

s is sleepless from exhaustion ; the tip of bis nose

is also frost-bitten ; pulse 120 ; tongue clean ; no

191THE CANADA LANCET.
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appetite; bowels regular; skin hot and dry. He
was ordered the same diet as the last patient, and
had a stimulating lotion applied to the injured parts.
Two days after admission both legs became swollen
and very painful, signs of erysipelas being apparent
in the left leg from the ankle to a part below the
knee. To this a lead lotion was applied. Rigors
now set in; complete loss of appetite ; no sleep ;
pulse 132. Ordered 3ss. of the following mixture
every 4 hours : Quiniæ Sulph. 3ss., Tr. Ferri Mur.

3ss., Aque ad. 3viij.
Nothing of particular noteoccurredtillthe morning

of the 22nd, when symptoms of trismus presented
themselves; stiffness of the neck, and jaws, and
inability to speak or swallow with any facility;
abdomen tense ; urine scanty. He was ordered
hypodermic injection, one grain of morphia to begin
with, and J a grain subsequently every hour. This
was kept up until a short time before he died, up to

which time his intellect remained clear. He lived
nearly thirty hours from the time tetanic symptoms
first declared themselves.

This man was examined post-mortem. The
usual signs of congestion were observed in most of
the viscera, including the brain and its membranes.
The posterior surface of the spinal cord was also con-
gested. The blood throughout the body dark
venous.

There were signs of bronchitis purulent matter
oozing from the tubes when cut. The right ventricle
was full of dark venoua blood, and contained a large
clot of fibrin.

On opening the abdomen, bloody serum was
found between the rectus muscle and peritoneun
The peritoneum was congested underneath the ex
travasation; spleen slightly amyloid. The rest o:
the abdominal organs, so far as examined, showec
signs of congestion.

CASE OF OVARIOTOMY.

BY A.- GROVE8, M.D., M. 0. P. 8., PERGUS, ONT.

In September, 1874, Mrs. Robert Smith, of Mary
borough, consulted me with reference to an enlarge
ment of the abdomen which she had first notice
about eighteen month before. It began as a cir
cumscribed and moveable tumor low down in th
right side of the abdomen. She had consulte
several physicians, and was treated for some month

by one of them for " dropsy." The treatmn0
adopted caused considerable emaciation and 0
marked diminution, not of the tumor, but of tle
patient's strength.

On making a careful examination I found a purely
ovarian tumor which did not seem to have ma"
adhesions, and was, as far as I could judge, mo"<'
cystic. I explained to her that the only hope Of
curing her was by operating, but from this she
recoiled, and at her earnest entreaty I tapped thO

tumor on the 29th September. The fluid rapidly
re-accumulated, and she finally determined to ran
the risk of having the tumor, removed ; but I no<
found that it was apparently bound down almfOst
everywhere by adhesions.

On the 19th of December I proceeded to operate
in the presence of Dra. Pentland of Elora, McKi'
non of Charleston, Thom and Tamblyn of Douglan4
Orton, Griffith and Alexander of Fergus. The
patient having been put under the influence O
chloroform, an incision, begining about an inch
below the umbilicus and extending to the pubet

was carefully made, through the abdominal walls-
It was now found that the adhesions were very
extensive not only to the abdominal walls but alsO
to the intestines. The adhesions were howeVer

almost all recent and easily broken down, and tle
fluid having been evacuated the sac was withdrawO•

Considerable trouble was found in managing the

pedicle, for it was very short and thick. First a
cat-gut ligature was passed through it, and '0
attempt made to tie it in two parts, but the ligatre
broke aud then it was tied in several parts with sel

. ligatures. The pedicle being now secure Wa0
returned to the abdomen, and the ends of the lige

f ture brought out at the lower angle of the wound-

i The abdominal cavity having been carefully sponge
out, the edges of the wound were brought together

by steel needles silver-plated, passed through the

whole thickness of the abdoininal wall, includi0'

the peritoneum. A rubber drainage tube

placed in the wound, as in my first operation.
bandage was now put on and the patient put to bed
the whole operation having lasted an hour and 0

- half. The estimatd weight of the tumor was

1 pounds.
- When reaction began to set in one-third of

e grain of morphia was given.
d At 6 P.x. she had pretty well recovered fro'
à effects of the chloroform. Pulse 80.

L
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12 P.M. Pulse 84, complaining of great pain and SUCCESSFUL CASE OF RESUSCITATION
tonstalt desire to make water. Drew off a small FROM CHLOROFORM NARCOSIS.-

9uantity of urine with the catheter. NÉLATON'S METHOD.

20th, 8 A.M. Pulse 104 ; tongue dry. 12, noon,
Pu]1 120; tongue moist. 6 P.M., pulse 125. 11 CHÂl4B8 WM. COVERNTON, M.D., M.R.C.8., ENG.

Pulse 132; tongue dry. Great pain all day L.C.A., SIMOQE, ONT. t

constant desire to pass water. Morphia given Whether Nélaton's theory that chioroforin nar-
evfery three hours in doses of one-third of a grain. cosis results fron anoemia of the brain be correct or

U 8 A.M. Pulse 120; tongue moist; pain not, the fact is unquestioned that the circulation
gonle; desire to pass water not pressing. Discon- through the capillaries of the brain is soinetimes
lr.ied rorphia. 1 P.M., pulse 125 ; 6 P.M., pulse retarded under the influence of narcotics. Dr.
120; 12 P.M., pulse 120. Patient slept a little. Snow's experiments have demonstrated that chioro-

2nd, 9 A.M. Pulse 112; 4 P.M., pulse 125; 6 form, ether, and probably ai narcotics have the
P, ulse 132; considerable vomiting: 11 P.M. power of suspending nuscular irritability, and Prof

p'ila 116; gave morphia and bismuth, vomiting Alison has shown that the functions of the varions
%Pped and patient slept. organs of the body are accompanied by a force

The Progress of the patient after this time was which aids the capi]lary circulation, and on the
1 o't satisfactory. On the 5th day the bowels were function of any organ being interrupted the circu-
1O¾vd by enema, and on the sixth day I removed lation through it is retarded, as is seen in the

ne nedle, and those remaining on the eighth.Oieueladtoermiigon the eighth most striking manner in the lungs during asphyxia.

e twelfth day the patient sat up, and for the For the constant action between the oxygen of the
6t titne sinice the operation passed water without

the catheter. o t erial blood and the brain there is required a
QII iisevnteeth ay ne lgatre ame neyer ceasing current of blood, and when this is

on thethh day one ligature came awaythe roce ofOXrd on the twenty-eighth she went home in a sleigh,terutd inyrf the r cear that
ce of eighteen miles, expressing herself as dation. From these premises Dr. Snow argued that

g quite weil. it does not signify whether there is increased or

k.-Theinished pressure in the craniu, whether the

POit of importance. Before the tapping the tumor quantity of blood in the brain. is more or less than
quite Inoveable, being non-adherent; after the natural-that the relation between asphyxia and

it became immovable and adherent over narcotism is this-that in asphyxia there is an

rds of its surface. The adhesions were absence of oxygen, whilst in narcotism the oxygen
and I feel satisfied were caused by the escape is present, but is prevented from acting by the

into the abdominal cavity through the influence of the narcotic. With this close affinity

Uade by the trocar ; as a resuit adhesive between asphyxia and narcotism there is a great

Ito waa set up. The trocar used was a similarity in the phenomela of the two conditions,
oOal One, and the usual precautions were the different parts of the nervous centres losing

is . The point to be considered is whether it their power under the influence of choroforiu and

practice ever to tap in a case where ovari- ether in the saie order as in asphyxia. The aetioi

ee POSsible It would seem from the above of the heart continues

in tapPing may complicate matters seriously; of respiration have ceased to contract, and this is

p such a degree of inflammation may be set the cae under chiorofori narcosis. Without pre-

p destroy life, and one may well ask for what tending to form an opinion of the correctness of

4% of benefit I It does not seem that a real these theories, it is yet obviously the duty of the

th ovar'an tuior ever was cured by tapping; practitioner when suddenly confronted ith the

e atient la Weakened, the radical operation npay imminent peril of chlorofotm narcosis, to practise the

is oo a Or life itself be destroyed, and there treatment of Nélaton, the succesQ of which has

antage to be gained sufficient to counter- been 80 frequently recorded, and equally obvious, to

s t s nob erious drawbacks. For myself I shail communicate to the profession the successful result.

to be l favour of operating without a resort With this conviction I forward fr publicatin in

previoualy. the Lancet the following caseb i
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On the evening of the 19th of January I was
called to visit Willie Hooker, a lad aged nine years,
who, while riding on his hand-sled behind a
passing omnibus, lost his grasp of the projecting
step, and before he could get out of the way was
run over by a sleigh a short distance in the rear.
Beyond a lacerated crescentic wound on the inner
border of the gastrocnemius muscle, from the horse's
foot, he received no other injury than a severe
bruise of the fleshy parts. As there was great
tenderness of the whole leg I ordered warm wate
dressings, and deferred until the next morning
bringing the gaping edges of the wound together
by sutures. The following day, assisted by my
son, who although not a medical student, has proved
on several occasions to be reliable, I administered a
drachm of chloroform, and after an interval of several
minutes finding that no evidences of his being
brought under the influence were apparent, I
poured another drachm on the sponge ; this, after a
short time, seemed to have produced the requisite
degree of anæsthesia, but on halndling the leg pre-
paratory to putting in the first suture, he screamed
and struggled violently, so that before complete
insensibility was produced I had to administer a
third drachm. Very shortly after the limbs became
relaxed and complete anæstbesia established. The
sponge was then given to a Mrs. Garland, a neighbor
who had kindly taken the mother's place-with
instructions to keep it a short distance from the
nostrils. Four sutures were quickly put in and the
edges drawn together, a wet compress placed over the
wound and a bandage lightly applied. On asking
for a pin to fasten the terminal end of the bandage,
Mrs. G. in handing one to me dropped the sponge,
and to my horror I discovered there was no evi-
dences of breathing, and no pulse at the temple or
wrist. The boy was lying on asofa, so it was only the
work of an instant to place his head on the floor,
and direct my son to hold his legs in the perpen-
dicular position. An elder brother sitting by a
window was directed to throw it open; cold water
at hand was dashed on the face, and fortunately
without difficulty I was enabled to grasp and keep
protruded the tongue with the thumb and finger of
left hand; with my right I made pressure alternately
on the thorax and adomen, whilst Mrs. G. quietly
and intelligently elevated and depressed the arme,
settling to the work as coolly as if she had been a
member of the staff of the Royal Humane Society

for years, neither by word nor sign giving evideg
of trepidation. On such alarming emergencie
is difficult rightly to estimate the lapse of time, bot
eertainly the most wretched quarter of an hour
ever experienced appeared to elapse before there
the least appearence of animation. My son's 60
mate was over twenty minutes. The first atteo
at inspiration was of the feeblest, gradually
ceeded by more vigorous ones ; vomiting
ensued. In attempting to slightly turn and el0
the head so as to guard against the vomited of
that filled his mouth regurgitating into the trach08
lost my hold of the tongue, and the jaws instS
closed like a vice ; all attempts at prying them OPO
failed, and again I feared the case would p
hopeless. To my inexpressible relief another fa
attempt at vomiting occurred with complete rele.
tion of the jaws ; the tongue was instantly 90
grasped, and held firm until the breathing
completely established, pulse perceptible, and W
coloration of lips and face returned. For anothe
five minutes he was kept inverted, the nostrils'cleJo
of vomited matter, and friction of the cheat<'0
a dry towel employed ; he was then replaced ont
sofa, made reclining at an acute angle by pwa
one end on a chair, and in a few minutes ø
became jubilant. The boy opened his eyes, DIo
his head to one side, and fell into a calm sleep Ph
continued for more than an hour, when ho a
conscious. There is little doubt in my mind tbe
artificial respiration in the horizontal positionW
been solely relied on, our efforts would have pro
futile.

o tue Edtor orthe C.JA LANCa.

SIR,-I desire to furnish a somewhat strikin0
actual illustration of the truth of the concludin0
mark in Dr. Clarke's communication to yousoi
which appears in the LANCET for February, 'vJ$
" As it is now, our worst foes are those of our 0«
household." It may not be amiss at the samle tio
to express the hope that a full and satisfactory

'planation can be given of what is complained Of·
During 1874, central Ofitario was visited by

perambulating quack, styling himself " Edø'w"r
Franks, M.D., Lecturer on the Anatomy and
·ology of the human Eye and Ear, their dis
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Se1eral, and on the use and abuse of spectacles, late
'ician, Oculist and Aurist to the Royal Eye and

4lnflrinary, etc., etc.," with all the rest to cor-
%POrd sufficient for the merest tyro to stamp

as a peripatetic imposter. Now this fellow
nl' the printed matter circulated about here the

ilainaes of eighteen medical men, and by this means
8ceeded in foisting himself upon the public. I

ePPend a document which speaks for itself:

"T Edward S. Franks, M.D. Sir,-We, the
erigned Physicians, having seen high testimo-

a of your abilities as a Lecturer, and capacity as

Pbl'Ptician, will esteem a favor your delivering a
the lecture on the Anatomy and Physiology of

I uiman eye, and on the use and abuse of Spec-
It will benefit the community by instruct-

eM of the dangers of using improperly adapted
at ttacle, and the benefit of wearing proper ones,

e .ame time disseminating information on the

eand formation of the delicate little organ

ph -8 i signed by nine members of the college of
hyicians and Surgeons of Ontario, among the

14rber the President, two ExPresidents, a Terri-
e p and a University representative of the Coun-

l rofessors in Colleges, &c.
eollwing this, among a list of Lawyers, Sena-

tprs)lagistrates, Clergymen and others, there

tColle the signatures of nine additional members of
e college whose names are used as " References.',

) Bir, I would like to know what we poor

h B of the rank and file are to do with quacks,
o'> to the general negative apathy of the Medical

h iil complained of by Dr. Clarke, there is added
e ecfet of the positive combination of prominent

o f the Council, Professors in Colleges, and
red practitioners, by the half dozen to help

th% eturing and advertising humbug; when, air,
e'y title of honor given them (worthily it is

Eive hoped), by the profession, are to be used to
rave eniphasis to the published testimonials of a

charlatan, and besides wishing him God-

h.l ed to seek actually the " favor " to introducr
to the public gaze. Some af the members

"0refelot stop at allowing the use of their names
aeferences, but appended their names to separate

audatory testimonials, which can be given, bu
read have had enough.

,ok, Ont.,
15th Feb., 18T5.

A. HAMILTON.

To the Editor of the LAowDr.

SIR,--Dr. Oldright's interesting case of Aneurism
successfully treated by digital pressure, page 167,
suggests the desirability, if not the possibility, of
other means of compression than the fingers of as-
sistants who were changed every 10 or 20 minutes.
At page 161 a case is given where steady mechani-
cal pressure was maintained for several weeks to
preserve the edges of a wound in apposition, with
the object, successfully accomplished, of obtaining
union of the tendons on the back of the hand. The
pressure was certainly only gentle, but the same
principle might easily be adopted where greater is
required. Suppose an aneurism of the femoral ar-
tery, the thigh would be held steady by a mailed
splint for a fractured femur, and steady pressure on
the artery could then be obtained by a ribbon of
copper bridging over the thigh, and screwed at both
ends to the splint, so as to have an unyielding base
for the last part of the apparatus, another copper
ribbon soldered to it somewhere about a right angle ;
the loose end of this latter might be adjusted to
press upon the line of the artery with any degree of
force, and, as in the case referred to, the pressure
made to resemble that of the finger by the interven-
tion of a piece of caoutchouc.

Yours, &c.,
Wx. KERR.

Braehead, Galt, 15th Feb. 1875.

TO PREPARE URINE FOR EXAMINATION
FOR CASTS.

[Dr. Tyson in his recent work on the urine, gives
1 the following direction for preparing urine for

examination for casts :]
" The greatest caution should be elercised in

examining urine for casts. They are often so
- sparsely present as to furnish no deposit appreciable

to the naked eye, and yet may be found by careful
microscopical examination. While it is not impos-
sible for non-albuminous urine to contain cast, yet
I have never met ther, except perhaps in a single
instance, where albumen and caste having been
present, in their gradual disappearance the signs of
the presence of albumen disappeared before the lst
caste had been washed out. On the other hand the
presence of albumen means casts in the vast majority
of instances, and many times I am certain they
are declared absent simply because they are not

195
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carefully souglit. Not a siigle slide should satisfy
the examiner, but two or three should be carefully
studied throughout the entire field. Nor is a plain
side sufficient. Urine should be examined in shal-
low cells, and as those of thin glass are generally
too deep, the best are made with gum dammarra or
Bell's cemrent, by means of a turntable and brush,
since in this way they may be obtained sufficiently
shallow to allow them to be penetrated by an ordi-
nary one-fifth or one-fourth objective. After being
made they should be put away for a month a more,
to thoroughly dry and harden, else they are washed
off with the first cleaning of the slide.

Most casts from their lightness subside slowly,
and the more so because the urine is albuminous.
As soon as received, therefore, the bottle of urine
should be shaken up, poured into a conical glass
and carefully covered. Although casts generally
fall to the bottom in a shorter time, I have known
twelve hours to elapse before one could be dis-
covered, and therefore, whenever it is possible, urine
should be allowed to stand for this time in a conical
glass, and examined the next morning. If the urine
has already been standing for some time, the super-
natant fluid may be removed, and only the lower
strata, containing the sediment, turned into the
conical glass, and allowed further to subside. A
pipette, consisting of a plain glass tube, drawn
nearly to a point, should then be carried to the
bottom of the glass with the index finger pressed
upon the distal end. When it has reached the
bottom, the fiiger should be raised for a second
only, and quickly returned. In this manner only
the lowest drops are obtained, which are most likely
to contain the casts. A drop of this fluid is allowed
to fall into one of the shallow cells, covered with a
thin glass cover, and carefully examined with a one-
fourth or a one-fifth object-glass, and the A eye-
piece. Only the beginner need be cautioned against
linen and cotton fibre, hair, or portions of dealwood.
More likely are the muciii flakes and castlike granu-
lar aggregations of inorganic and organic matter to
mislead.

SPERMATOZOIDS frequently occur in the sediment
of urine of healthy individuals. When abundant
they form a slight flocculent cloud, but there is
generally nothing in the appearance to cause their
presence to be suspected. They require a power of
400 diameters (one-fifth with the B eyepiece) to
show them well, when they may be recognized by
the oval head or body, and the delicate, tail-like
projection emanating from it. They no longer
exhibit their vibratile movement after entering the
urine. Their recognition is most interesting in
connection with medico-legal cases-cases of sus-
pected rape. Their presence in vaginal mucus soon
after coition and in stains upon linen, is easy of
demonstration. in ttle former case a drop of mucus
from within the vagina is placed upon a slide, a
drop of water adlded if necessary, covered with a

thin cover and examined with the microscope.
the latter a piece of the stained linen may be soake'
in water or in artificial serum in a watch-glass fo'
half an hour or an hour, and the sediment examine
-Medical News, Cin.

THE USE OF THE OLEATE OF MERCURY'

This preparation is at present employed in the
syphilitic wards of the Vienna General Hospit4
and is used strictly in accordance with the rulO
laid down by Professor V. Sigmund in reference tO
mercurial inunction. So far 51 patients affect
with syphilitic skin diseases have been subjected to
the oleate of mercury inunction cure. From fifteeO
to thirty grains being rubbed in daily by each
patient. In most of these cases the treatment W*

commenced immediately on the appearance of th'
eruption, without previous, or simultaneous geneW
medication. In seven cases some form of iodie
had been previously administered; in two the
mercurial ointment friction cure had been cOO'
menced; and in one case iodine had been given "'

addition to inunction with mercurial ointmeit'
Thirty-seven of the fifty-one cases were afflictW
with syphilitic erythema in one or other of it'
several forms, and the remaining fourteen cases Wib
papular syphilides.

The results of treatment were as follows : In the
fresh forms of the erythematous syphilides, the
average number of inunctions necessary to cure,
eighteen, the eruption disappearing about the twefltt
first day after the commencement of treatment, the
induration at the seat of the primary affection, as #
rule, being perceptible a week longer. In tho
cases which had been previously subjected to '
course of iodine, the eruption disappeared more
rapidly ; still more rapid was the cure in those csO
in which mercury had been already used. >'
Vajda, in view of these results, maintains that th'
oleate of mercury is a more efficient preparatilO
than the mercurial ointment, the general effect 0
the remedy often showing itself with astonishilE
rapidity. Stomatitis, the result of the oleate of
mercury friction cure, was never observed, neithel
did this treatnent give rise to eczema, and tiWo
only was a moderate erythema produced.

Martini, who had employed this preparation '
forty cases, reported five relapses; this, however,
Dr. Vajda very pertinently remarks, is due, not t
any inefficiency of the remedy, but must be ascribt
to the great obstinacy of the disease. Among the
fifty-one cases treated by Dr. Vajda, as above
forth, three only returned subsequently with
renewed attack of the old disease, in the forD O
mucous patches.

The oleate of mercury penetrates the skin mu1
more readily than the mercurial ointment ; the f
occupied for introducing equivalent quantiti9 0<
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th ing as one to four. To testify himself that novel and unexpected effects in a line not analogous

4uteft corresponded with the rapidity of intro- to anything to which the thing has been applied

on, Dr. Vajda procured some fresh, clear before, even if this be the case, I say, applicant bas

1Ph and added to this a little oleate of mercury; done nothing to entitle him to a patent, for he has

al slhort time he was able to demonstrate, in the not even made a discovery. His ingredients but

p clear supernatant stratum of the lymph, the perform their well-known functions. Generally,

of t1 8 of mercury, a fact which is indicative however. the term 'discovered' lias no force, except

so e rapid transformation of the oleate 'into a when its meaning is synonymous with that of
le albuminate of mercury. invented.

th. examinations of urine from patients under "3. To write a prescription is again not inven-

e a tment, gave negative resulta, owing to the tion, nor yet a patentable discovery, but rather a

ane Dr. Vajda claims, that the speci- matter of skill.

en of urine were collected too early in the treat- " The tyro in medicine is taught the effects of the

Z' ý (Within the first forty-eight hours,) before the various remedies, and is told that he may mix or

int a Us mercury albuminates would[belconverted combine certain of them. He is taught further-

eteretaxble compounds.-Medical News, Cin. more, how, under the various complications of
disease, a number of drugs may be simultaneously
indicated and administered. A complication, or

]BUSINESS IN even a single symptom, arising to him where the
TENT LMEDICINE skill of the physician would point out to him that

DANGER. a number of drugs were necessary, his prescribing

])rP these, mixing them in any required proportion and
yrfurth, lately appointed Principal Ex- exhibiting them, would be ascribable to such skin,

Patent Office, has refused a patent to but would not be invention.
of Cnal combination, which is simply a mixture "4. The granting of patents upon the various

i orn edicines, and has given his reasons in prescriptions is pernicious, first, because thé same

ers doing. Heretofore there ias been no nostrum cannot be taken with benefit by all per-

tY7insobtainig patenta for ail such com. sous, even for the same disease, i. e., the one disease,
le'. But if the decision of the new Examiner (they are usually sold to cure a score, the absurdity

thestaned, it will throw a serious impediment in of which ought to be apparent to every one) differ-
il ay Of flooding the country with offensive ence in diathesis requiring different remedies ; such

p abygovernmental aid. Dr. Dyrenfurth patents thus generally inure to the benefit of one
<' hic argument in this language: (the patentee) and the misery of many; and,

it is patents have, it is true, been granted, but secondly, for the following reason : A certain mix-

this lt too late to stop. 1. (Having reference to ture of well-known drugs being indicated, the

taearticular case and others where mixtures are already exiting knowledge (his schooling) of the

cOûpounds.) physician of such fact should not be trammeled by

One of a number of ingredients being the further fact that some interprising individuàl

alone to attaingithe result Iwhich it is said a had already taken to himself a monopoly (that is a

di er of ail will produce, or even separate ingre- grant which restrains others from the exercise of a

eto heng Putlintola mixture to perform separate right or privilege which they had before the grant

h ton, Or nMeet separate indications within the was made) of just this mixture, in contravention of

'in . body, a mere mechanical assemblage of such public policy and the welfare cf man.

1gredielts, there being no chemical union, is not a "5. And, finally, if this or any other prescription
«2 and Patentable compound. be an invention, then the thousands of physicians

f . There ne invention in mixing a number throughout the world must make thousands of

of d i no wi ventoen uien anetepr- patentable inventions every day, an invention being
f"t e resuit wrought. thus, in fact, unfolded to mankind every time an
• nItmdrt. original prescription is written by a competent

la a e claimed that invention is unnecessary leech"-Pac. Med. and Surg. Jour.
law "Posýitioni of matter, that the spirit of the•

Pro - not require it, that inasmuch as section 24
oeuered that any person who has invented or dis-

do aynew or useful art, machine, manufacture ON THE MINUTE PATHOLOGY 0F ENTERIC
di Poition of matter, may, under certain con- FEVER.
p 4 ia patent therefor, the term discovery

ey e mpositions, inventioni to the rest. Yet, [Dr. Klein has kindly furnished us with the fol-
bet. e the case, and while the der lowing note, translated from the Centralblatt fur

e a thing is created, under the latter di Medicinischen Wisenschaften, Berlin, 174,

alreadyxisting is found, which produces Nos. 44 and 45, in which it first appeared].



1. Sections through the hardened ilium of per- groups, in and around the Lieberkuhnian cryp ani
sons who have died in consequence of enteric fever, they appear of a rather yellowish-brown colour. Spjishow that there takes place an abundant absorption 4. In another case, still more advanced (sixteentl ger
of peculiar organisms by the lymphatics and venous day), I met with the same relations ; the number Of lou
vessels of the mucous membrane over and around micrococci being however, much smaller. to
and the Peyer's glands. 5. The lymph-follicles of the Peyer's glc

2. In the earliest case I have exanined (seventh showed, in the first case, (seventh day), a peculia
day from the day on which headache came on), change, consisting in the centre of the follicle th(
Lieberkuhn's crypts contaiied in their lumen pecu- being converted into a spongy mass, owing to thOir Col
liar greenish-brown, generally spherical, bodies of blood-vessels being surrounded by spaces, lined bY su
various sizes: the largest being twice and three the adenoid tissue unsheathing the blood-vesselO- for
times as large as a human coloured blood-corpuscle; The lymphoid cells of the adenoid tissue Were Sil,
the smaller ones only one-half or one-fourth as transformed into larga granular corpuscles containin ai
large. They are generally densely crowded together, two to five and more nuclei, which very much re fro
and appear then of a dark olive-green colour. At sembled the nuclei of " endothelial cells. In s0 le tol
the margin of such clisters, where they lie more of the lymph-follicles, I found true giant-cells. Str
isolated, numerous kidney-shaped or hour-glass In the latter stage (twelfth day) also, the mucou9 Wa
shaped forms are to be met with, thus indicating a membrane showed similar changes ; the limphoid bri
rapid division. Similar bodies are to be found in corpuscles of its adenoid matrix being transfornned as
the tissues of the mucous membrane, where they into large, coarsely granular cells, containg eithO olm
appeared to be enclosed within the lymphoid cells one large vesicular or constricted nucleus, or several re
of the adenoid tissue. They are also contained in such nuclei. Some of these cells possessed a vacg- Wl
the venous vessels, and occasionallv in a lymphatic ole, containing two or three snall spheroidal nuclei. ti
space. In the former, they undergo rapid division Similar cells were found in the venous vessels of the Si
in two and three, whereby they gradually split into mucous membrane and the submucous tissue, ,smaller granules--microcccci, which are of a yellow- well as in the lymphatics of the latter.-Brit. Me'·
ish-green colour. These micrococci are arranged Journal.
either as dumb-bells, or as necklaces of four and
more joints, or they form true zooglœ. Finally, pthese micrococci stand in a genetic relation to a DEATH FROM METHYLENEmyeelium, the filaments of which are branched, d
apparently smooth, and of a yellowish-green colour. On Dec. 17, a death occurred at the Royal t
(Similar observations I have published in a paper don Ophthalmie Hospital frm the administratil 
on sheep-pox, read before the Royal Society). of bichloride of methylene. The patient was aThe organisms just mentioned are to be met with, woman aged twenty-five, suffering from fistUlanot merely in the neighbourhood of Peyer's glands, lachrymalis and caries of bone in the neighhor- s
whe1n moderately swollen, but also in portions of hood of the lachrymal sac. A week previously the t
the intestinal mucous membrane, which, on macro- upper canalicus had been laid open, together with b
scopical inspection, except a slight general swelling, a part of the outer wall of the sac, and a probe Ofdo not present any marked changes ; microscopical large size was passed down the duct through sobservation shows, however, also here, changes in obstruction at its upper part. On that occasiOnthe lymph-follicles of Peyer's glands, which will be the patient took methylene without any unfavolr-described hereafter. Besides those organisms men- able symptom. On Tuesday two attempts weretioned above, there are also found lumps of the made by Mr. Couper to pass the probe, but as themicrococci, as before mentioned, penetrating from patient seemed unable to endure the pain, it wasthe free surface through the epithelium into the thought advisable to have recourse to an ans'substance of the mucous membrane, especially into thetic. Bichloride of methylene was administeredthe Lieberkuhnian crypts, and hence into the in the usual way by Mr. Buller, who for the last
lymphatic spaces surrounding the latter. two years has been accustorned to administer this3. In a case more advanced (twelfth day), I agent almost daily at the hospital, by means of afound exceedingly large quantities of micrococci perforated leather inhaler covered with flannel·penetrating from the free surface of nmucous mem- Three drachms by measure were poured into itbrane into the tissue of the latter and into the Lie- (the ordinary quantity for an adult being four
berkuhnian crypts, and hence into the lymph-spaces drachms). At the end of about two minutes afterand venous vessels ; this was the case, not only the inhaler had been placed over the mouth andwith the mucous membrane around the Peyer's nose of the patient, her breathing suddenly becaineglands, but also with parts of the mucous membrane loud and stertorous. The anæsthetic was at oncethat were somewhat remote from these glands, and discontinued and the operation commenced. Whenwhich did not show marked changes on macroscop- the inhaler was removed the lips and cheeks wereical inspection. Where these micrococci form close J ruddy, but an unusual pal'or of the alæ of the nose

198 THIE CANADA LANCET.
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arnd ski around the mouth was noticed. The re- fined to bed seven or eight days. The physician
Spiration, however, continued deep, full and exag- who attended her told her she had pleurisy.
8erated. The inspirations were accompanied by She suffered after she left her bed from constant

tObe Palatal stertor, and the nostrils were observed dry cough, with but little expectoration. There

o be flaccid, but there was no impediment to free was considerable dyspnoa, even when quietly sit-
acsof air to the lungs. Some seconds after- ting in a chair, and upon the least attempt to move
ards the pulse at the wrists rapidly failed, and about this became really painful. For these symp-

ceased almost suddenly, but the respiration toms she applied for admission to the hospital, in
totinued for some time, and then failed rather order to subject herself to treatment.
8uddenly. The tongue was immediately dragged Physical examination of the chest demonstrated

rward with forceps, and artificial respiration, by complete flatness upon percussion from the second

verster's method, established. The lower limbs ib anteriorly to the base of the thorax on the left

d Pelvis were at the same time gently raised side, and posteriorly the same signs from the angle

to0 the couch, so as to favour gravitation of blood of the scapula downward. Above, the percussion-
ards the brain. Tht face and breast were note was greatly exaggerated, almost tympantic.

8artly slapped with a wet towel, and ammonia There was entire absence of any respiratory sounds

bas applied to the nostrils. A strong solution of over the area of dulness. Over the apex of the
andy and ammonia was thrown into the rectum left lung the respiratory murmer was much exagger-

sOOn as possible, but was imperfectly retained, ated. The left side of the chest measured an mch

eSg to relaxation of the sphincters. Artificial and a quarter more in circumference than the right
iration was continued for forty minutes, but, side, while there was scarcely any respiratory move-

'to the exception of two or three sighing inspira- ment.
at mntervals within the first few miutes, no The heart was very slightly displaced towards
Of returning life was shown.-Lancet, Dec. the right side. The woman's general health seemed

184 good; no emaciation had occurred.
S.the succeeding number of the Lancet, in com- A large plural effusion in the left chest was diag-

tingt on tbis case, Mr. George Pollock asks the
pertinnt case, Mr. Geot Pomc tat the nosed, due to the recent attack of pleurisy, and as

Pro'Pertinent questions :Is it not time that the medical agents proper for the case might perhaps

and sson should determine to discountenance have interfered with the secretion of milk, it was

d discontinue the use of chloroform and other determined to resort to paracentesis thoracis.

thagerous anæsthetics, and have recourse alone to I crdin ed t he chesin the li f
'adrninistration of ether in operations of any 1 accordingly tapped the chest in the line of the

duration ?f eaxillæ in the sixth interspace, using an aspirator

c'f (hloroform often kilîs, if bichloride of mety- with a rather small sized trocar, having first des-

lene -s occasionally fatal, if the inhalation of ether troyed sensibility in the part by the local applica-

1s safe s it not almost criminal to have recourse tion of ice, and suceeeded in removing forty ounces

to the, use of anoesthetics known to be attended of clear serous fluid, which very soon became like

by risk in prefrence to one in which there is con- a jeîy in the pail which contained it.

Pai'vey no element of dangere?" After the operation, the wound was closed by

h.e are glad to learn from Mr. Pollock that, in adhesive strips, a dose of morphia given to allay
uspivate practice, ether is the sole anæsthetic he cough, and a poultice applied to the chest.

s, and that at St. George's Hospital the admin- No unpleasent consequences whatever resulted

c1tion of chloroform has been long discontinued, from the treatment ; she walked about the ward the
and ether bas been substituted.-Med. News and following day, and her cough and dyspnœa had

completely disappeared. She was not allowed to

go out for ten days afterwards, as the weather was

unpleasent, but at the end of that time no restric-

CASE 0F PARACENTESIS THORACIS tions were placed upon her habits, as she was quite
CAS well. Perfect restoration of the respiratory func-

BW E. T. BRUEN, M.D. tions of the lung had taken place ; only a slightly
impaired resonance, due, probably to a thickened

o following case occurred in the Philadelphia condition of the pleura, remained to indicate that
Ospital during the past fall, while I was resident any functional disturbance had occurred.

of the house It affords such a good illustration The only medicine she took was a tabf2ýoonf
advaethgd of paracentesis thoracis as a of IBasham's mixture three times daily for two

inetodavanage ofparcenesi thracs a a ke The poulticing was kept up at night fora
l1et of treatment in a class of cases frequently weeks. Tnhe das ke fpan ih she
"'et with that I offer it to your readers: week. During the day she wore flannel, which she

M. N. et. 25, native of Ireland, was admitted was told to wear constantly hereafternmate of the
thre wite nurser, with a strong healthy baby Decermber 1.- She was stin and wel.-te.

ree onths old. She stated that she had been white nursery, perfectly strong and well.-Med.

tan sick three weeks before, having been con- Times Phila.
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CLINICAL REMARKS ON A CASE OF did not justify the opinion that strangulation had

STRANGULATED FEMORAL H ERNIA. lasted thus long I believe that the hernia was,
the beginnirg at all events, incarcerated, not strao

BY T. H. BARTLEET, F.R.C.S. gulated. Now, what is an incarcerated hernia?
'HRC It is a hernia in which the constriction affects on.ii

Surgeon to the General Hospital, Birmingham. the calibre, and not the walls, of the gut ; that 18,
For the following brief notes of the case, I am the passage through the intestine is entirely closed,

indebted to Mr. Shipworth, Resident Surgical As- but the intestinal walls are not sufficiently cOO'

sistant. stricted to stop the circulation through them, and
Thomas Jones, aged 43, married, a smith. was consequently to cause them to sphacelate.

admitted November roth, 1874. He had had a Fecal vomiting was presént for four days. This
swelling in the right femoral region, which occa- symptom, thongh a common one in long standinr
sionally disappeared,'for the last seven years. On cases of strangulated hernia, is justly considere
November 1st, the swelling increased without any one of serious importanc. It is supposeed to
special cause. His bowels were constipated ; and due to the long contnued and ineffectual peris
he took aperient medicine, which produced two taltic action of the intestine above the stricture, 1'
motions. On November 2nd, he vomited several ducing a backward current of the contents of the
times. On the 3rd, the vomiting continued, and bowel in the centre of the tube.
he was unable to pass flatus. On the 4 th, he de- The Operation.-I have for some time given 11P
scribed the vomiting as being fæccal. Constipation the long vertical incision over the whole or greater
and fæccal vomiting continued until his admission part of the sac. I make a short transverse incisiOn
on Novemnber ioth, when he was found to have a over the neck of the sac, by pinching up theIf'
small panless hard tumour in the right femoral re- teguments and transfixing ; the incision beil%
gion. There was no impulse, The belly was dis- rarely as long as two inches. I divide the tissue5
tended, but not painful or tender. The patient's on a director until I am able to insert a nail undee
aspect was distressed ; his temperature was 99 deg. the stricture. I find it rare, even in old standing
and his pulse 85. The taxis was tried with great and in inguinal hernie, to be unable to relieve the
care, but ineffectually. Under chloroform, a trans stricture without opening the sac. Occasionall
verse incision of one and a half inches was made the stricture is caused by a few fibres in the sac,
over the neck of the sac, down to which the inter- and these I have, in one or two cases, very care-
vening tissues were divided on a director. The fully divided from the outside instead of from the
seat of stricture was the falciform margin of the inside of the sac.
saphenous opening, a few fibres of which were di- Herniotomy without opening the sac is an OP'
vided ; and the contents of the sac were returned, ration free from danger. No important tissues ae
the sac itself not being opened. The sac, which cut through or misplaced. The danger, as far S S
seemed likely to be drawn up by violent respira- the operation is concerned, is due to the opennÉ
tory efforts, was held to the wound by a hare-lip of the sac ; for we then make an open track for
pin passed through the edges of the latter, and in- the admission of air, and sometimes of fingers, into
cluding a piece of areolar tissue attached to the the peritoneal cavity. I think needless alarn 1i
sac. The wound was dressed and rolled in the often felt about the condition of the bowel, or of
usual way. its strangulation by a band or by omentum, when

November i oth. Vomiting had continued two the sac is not opened. In cases of recent strango-
or three times after the operation. He took twenty lation, it seems to me as great a mark of unwisdoto
minims of tincture of opium, which relieved the to open the sac to examine its contents, as .t
vomiting, and was tollowed by a good night. He would be to trephine the skull to look for a pss'
had passed flatus. Temperature normal ; pulse 75. ble clot underneath, in every case of injury Of the
He had no pain. skull with insensibility. Opening the sac is a ce

November 13th. There was slight discharge tain risk ; leaving it unopened is an uncertain risk.
from the wound. He had passed a firm and very Moreover, in recent cases of strangulated hernl.a,
copious motion. it is customary to attempt reduction by taxi.'

November 28th. The wound had been dressed Now, if it be safe to reduce a strangulated hernia
with tenax, and was all but healed ; it measured by taxis, it is surely safe to do so by an operation
now barely an inch. which is as safe and simple as is extraperitonel

REMARKS-The case seems to me to present herniotomy. I am aware that the present case '5
the following points of interest : the length of time not one of recent strangulation. The symptora
during which symptoms of obstruction had lasted ; of obstruction and even fæcal vomiting had lasted
the lengthened duration of fæcal vomiting ; the many days. It may be fairly asked why I did not
mode of operation ; the after-treatment. deem it necessary to open the sac and exami19e

Symptoms of conplete obstruction had lasted for the condition of its contents. My examination f
nine days. The condition of the hernial tumour the hernia before and during the operation did not
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f'our the belief that it was gangrenous. Pain was
ot, and had not been, complained of. The in-
egUrlents were not emphysematous, ædematous,

red; the sac was not flaccid. Had the sac or
ti contents been long gangrenous, the superficial

ssIles would have resented the presence of dead
rgatter, as of any other' foreign body. Untortu-
thtely, there is no way of telling whether or not
side contents of the sac are just dead; and I con-
o er it better, in the absence of definite symptoms,

fr this risk better than thit of peritonitis, so
quently consequent upon opening the sac.

Mer I had returned the contents of the sac, the
toient efforts of vomiting seemed likely to draw

Sac itself up into the abdominal cavity. This
ti desrable since, had symptoms of strangula-
th sil continued, I might have wished to open
the sac and to bring into view the intestine or
l entumnit had contained, and which, in the para-

state of the intestines, would almost certainly
be Ound lying near the crural ring. I therefore

pt the sac near the wound by transfixing a tag
b areolar tissue attached to it (not the sac itself)T a hare-lip pin, with which 1 closed the wound.
The necessity did not arise in this case, but the

u'vre rnight be useful in other cases.
re ith regard to after treatment, one dose of tinc-

god r opium relieved the sickness, and gave a
p .nmght, which the novelty of the patient's
this tin hospital might have prevented. After

e, he had no medicine-above all, no aperient.
bo as kept to milk and broth diet ,until his

day were open, which they were on the fourth
ca!ter the operation, and the fourteenth day of

1paion. The wound was dressed with tenax
it excellent dressing for these deep wounds, as

Prevents the accumulation of pus, and conse-
y favours the contraction and healing of theWouid.

d---British Medical Yournal.

CURATIVE TREATMENKT OF INSAN-
Y CHLORHYDRATE OF MORPHIA.

G Yoisin, Of the Salpêtrière Hospital (Bulletin
the foTl '.' 7 hérapeutique, March, 1874) arrives at

If thowIng conclusions :
sdCces e malady be recent and not complicated by
progesnls of delusions, the remedy keeps it from
aryr sIng, and stops the development of second-
ger tertiar stages. Moreover, it calms the

ai or partial agitation in a time varying from
bee .tre hours after a sufficient quantity has
onlyJected This dose is very variable, andis
whicharrived at by experience. The manner in
delus the delirium disappears is interesting. The

fO"s, hallucinations, etc., seem to separate
the sa1e another and no longer to form part of

nd the whole ; they disappear one after another,patient replies to questions and recognizes

that he has been ill, his memory returns, and he
recounts a series of facts relating to his entry to
the hospital, he writes to his family and allows
himself to be treated medically without offering
any resistance. It seems as if the symptoms of
insanity disappear inversely in order of their occur-
rence. Thus the patients who have begun by
hallucinations followed up by delusions, in their
recovery lose the latter before the former, and
though the hallucinations may remain for some
days they do not believe in them. The indications
for the remedy are : melancholia, with or without
hallucinations ; ecstasy ; suicidal ideas ; religious
delusions ; maniacal excitement ; the.various forms
of neuralgia which are so common among the in-
sane, and especially in the women, which often
determine the especial character of the delusions,
giving, e.g., the notion that they are being electri-
fied. The peculiar form offolie circulaire, which is
generally thought to be incurable, has been very
successfully treated by it.

The contra-indications for its use are : nflam-
matory symptoms, epileptic insanity, and general
paralysis. In that form resulting from atherona
of the arteries, it may cause mischief from con-
gestion, leading thence to hemorrhage.

Of the twenty-five cases quoted which were
cured, six were affected with general mania with
hallucinations and incoherence. The strongest
dose employed in these six cases was twenty-one
centigrammes daily, and the smallest was thirty-one
milligrammes daily, the average duration of the
treatment being four months. The other success-
ful cases were of melancholic form, with more or
less suicidal and homicidal complications.

Of the five unsuccessful cases, four had delusions
of wealth and power, and one had certain febrile
complications, a condition which has been shown
by later experience to be totally opposed to the
proper use of the remedy.-Ne Remedies, Jan. '75.

COMBINATION OF DIGITALIS WITH BRO-
MIDE OF POTASSIUM IN DELIRIUM
TREMENS.

In an interesting article on the Management of
Delirium, by Dr. Milner Fothergill, after mention-
ing the treatment of delirium tremens by digitalis,
he states that " probably in such cases the combi-
nation of digitalis wish bromide of potassium and
some of the vegetable narcotics is indicated." Hav-
ing seen a very striking instance of the truth of this
surmise, I am induced to give a short notice of the
case, On June 1st, 1873, at midnight, I was re-
quested by -Mr. Sleman to visit Mr. E. along with
him. He mentioned that the patient had sustained
a fracture of both bones of the leg some days pre-
viously ; that delirium tremens had occurred
shortly afte wards; and that he believed him to be
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dying. I found him with all the symptoms of deli- better to cut away too much tissue than not enoughy
rium tremens in a very aggravated degree, his pulse A portion of the peritoneum may be removed, pro-
being so rapid and feeble that I could not count per care being taken in the subsequent treatmeflt.
its frequency. His pupils were widely dilated. and yet no injury result. In the very many cases
The skin was covered with profuse prespiration, here operated upon in the past twenty years, but a
and the whole muscular system was in constant very small percentage have been lost, while in rnalY
agitation. He had not slept for several nights; of these the peritoneum has been eut. I operate
was constantly muttering. being now unable to every year fifteen or twenty times for this difficulty,
shout any longer ; and persistently refused any and often remove a portion of the peritoneum so
nourishment. The bladder was considerably dis- large that my assistants scratch their heads and say,
tended, and by pressure over the hypogastrium was " He las gone too far this time ;" but as they grow
completely emptied. He was ordered to have, older and see these operations again and again re-
every two hours, half-drachm doses of bromide of peated with most favorable results, they leai
potassium, with the same quantity of tincture of bettar. The surgeon would object to such a,
digitalis ; and to be fed with strong beef-tea and operation, involving the opening of the peritoneal
milk at frequent intervals. Next morning, he was sac, but the gynæcolgist, who operates in this regl
much relieved, though he was still delirious. He much oftner, knows better what can be done.
had slept several times during the night, and was As to the instruments used in this operation, 
now .taking some nourishment. The medicines have little at present to say. The operator will be
were continued less frequently till June 4th, when guided by the conditions of the case, or, it may beI discontinued my attendance, as he then seemed by taste, in choosing them. I prefer in these
completely out of danger. He made a good re- cases the use of the galvano-caustic to all othercovery, with an useful limb. Dr. Crighton.--Brit. means, and place the wire so that it shall passMed. J'ournal through perfectly healthy tissue.

[The operation was here performed, and a large
portion of the crevix amputated, the wire passing

CAULIFLOWER EXCRESCENCE; PORTION completely behind the growth, which was about as
OF PERITONEUM REMOVEI). large as hulled walnut, removing a portion of

Douglas's cnl-de-sac.]
CLINIC 0F PROF. KARL BRAUN, VIENNA. You will observe, gentlemen, as this specimel'

passes around the class, that I have removed quite
Gentlemen.-The patient we introduce to you a considerable portion of peritoneum. It is better

to-day is a married woman, æt. 32, and has borne to avoid doing this if possible. I do not think this
two children. Her physical appearance is good, case required it, and had not intended to touch it,
and no one would imagine, judging from it, that but the folds of the posterior walls of the vagiflashe was suffering from any serious cachexia. Yet deceived me. Our subsequent treatment will be
she is laboring under a difficulty which, if not very simple. We will use a glycerin tampon, takinlg
promptly met and treated, will beyond a dotubt be care not to introduce it so far that there would be
fatal in its results. danger of its passing into the abdominal cavitY;

She tells us that for a period of five months she and no injection whatever will be allowed. The
has been constantly losing blood, not in great patient will be required to lie as much as possible
quantity, it is true, yet there has been a steady on her back, the several tissues being thus throwli
drain upon her system, which threatens sooner or more nearly into accurate juxtaposition, and thedrai upn he sytemwhih theatns sone orhealingý process will be proportionatleîy more rapid*later to undermine her strength ; and it is our pur- Nocs will e poporily more ra
pose to-day to make an examination of the trouble, Nov. 14.-Patient doig very well. There has5
and to do something for its removal. 'been no rise in the temperature since the operatio-

A vaginal examination reveals, situated upon the -Med. Times PIiladel/zia.
anterior lip of the crevix more especially, yet extend-
ing nearly the entire distance around it, a new
rowth whirh we, a httin in NW OiTnpER A XT 'OD

g e, n. es-a p i onouicing,
from the peculiar sensation it imparts to the fingers,
the hemorrhage which accompanies it, and the en-
tire history of the case, to be an instance of the so-
called "caulifiower excrescence."

What, in such a case should be our treatment ?
Ixperience conclusively has proven that nothing
short of its radical removal will be of any value.
Any attempt short of this will result in a failure,
and the condition of the patient subsequently vill
be even worse that at present. Hlere it is always

HYPOSPADIASIF.

There are at the present time in Mr. Wood's
wards at King's College Hospital several patients
upon whom plastic operations have been perfort'
ed with much success. These consist of persons
with deformities, resulting from disease, of the nose
and eyelids, and of others with congenital malfor-
mations of the organs of generation-viz., epispad-
asis and hypospadiasis. In the present report We
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shal Confine our remarks to the operation for re-

dyg the defect of hypospadiasis, leaving the
er Cases to which we refer to comment upon, as

We hope, at another time. * * * * * 9
Mr. Wood takes advantage of the hood-like pre-

Puce Which as a rule exists over the upper part and
Sides of the glans penis. This he transfixes close
to the Place of its attachment to the body of the
Pers, and then makes a transverse incision along
is attached border through a considerable part of
t extent ; the glans penis is then pushed up
throuh the resulting buttonhole-like aperature in

e prepuce. After this is done, the next step is
PartlY to dissect a portion of the skin from the

?ider surface of the penis, and, if occasion require
y' from the anterior part of the sciotum also.T his flap is drawn forwards and brought into ap-
Position with the displacéd prepuce, and these are
ttched together. by means of wire sutures, with

eir raw surfaces in contact.
The operation requires much care and great

Ilecety in its execution. In the first place, the
avoison of the prepuce must be free enough to
has b strangulating the glans penus after the glans
th been passed through it ; in the second place,

flap of skin must be detached with extreme
Caution, both because of its exceeding thinness and
ite absence of subcutaneous areolar tissue beneath
s, and also because there is here present no corpus

g1sm beneath the skin. Then the size of the
enP must be carefully judged, as it must be broad
enough to form an ample floor for the urethra and
to allow for subsequent contraction. Silver sutures
thOuld be used, so that they may be left in until
they ulcerate their own way out.
bA fter the operation a catheter is passed into the
L der and allowed to remain three or four days,
h hich time the greater part of the raw surfaces
'arUnited. A sinus may possibly remain at some
Pt for a little time, but this contracts, and soon
Closes ; if it does not do so readily, it is only neces-
tary to touch it with a fine wire cautery. When
the OPeration has succeeded, the floor of the ure-
anda to the end of the glans penis is made good,the patients can eject their urine beyond theirtro
Shorters, instead of being annoyed by its droppingt just beyond the scrotum, or even by havingredPass it in a crouching posture. If their be any
or rancy of skin after complete cicatrisation ha

urred, this can be trimmed off.
The tw

Mr, WwO cases which we have seen, upon whicl

td has operated, are very successful. Ir
length oe hypospadiasis extended over half the
iori the penis, or more ; and in one the ab

and a orfc of the urethra was extremely small
a second aperature existed still further back

oe t peration the urethra in each case has beenClsin alon
good Pro ng its floor, and the prepuce forms
of the oecting spout for the urine beyond the til

glans. In one case no sinus exists in th

cicatrix; in the other a very small one, through
which little or no urine escapes, is gradually filling
up.

It may be remarked and of course correctly,
that in some of the worst cases this operation is
not possible, as no prepuce exists ; -Jolmes, how-
ever states that an " aggregation of the skin of the
prepuce on the dorsal aspect of the penis is so com-
mon in hypospadiasis that I never saw a case with-
out it, though we can hardly regard the connexion
as a necessary one." It may, too, be objected by
some that the arching of the penis in the state of
erection will not be prevented by Mr. Wood's
method. If this complication be entirely owing to
the deficiency of the corpus spongiosum and its
relative changes to the corpora cavernosa after
growth is completed, the arching will not be alto-
gether prevented by the operation, though in all
probability it will be diminished in degree by free-
ing the skin and increasing the amount of tegumen-
tary tissues below the urinary channel. It may be
doubted, however, whether this arching of the
penis is the worst effect of the malformation, or
the chief one to remove ; and whether the annoy:
ance with the urine, which seems to be well reme-
died by the operation, is not the worst.

This and other points, however, will be decided
by lapse of time, after the little patients who have
been operated upon have passed into young adult
life. Further information, too, will no doubt be
furnished to the profession by Mr. Wood, who will,
we hope, take some trouble to make known his
method of operating, and the results attending it.

We are not aware that any operation like Mr.
Wood's has been published or performed by others,
though we find, in Liston's work on Operative
Surgery, mention made of the prepuce being em-
ployed in remedying the defect of hypospadiasis.
He says-" I have sometimes succeded-and in
cases where other means have been tried unsucess-
fully-in protecting the exposed and irritable nem-
brane of the passage, and carryrng that forward to
the apex of the organ by turning back a portion of
the prepuce and uniting it without any twist,* the
lining membrane presenting outwards, Patients
have been thus relieved from the frequent calls to
make water, the nocturnal emmissions, and other
unpleasant consequences."-Med. Times and
Gazette.

MAMMARY ABscEss (THREATENED)-Application
of Olcate of Mercury. Apply a solution of oleate

- of mercury and morphia in oleic acid, simply brush-
ed over the part. The mercury is rapidly absorb-
ed and arrests the inflammatory action, the morphia
at the saine time relieving the pain.-Mr. 7.

a Marshal.--Souhern Med. Record.

* The italics are our own.
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UTERO-GASTROTOMY. to be followed on the side, and then it onlye

mains to cut the tumor from the supra-vaginal CeIr
Dr. J. Marion Sims, State Med. Society, New vix and cauterize the surface. The several caute

York, made some very interesting remarks on the ized portions are then dropped into the peritoneai
subject of " Utero-Gastrotomy," saying, that hav- cavity, when, in spite of the eschar, they unite. a
ing had the honor of reading a paper at the last an- once by adhesive inflammation to the surfaces ith
ifual meeting on the removal of intra-uterine fi- which they lie in contact.
broids by enucleation, he now proposed to speak of Dr. Sims then exhibited an automatic alcohol
the removal of larger uterine fibroids by abdominal blowpipe for heating the cautery irons.-Medil
section, whether intra-uterine, interstitial, or extra- Record, N. Y.
urine in character. This operation is now on trial.
It stands where ovariotomy did twenty years ago.
It has the same opposition to encounter, and will ACUTE ALCOHOLIC POISONING.doubtless achieve the, same victory. In this coun-
try it has been performed successfully by Kimball, (UNDER THE CARE OF DR. WADHAM, ST.
Burnham, Boyd, Storer, Darby; in England by GEORGE's HOSPITAL.)
Charles Clay, Fletcher, and very recently by Law-
son Tait. Koeberle, of Strasbourg, has cured four On NOV. 26th W. C., aged twenty-oneWout of six cases, while Péan, of Paris, gives us the bo to th W. C., hed twny-o,
minute histories of eleven cases, with seven cures, brought to the hospital with the followmg histor
and since the publication of his work, his pupil At 11 a.m. of the same day he happened to
Urdi has published a work in which he says, that present when another man carryng three jars, COOtthe whole number of Péan's operations up to the taining brandy, whisky, and rum, through the streety
present time is twenty, with fifteen cures. met with an accident, and spilt their contents

Dr. Sims has recently operated twice for the re- the gutter. On seemg this, he dropped on
moval of the uterus, with large fibroid, by abdomi- hands and knees and drank a quantity of spirit Ohe
nal section. The first case was in a feeble state of the gutter. About five minutes afterwards he
fron excessive loss of blood. During the separa- was noticed to stagger as he walked down th'
tion of a large fold of intestines froin the surface of street, but it was not known what happened to h
the tumor, the capsule of the tumor was torn up between this time and 12 o'clock, when he
large venous sinuses were opened, and the patient brought insensible to his lodgings. His landlay
suddenly lost about sixteen ounces of blood. She having sent for the police, and they for a surgeoC'
never rallied, and died from the shock and loss of 1 he was, by the advice of the latter, brought to the
blood in thirty-five or forty minutes after the opera- hospital at 2 p.m.
tion. On admission he was perfectly comatose, liThe second case had lost large quantities of face sonewhat bloated and livid, and frothy muc
blood and was quite anæmic, but was thought to was oozing from his mouth and nostrils; his skio
be a favorable case for operation. It was done' on was cold and clammy, his pulse fluttering, the
the i 9 th of Nov., according to Péan's method. breathing short and stertorous, and the pupils u11
The patient died in seventy-six hours, of septicæ- qual and inactive.
mia. Examination, post-mortem, showed the pedi- By means of the stomach-pump sufficient spilt
cle in a sloughing condition below the wire clamp';; to make more thai a gallon of strong brandy-and'
the slough extending along the line of incision in water was withdrawn. Respiration having nearly
the abdominal parietes, and on the top of the ceased, he was galvanized in the course of the
bladder, and in the broad ligaments. There were phrenic, and bottles of hot water were applied to
eighteen ounces of bloody serum in the peritoneal his feet and placed round his body; by these
cavity. Pean's method of operating is to make a. means his breathing became better, his pulse fuller'
pedicle of the supra-vaginal portion of the cervix, and the congestion of the face ceased, but whe 0 '
and to draw this out through the lower.edge of the ever the galvanisn was omitted for a few minutes
abdominal section by clamp, as in ovanotomy. He the respiration stopped. This'galvanism was CO0
transfixes the cervix by a double wire, ties one on tinued until 3.10 p.m., after which he contintlU
each side of the cervix, inclosing the broad liga- breathing of his own accord, and some urine drawo
ment on its respective side in the wire. Dr. Sims off at this time smelt strongly of brandy, and CoG'
employed Pean's method in both his cases, but tained a considerable amount of albumen. At 5-3
would not use it again ; but he advocates the use p.m., respiration again ceased, hnt recommenced
of the actual cautery. He exhibited a clamp écra- under the influence of galvanism. Between this
seur on the principle of Nott's [and Isaac E. Tay- and midnight his breathing was generally sterto
lor's], by which he would compress the broad liga- rous, and nucus râles could be heard all over t
ment on one side near the body of the uterus, and chest, the respiratory movements varied fror 40
then sever the ligament with the cautery down to 6o in the minute, and his pulse was 120.
its junction with the cervix. The same method is At 5.30 a.m. of the 27th, he had turned hir0eS
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bed, and showed some slight consciousness when
attemnPts were made to rouse him. His pupils
toted slightly, but his breathing continued ster-

OUS, his respiration 64, and his pulse 120 in the
'flute. He continued in the same condition

util 7 a.m., and then died somewhat suddenly,actl y 19 hours after drinking the spirit.
At the post-mortem examination the stomach

tras .found slightly congested at its cardiac ex-
thenity. The lungs were intensely congested, and

e. bronchial tubes congested and filled with
Sallous fluid. There was merely slight congestion
'ofthe 'embranes of the brain, the ventricles were
rIfectlY drv, and the substance of the brain natu-

appearance. The other organs were con-
gested, but otherwise healthy.

ASPIRATION IN PLEURISY.

prte question as to the use of the pneumatic as-
Dr. te111 pleurisy bas of late been discussed by
tion secker, of Munich. In cases where the opera
there one of necessity for the preservation of life,Pre can, of course, be no question as to its pro-
Pusey; but in most cases of pleurisy with sero-fibrin-

a ffusion Dr. Becker is decidedly opposed to
avitOn of the fluid. Even where the pleural
aslty is so full that the heart is much displaced,
distung as the respiration and circulation are not
contrbed he would leave the cure for nature. HeaOutends that when the fluid has reached a certain
an ount effusion ceases, and the current setting in
is gPosite direction, towards the vessels, the cavity
occrdualy emptied, and contraction and adhesion
thear due order. Nature spontaneously limits
the e ount of effusion by compressing the root of

ulati apsed lung, and thus so far arresting the cir-
in1trfOn in the vessels of supply. If the physician

rfres with this normal state of affairs, and re-
caviS the fluid before the pressure in the pleural
rety bas reached a certain height, he will simply
re-ethe circulation in the pulmonary vessels,
rougbhsh the conditions of effusion, bring the
ad h surface of the pleura into frictional contact,

hid. ave robbed the system of so much precious

r ecer considers the circumstances even
ShOul erous when the collapsed Inng is adherent.
y refu aspiration then be performed the fluid speed

Its uayses to flow, the tube collapses, and air forces
stil ay around the needle into the chest. Worse
aveOl di n expanding unequally may undergc
tysts ar dlton ; it becomes hyperæemic, hæmnop

ouia ay ccur at once, and bronchitis and pneu
ratureupervene. Less serious reasons for lettinj
yr aone i sero-fibrinous pleurisy withouturgen

froM s are the facts that the risk of sudden deati
no atty heart, which is present in such cases, i

eOved bY operation; that marasmus is no

relieved by it ; and that fresh pleurisy often comes
on, and the chances of empyema increase with
every tapping.-Boston Med. and Surg. fournal.

FEAR OF BLOOD LETTING.

As an instance of the excessive fear of blood-
letting which affects the profession at the present
time, Dr. Rawdon Macnamara gives, in the Lon-
don Lancet, the following incident:

" Some time ago I had a patient under my care
suffering under urgent symptoms of impending suffo-
cation consequent upon acute inflammation of the
upper portion of the larynx and adjacent parts. A
consultation was held of surgeons of great operative
ability and also of great experience. All were will-
ing to sanction my opening the trachea, but not
one would sanction my opening a vein at the bend
of the elbow. However, not being as thoroughly
impressed as perhaps I should have been with the
importance of the doctrine of the change of type
in diseases, I insisted upon bleeding my patient ;
and never shall I forget his sense of relief as ounce
after ounce escaped into the cup, until at last he
exclaimed, 'Thank God, I can breath now as well
as ever I did;' and from that out, his convalescence
was uninterrupted."

We think Dr. Macnamara is right in suspecting
that there are many surgeons who have performed
every brilliant feat in the wide range of surgery, but
who have yet shrunk from doing the simple opera-
tion of venesection. In a very wide experience
during the last fifteen years in the hospitals of this
city, we have known of but three cases of bleeding,
-two having been under our own care.-Med.
Times, Phila.

MEDIASTINAL TUMOUR.

UNDER THE CARE OF DR. CLAPTON, ST. THOMAS
HOSPITAL.

The following case is of interest, as showing the
difficulties often encountered in the diagnosis of
intra-thoracic tumours. There were certainly some

- signs of obstructed circulation, but many of the
pressure-signs met with ii cases of tumour within
the thorax were absent or but slightly marked.
The peculiar situation and distribution of the

- growths are worthy of note.

g E. C-, a man servant, aged thirty-seven, was
t admitted into the hospital on January 3rd, 1872.
h His previous health had been good, and he did
s not remember having had any serious illness.
t His,father and mother were living and healthy, and

J 1 . 20.5
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he stated that he had alway lived well, and had
drunk freely. He was very subject to fits. Three
years previously he began to have headache, giddi-
ness, and to suffer from sleeplessness. He left his
situation twelve months previously, and did not
then live so well. About six months after this he
began to suffer shortness of breath, which gradually
got worse, so that he could not get about. Latter-
ly his face had got bluish, aud his speech thick.

The patient was a big, heavy man. The face
and nose were congested, and the lips bluish, but
there was no œdema anywhere. He talked some-
what thickly, and was very short of breath when he
moved about. There was no particular cough.
The tongue was coated, the appetite fair; the
bowels regular ; urine scanty, sp. gr. 1026, and
contained much lithates, but no albumen. Pulse
96, soft and small. The chest was resonate, but
here and there were bronchial rales and prolonged
respiration. The heart sounds were healthy.

The patient remained much about the same till
about the beginning of March, when his breathing
became worse, and the cyanosis increased. He
died on the 21St of March.

Autcpsy.-Immediately beneath the pleura there
was seen a tumour situated in front of the ascend-
ing aorta, between the superior vena cava, and
the pulmonary artery, and extending as high as
the left innominate vein. In addition to this, the
right auricle was almost completely filled by a
nearly spherical mass of soft consistence, and
covered by reflected endocardium, which bulged
somewhat through the auriculo-ventricular orifice.
The growth extended upwards into the superior
cava and its various branches to a distance of four
or five inches from the auricle, and these were
completely occupied and much distended by it.
It seems probable that the new growth commenced
in the anterior mediastinum, and extended through
small veins into the superior cava and branches,
and thence to the auricle. In minute structure the
tumours appeared to be lympha-denomatous, the
exocardial one being much firmer than the other.
In the left lung, where it was close to the tumour,
there were several hodules of similar structure, but
there were none in other-organs. There was much
fluid in the abdomen and in the right pleura.--The
Lancet.

DIPHTHERIA.

The Board of Health of New York has pub-
lished the following precautions, which should be
observed by the people wherever diptheria pre-
vails:-

Precautions-(a.) The dwelling or aPartment.-
Cleanliness in and aretnd the dweiling, and pure
air m living and sleeping rooms, are of the utmost
importance where any contagious disease is pre-

dDA LANCET.

vailing, as cleanliness tends both to prevent and
mitigate it. Every kind and source of filth around
and in the house should be thoroughly removed I
cellars and foul areas, should be cleaned and disiO-
fected ; drains should be put in perfect repair;
dirty walls and ceilings should be lime-washed, and
every occupied room should be thoroughly venti-
lated. A paitments which have been occupied bY
persons sick with diptheria should be cleansed with
disinfectants ; ceilings lime-washed, and wood-WOrk
painted ; the carpets, bed-clothing, upholstered
furniture, etc., exposed many days to fresh air and
the sun-light (all articles which may be boiled or
subjected to high degrees of heat should be thus
disinfected); such rooms should be subject to cIr-
rents of fresh air for at least one week before reoc-
cupation.

(b.) W/zen Diptheria is Prevailing.-No child
should be allowed to kiss strange children nOr
those suffering from sore throat (the disgu.sting cus-
tom of compelling children to kiss every visitor is
a well-contrived method of propagating other
grave diseases than diptheria); nor should it sleeP
with nor be confined to rooms occupied by, or use
articles, as toys, taken in the mouth, handkerchiefs,
etc., belonging to children having sore throat,
croup or catarrh. If the weather is cold, the child
should be warmly clad with flannels.

(c). When Diptheria is in the House or in the,
Family.-The well children should be scrupulously
kept apart from the sick, in dry, well-aired roorus,
and every possible source of infection through the
air, by personal contact with the sick, and by arti'
cles used about them or in their rooms, should be
rigidly guarded. Every attack of sore throat,
cough, and catarrh, should be at once attended to;
the feeble should have invigorating food and treat-
nient.

(d.) Sick Children.-The sick should be rigidY
isolated in well-aired (the air being entirelY
changed at least hourly), sunlighted rooms, the
outflow of air being, as far as possible, through the
external windows by depressing the upper and ele'
vating the lower sash, or a chimney heated by a
fire in an open fire place ; all discharges from the
mouth and nose should be received into vessels
containing disinfectants, as solutions of carbolic
acid, or sulphate of zinc; or upon cloths which
are immediately burned ; or if not burned, tho-
roughly boiled, or placed under a disinfecting fluid·
-N Y Med. Record.

CHLORAL AND IPECACUANHA IN CROUP.-In
bad case of croup with urgent dyspnea, give to
a child of fifteen months old two minims of pec-
acuanha wine, with two grains of chloral, eVerY
two, three or four hours, according to the effect
produced.-Dr. G. Barclay.
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GRADUATES IN MEDICINE. A

The graduates in medicine of the nine Univer-
Sties of Prussia, Germany, are compelled by law,
t0 esent themselves before a " State Board of
Medical Examiners," for examination, before they
cari be licensed to practice medicine in that state. C

hi sane law also exists, and is rigidly enforced i
!11 the other states of the German Empire ; likewise i

the OAstria France, England, and in nearly all of l
the o er prominent countries of the world, with 1

exception of the United States of America.
The following table shows the result of the ex-

aoinations in Prussia during the past year, ancf
Coveys also an idea, how rigid these exammations
dr, for about twenty-five per cent of the candi-

thatwere rejected ; and we might further add,
t o candidate is allowed to go up for examina-
u'On Ufless he can prove, by certificates, that he

tu eattended at least eight courses of medical lec-
tures'-equivalent to four years study :

0 37 3- 4-
"X1 U8 No. OF

her1in CANDIDATES. PASSED.

124 89
- Bres u 39 33

GOettin 37 32

rej $ 34 32

Gi[swald, 86

ieî ' 63 49
Roe'i 21 i8

arusburg, 45 25urg,33 3

Total, 77 369

whThe sun total of physicians licensed
66ole Geman Empire for the year 1874,

IEJECTGD.

35
61
5
21

20

14
3

20
3

108
in the
is only

buring the same year, the innumerable medicalcoll sai er
thr ges of the United States of America graduated

ee thousand students.
lo -n conclusion, we add for comparison, the fol-

ng table :

G~err
Ulit "Y

F tates,
ihr conmet

1874.
No. oF

INHAirATS.

42,000,000
40,000,000

is unnecesstry.

PRACTIOTIONERS
LICENSED IN 1874.

66o
3,000

I>T FROM THE USE OF PERCHLORIDE OF

stan A foreign cotemporary records a fatal in-

ride f the use of a uterine injection of perchlo-
Inin.of iron. Peritonitis supervened soon after ad-
Sstration, and death occurred in thirty hours.-

hunsIANS IN MONTREAL. - There are one
cty red and eighty-two doctors of medicine in the

onreal.

SECOND ATTACK OF BILATERAL
ZONA.

Dr. Kaposi, (Moritz Kohn), publishes in the
W7ienjer Medizenische Wochenschrift, No. 38 a case

f recurrence of herpes zoster. The first eruption
ffected the left hand, arm, and shoulder, includ-
ng the skin which covered the chest on the right
ide. This lasted from April 22 to May i, and
eft behind it scars and maculæ. Some of the
ormer were large and painful, resembling cicatric-
al cheloid. On June 25, the same patient present-
ed himself with a fresh eruption of zona. The
vesicles occupied the back of the left forearm, and
closely surrounded a long bleb and a large dark-
green crust. The following day the eruption ap-
peared on the left arm, above the elbow, and after-
wards spread to the shoulder. One small patch
showed signs of gangrene, but otherwise the dis-
ease ran a favourable course, and the crusts were
drying up, when, on July 8, pain was felt in the
right mammary region, followed by a second erup-
tion of vesicles in the same place as in the first
attack. This extended over the first, second, fourth,
and fifth intercostal spaces in front, but soon sub-
sided. .There was no fresh eruption, but the pus-
tules and ulcers of the left arm were painful and
long in healing. [The only other case to which
Dr, Kaposi can refer is one by Dr. Wyss, in vol.
xii, of the Archiv der Heilkunde, p. 290. Here the
zoster was lumbo-abdominal ; the patient said he
had suffered from the same disease in the same
place thirty years before, and the scars which were
still visible confirmed the statement. Bateman,
however, says that herpes zoster may occur more
than once in the same individual, and Dr. Tilbury
Fox says (Skin Diseases, p. 202), " The disease
rarely occurs twice in a life-time, but I have known
it to occur a third time.". That zona may extend
to both sides of the body without a fatal result has
been known from Tulp's case ,(Obs. Med. lib, iii.

cap. 44) in 1652, to those narrated by Bâren-
sprung, Hebra, and Hardy.]-London Med. Record,
Nov, 25, 18y4.

COLLODION AND MORPHINE IN SHINGLES.-
After exhausting all the methods advised for the
treatment of shingles, and especially the atrocious
pains which attend this disease, Dr. Bourdon
adopted the following :-A stratum of morphinated
collodion (collodion 30 grammes, muriate of
morpia 50 centigrammes) was applied to the dis-
eased parts without openng the vesicles. The
pain ceased on the second day, and after seven or

eight days, when the pellicle fel off, the vesicles
had entirely disappeared, and only a slight redness
was apparent.-Gaz. Med. Ital.
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PROFESSIONAL BILL.-Following an editorial

in the Medical .7ïimes on the above subject, the
editor announces the receipt of several communi-
cations. One correspondent sends from Boston a
schedule of fees, which it is becoming customary
'n that city to have printed on the backs of the
bills rendered for professional services, and is as
follows :-

THE BOSTON MEDICAL AssocIATION, composed
of the regular physicians of Boston, adopted tl4e
following fee-table, July 1st, 1864:

But it is left to the judgment of each practitioner
to make any deduction from the following rates
which the pecuniary circumstances of the patient
may require.
For each visit within the city in the

daytime......................... .. $3-oo
For a visit after 9 p.m., and before 8

a.m .................... . . 5.00 to 10.00
(In cases of consultation or other

extraordinary attendance in the
night, the fee for each extra attend-
ance shall be added to that for a
might visit.)

For a visit in consultation ........· · · 5.oo to o.oo
For attendance involving travel out

of town, mileage shall be charged
at a rate per mile, for short dis-
tances of .............................. 1 .oo to 2.oo

For advice at the physician's house,
according to the importance of
the case, unreasonableness of the
hour, or tine occupied........ 3.00 to 20.00

For vaccine innoculation ....-- ···· · 5.00
For attendance in midwifery in the

daytime .. ·· .................... 20.00
For attendance in midwifery in the

night.........................---. 30.00
(Obstetric operations, when neces-

sary shall be charged in addition
to the usual fee for attendance.
In obstetrical practice all subse-
quent visits shall be charged as in
ordinary cases of attandance.)

For minor surgical operations, such
as stitching wounds, opening ab-
scesses, etc....... ........ 3.00 to 25.00

For major operations, according to
importance..........................25.00 to 500.00

(After surgical operations all subse-
quent visits shall be charged as in
ordinary cases of attendance.)-Medical Record.

COMBINATION OF IODIDE OF POTASSIUM AND
CARBONATE OF AMMONIA.-Sir James Paget says,
" He has had extensive experience in the treatment
of syphilis with this combination, and has realized
the best results. He finds that five grains of iodide
of potassium combinedwith three grains carbonate
ofammonia, are equal to eight grains of the potas-
sium salt administered in the ordinary way."

BROWBEATING HYSTERIA.-A correspondent Of
the Boston Medical and Surgical y5rournal gives the
following account of the treatment of a typical case
of hysteria by Dr. Weir Mitchell : Patient was a
young lady who came to the doctor from Rhode
Island for treatment. She had been in bed for
months. The medical experience had been exhaus-
ted. Dr. W. H. Hammond advised a longer -cOU'
tinuence in bed. Dr. Mitchell made three visits
ere he began treatment. The peculiarities of the
case were spinal weakness and an inability to straigh-
ten the lower extremities. At his fourth visit the
doctor requested his patient to straighten her linbs-
"But I can't." "But you can. Are they never
Itraightened at night ?" " Yes, doctor. No one
ever asked me that question." The legs were
straightened with but little difficulty. "Now be
kind enough to sit up." " But that is impossible;
I have not been able to do it for two years." "YO"
are able now. Please sit up." Patient sat 1P.
"Bring her wrapper, hose and slippers, and put
them on ; put on a necktie; belt her waist. Now I
wish you to stand." The patient now began to cry,
"Good morning," said the doctor taking his hat.
"Where are you going doctor ?" "I am goil1
away. I never attend patients who do not obel
me." "Come back, doctor. I wil obey you.
" Then please stand up." She stood up. " But,
doctor, it makes me so dizzy." I expected it. Take
my arm." She took his arm. He led her slowlY
out of the room, down stairs, and out of doors,
She returned without aid and didnotgo to bedagail-
She was cured. This is given as a sample of the
doctor's treatment of hysteria. He is never unkind,
never rough, but inflexible, quick in manner deci'
ded in speech, yet gentle and exceedingly polite.-'
Detroit Review.

POTATO BUGS AS VESICANTS.-The Medical ad
Surgical Reporter says, that a chemical manufac-
ing firm in Indianapolis advertised last fall for One
thousand pounds of potato bugs, which are to be
used as a substitute for Spanish flies.

We have known for several years (say twentY-
four years), by actual experiment, in Concordia
parish, Louisiana, that the potato bugs will vesicate
just as certainly and efficiently as the Lyi
Vesicatoria when prepared in the same way. The

first intimation of this was given by handling theln
in the fingers, when we had a painful realization Of
the fact. No experiments were made as to their
action on the kidneys as a diuretic, but we have 110
doubt they will produce the same effect a
cantharides.-New Remedies.

The British Medical Association will meet i-
Edinburgh next year. Preparations have been be
gun and "lively and pleasant expectations " of the
visit are already indulged in.

THE BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION is to hoîd
its next meeting at Edinburgh.

208 THE CANADA LANCET.
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TR'RAPEUTICAL PROPERTIES OF BRO- In the saine hospital a woman aged twenty-two

MIDE 0F CAMPHOR. Iwas attacked by violent hysterical chorea, with
hysterical vomiting. The dose given was 5rst forty,

el

Some experiments of this drug by Dr. Bourne- and then sixty centigrammes daily. Her cure was

, Of Paris, are quoted in the London Medical rapidy
lkecOpd. A young woman, a patient in the Neckar Hos-

The form of the drug administered was the same pital suffering from induration, with insufficiency of
a that Whi h had been empsoyed up o the present the mitral valve, showed symptoms of poisoning
tUile in ai the hospita s of Paris, Dr. Cn's brothp de from the first day digitaline was administered to her.
Of Cýel h er dragées. In addition to the physical The digitaline was discontinued, and bromide of
Propeflies of broide of campor already mention- camphor substituted. The heart-beats diminished

s characterismtic odor and disagreeable flavor in frequency and becarne regular. The medicine
it ha bc noteristi is insu ble water was relinquished, and the improvement obtained

ch b nted that it is insoluble in water, and continued the samne a fortnight later. ·
anges when exposed to the air, so that the dragées

athe best form in which to administer it. Each A man in the same hospital, presenting the sane
da8ée contains exactly ten centigrammes (i Y conditions, received equal relief.

grain) of the bromide of camphor, covered by a thin
Oat Of sugar, which preserves the drug, masks both

lt. odor and flavor, and renders it easy of degluti-
.'tn. These dragées become rapidly disintegrated INFLUENCE OF ANÆSTHETICS UPON THE SEXUAL

in the stomach. Among the cases already publish- IMPRESSIONS OF FEMALE.-A writer (Lyon Medi-

ed We find the following :_ . cale Clinic, Sept. 19, 1874) says it is a well estab-

fr In One case, a woman aged sixty two, suffering lished fact, that occasionally, under the influence
om heart-disease attended by insomnia, twenty of ether or chloroform, an excitation of the sexual

centigrammes only (two dragées were efficacious. organs is produced, and a feeling is excited in the
n the case of a woman aged forty-six, who was mind by this sensation which may make a woman

!îffering from progressive locomotorataxy, inwhom believe that she has been subjected to violence.
nsonia alternated with disturbed sleep troubled In illustration of this staterment the writer says,

nightmares, it was necessary, in order to obtain that during delivery he placed the woman under
a decided improvement, to administer eighty centi- chloroform. The sexual sensations of the woman

armes (eight dragées). A woman aged forty-six, were so vivid that she accused him of having vio-
Wo for six years suffered from chorea, who had lated her. Yet ber husband and a dozen women

ben able to walk for a year, and was torment- had been present the entire time of the delivery.
t b Such insessant and violent movements that Other illustrations are given, from which the wise
they drew her cut of bed, and who was unable to moral is deduced, " that physicians should never

as2P, had administered to ber as high a quantity administer ether or chloroform except in the pres-
20 centigrammes (twelve dragées). Her sleep ence of witnesses.-Detroit Revuzv.

Coane calmer, she remained quietly in her bed,C ld Walk a little, and often remained fifteen or A MODE OF REDUCING STRANGULATED HERNIA.
wenty minutes undisturbed by choreic movements. -In a recent number of La France Mêdicale it is

thé ree women, under the care of M. Charcot, of reported that the following method was adopted
w respective ages of fifty, sixty, and sixty-seven, by Perrin as a novel procedure in the case of an
iere attacked by paralysis agitans, and pronounced inguino-scrotal hernia, which had become strangu-
to ey twenty centigrammes lated, and in which serious symptoms had already
rie gramme (three to fifteen grains) of the bro- shown themselves. Taxis had been thoroughly

oee Of camphor, daily, in quantities varying from tried under an anæsthetic, but without success. An
e to ten dragées, in progressive doses. A mark- attendant was therefore directed to take hold of the
amendment followed. patient's legs, and placing them on his shoulders to

eff ournevi:e (Prress Med.ical) has submitted the raise him up until he rested only upon the shoul-
chocy of bromide of camphor to a severe test, by ders and head. The body being thus very stro gly
for . smg as a field for his experiments a hospital flexed forwards, the integuments of the abdomen
cas incurables. If it succeeded in these obstinate became so relaxed that Perrin was able by manipu-
act b st greater was the probability that it would lation to reduce the hernia to one-half its former
fa beneficially where the conditions were more volume, by the return of the fluid which the sac
A . le, and the illness of more recent origin. had contained, into the peritoneal cavity. The
yeaatient in the Hospital de la Pittié, twenty-four j patient was then placed in the horizontal position,
attaos Of age, suffering from acute rheumatism was 1 and the gut was completely restored. There is

S Y e chorea in the left arm. He was cured hardly any novelty, however, in this operation, for
(ie S. The dose was sixty centigrammes American surgeons, have practised it in repeated

ams) daily, given in six dragées. instances.-Mediêal Record.
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TREATMENT OF THE DROWNED.

The following method and rules, devised and
prepared by the Committee on Accidents, etc., being
a modification of rules furnished by Dr. Beech, of
Coldwater, and of those published by the Life
Saving Society of New York, have been adopted
and printed by the State Board of Health of Michi-
gan, for distribution throughout the State, as a
life-saving measure.

Rule i.-Renove al obstructions to breathing.
Instantly loosen or cut apart all neck and waist
bands ; turn the patient on his face, with the head
down hill ; stand astride the hips with your face
towards his head, and, locking your fingers toge-
ther under his belly,, raise the body as high as you
can without lifting the forehead off the ground, and
give the body a smart jerk to remove mucus from
the throat and water from the windpipe ; hold the
body suspended long enough to slowly count one,
two, three, four, five, repeating the jerk more gen-
tly two or three times.

Rule 2.-Place the patient on the ground, face
downward, and maintaining all the while your
position astride the body, grasp the points of the
shoulders by the clothing, or, if the body is naked,
thrust your fingers into the armpits, clasping your
thumbs over the points of the shoulders, and raise
t/he chest as /igh as you can without lifting the head
quite off the ground, and hold it long enough to
slowly count one, two, three. Replace him on the
ground, with his forehead on his flexed arm, the
neck straightened out, and the mouth and nose
free. Place your elbows against your knees and
your hands upon the sides of his chest over the
lower ribs, and bress downward and inward with
increasing force long enough to slowly count one,
two. Then suddenly let go, grasp the shoulders as
before and raise the chest ; then press upon the
ribs, &c. These alternate movements should be
repeated 10 to 15 times a minute for an hour at
least, unless breathing is restored sooner. Use
the same regularity as in natural breathing.

Rule 3.-After breathing has commenced, re-
store the animal heat. Wrap him in warm blank-
ets, apply bottles of hot water, hot bricks, or any-
thing to restore heat. Warm the head nearly as
fast as the body, lest convulsions come on. Rubbing
the body with warm clothes or the hand, and slap-
ping the fleshy parts, may assist to restore warmth,
and the breathing also. If the patient can surely
swallow, give hot coffee, tea, milk, or a little hot
sling. Give spirits sparingly, lest they produce
depression. Place the patient in a warm bed, and
give him plenty of fresh air; keep him quiet.

Avoid delay, a mognent may turn the scale for
life or death. Dry ground, shelter, warmth, stimu-
lants, etc., at this moment are nothing,-artifcial
brcatlhine, is every/ting,-is the one rem edy,--all
others are secondary.

Do not stop to renove wet clothing. PreciOus
time is wasted, and the patient may be fatallY
chilled by exposure of the naked body, even 1l
summer. Give all your attention and effort to re-
store breathing by forcing air into, and out of, the
lungs. If the treathing has just ceased, a smart
slap on the face, or a vigorous twist of the hair,
will sometimes start it again, and may be tried i'
cidentally.

Before natural breathing is fully restored, do not
let the patient lie on his back unless some persoD
holds the tongue forward. The tongue, by fallilig
back, may close the windpipe, and cause fatal
choking.

Preventfriends from crowding around the Patittà
and excluding fresh air; also from trying to glve
stimulants before the patient can swallow. The
first causes suffocation, the second fatal choking.

Do not give up too soon: You are working for
life. Any time within two hours you may be O1
the very threshold of success without there beilg
any sign of it.

In suffocation by smoke or any poisonous gas, aS
also by hanging-proceed the same as for droWO'
ing, omitting effort to expel water, etc., from wind'
pipe.

In sujended brcathing from efects of chlorofor""
hydrate of chloral, etc., proceed by Rule 2, takillg
especial pains to keep the head very low, and pre-
venting closure of the wind-pipe by the tongu-'
falling back.

ELEVATING THE STANDARD.-The UniversitY Of
of Michigan is on the way to more severe re
quirements for admission to the medical depat
ment. During the present year, all applicants
have been required to present themselves before
the Dean of Faculty, who inquires into their edI'.
cational advantages, receiving from them each
a written statement, made in his presence, to be
preserved as a matter of record. If he is not
satisfied as to their qualifications for admissiofl
they appear before the whole Faculty, and are more
fully examined,and, if judged not qualified in lit
erary and general acquirements, they are refused
admission.-Ibid.

THE USE OF THE MOSQUITO.-Dr. Samuel
Francis says, that this insect was created to drive
man from malarial districts ; and second, if m0an
will not go, after the warning is given in humfl1i
accents, then the mosquito injects hypodermnically
a little liquid, which answers two purposes-firstly'
to render the blood thin enough to be drawn
through its tube ; and secondly, in order to iflj'ct
that which possesses the principles of quinite#-
Medical Record.
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CASES OF CHRONIC SIMPLE ULCER OF from this regurgitation of food, pain, according to
TUE STOMACH. lier account, began to be experienced, but this pain

was variable in situation-referred now to one point

BY DR. MCSWINEY, MED. SOCIETY DUBLIN. and now to another, and was uninfluenced by food.

In the out Two months ago she stated that she vomited every-
thn the course of his remarks he pointed out that thing she took, and that the vomited matter con-
di 'Was a painful, dangerous, and sometimes a fatal tained blood, and she showed what purported to
bease, which was met with chiefly in young females be an admixture of food and blood to the practi-
eiween 16 and 26 years of age, and the features of tioner who was in attendance upon her. All this

ohih Physicians had to be well acquainted with in time, however, she remained in good condition;
itaer that they might distinguish it when they met she was not in the least weak or wasted, nor had
t d treat it successfully. Having traced the his- she the appearance of a person suffering pain. Some-

ory f the disease from the time--18 3 o-when it how an idea had got about that she had ulcer of theWasfirst distinctly recognized and described by Cru- stomach, and she appeared willing to favour this

readler down to the present time, he proceeded to view. A thorough investigation of this case caused
Sotre cases in which he had diagnosed the Dr. McSwiney to conclude that, nowithstanding

xistence of this lesion. The first case was that of the vomiting of food mixed with blood and the pain

Pao ng woman, æt 23, a French polisher by occu- complained of, the case was not one of gastric ulcer
afteron Four years ago she had distress of stomach at all, but should be referred to the category of hys-
ar taking food, loss of appetite, and suffered from terical affections, and he stated that, in point of

ed bOus dyspeptic symptoms. These were succeed- fact, what occurred when the food was brought up
Was b epigastric pains, nausea, and thirst, the pain was more analogous to ruminating than to vomiting,

ensiform in location. To believe it, she lay and referred to the graphic description of thisaffec-
Pain the abdomen and face under. Food made the tion given by Sir Henry Marsh in his well known

Afte nuch worse, more particularly solid food. article in the Dublin Yourual, as well as in his let-
seizeds ome weeks of suffering she was suddenly ter to Dr. Little. Dr. McSwiney next directed

Wtis With a violent attack of hïematemesis. From attention to the diagnosis which he had ventured
Whishe slowly recovered in some weeks, after to arrive at in these cases, and explained that,th she remained well for two years, when again whilst he recognised the impossibility in some cases,
toW was a recurrence of all the dyspeptic symp- and the difficulty in others of arriving at a positive
and auder which she in the first instance laboured, diagnosis of gastric ulcer, he claimed at the same
recea gain she had a large vomiting of blood. When time that under certain circumstances that diagno-

anld ed into the hospital she was veak and pallid, sis could be surely and unhesitatingly made. The
idthe slightest pressure in the epigastric region grounds for arriving at this diagnosis he declared

isitlýdiately below the ensiform cartilage caused ex- weresupplied by certain important symptoms which,
dep pam. She loathed food, and was wretchedly when present, could denote no other malady. These
solressed and nervous. Whatever she swallowed, symptoms were- pain, vomiting, derangement of
rejet or iquid caused pain, and was immediately the digestion, and hoemorrhage. In addition, he
her W Y vomiting. Alcohol in any form made stated that the age, sex, and, n his opinion, the
Was orse, and everything, even the blandest food, state of the menstrual function, afforded valuable
and vonited. She was placed under treatment, aids towards perfecting the diagnosis. Having at
tal, the end of four or five weeks left the hospi- some length remarked upon each of these heads,
heal temg at the time apparently quite restored to he next proceeded to discuss the etiology of the
culth. Three other cases, in all important parti- disease, referring to the labours of Rokitansky, Vir-
also  s 'imilar to the one just related, were chow, Pavy, and others who had advanced know
he r reported by Dr. McSwiney. Finally ledge upon the subject to its present stage. Finially,
ini eOrted a case by way of contrast to the others, he recapitulated the nurmber of items of treatment
superfiei, many of the symptoms simulated upon which he had been accustomed to rely upon. It
which ciai Observation. those of gastric ulcer, but was as follows : Regimninal-He enjoined rest in
exar* he had differentiated upon the occasion of bed, and secured the repose of the stomach by
ian iling the woman carefully. Shortly, the wo- allowing only small quantities of nutriment to be

hghi as Of a nervous temperament, and had been taken, with long intervals between. Such nutri-
years , according to her own account, for ment consisted of milk with soda-water, or lime-
Plained Amongst the symptoms of which she com- water, and clear-strained beef-tea- Medicinal-He
at irregu was regurgitation of food, which occurred prescribed opium to allay pain, gallic acid to arrest
ftromIpaiar ntervals. At this time she was .free hæmorrhage or other discharges, and bismuth in a

g ca any part of her body. This food vomit- formula which he recited, to arrest and cure the
Were sc l' chiefly at the catamenial periods, which ulcerative process. He expressed an opinion that
cohantY and irregular. She suffered from leu- bismuth in the form of the liquor bismuthi possessed

ter molnths, during whicn slie suffered something approaching a specific curative action
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in gastric ulcer, and he suggested that this might
be due to the alkalinity of the solution, which res
tored, perhaps, the equilibrium in the chemical
economy of the gastric processes which had been
disturbed by the initiatory pathologic changes
which determined the foimation of the gastric ulcer.

SURGICAL NOTES.

GUY'S HOSPITAL.

As in matters of mere worldly interest, we can-
not in the practice of medicine and surgery afford
to despise the day of small things. At a recent
visit to Guy's we had an opportunity of observing
some striking illustrations of the importance of
attending to minute and apparently trivial details
in surgical diagnosis. An old man about seventy
years of age had fallen down, and sustained some
injury about the upper part of the thigh near the
hip-joint. He was unable to walk, and was there-
fore taken to the hospital, where he was admitted
into Job ward. There was some shortening of the
right lower extremity, and great impairment of
movement. The actual nature of the disease was
not apparent, but it was probable that there was
fracture at the neck of the femur. To ascertain
definitely what was the seat of the shortening, Mr.
Bryant adopted an ingenious, and, we believe,
novel device. The measurements from the tip of
the trochanter major to the lower border of the
patella were first taken, and found to be equal on
both sides. The question therefore was whether
the shortening was at the neck of the femur. For
this purpose, the patient being in bed, a vertical
line was drawn from the tip of the anterior superior
iliac spine on the outside of the hip to the hori-
zontal plane of the body, then a second line from
the tip of the trochanter major was drawn at right
angles to this vertical line. The length of the
second line was then measured and found to be
three-quarters of an inch shorter on the injured
side than a similar line on the opposite side of the
body. By this means it was incontestably shown
that the shortening of the limb was entirely in the
neck of the bone. Mr. Bryant has employed this
mode of determining the shortening of the neck of
the femur for some time past, and has found it
of great utility. We refrain from saying more on
the iatter at present as we understand that a paper
on the subject, illustrated by diagrams, will shortly
be read at a meeting of the Medico-Chirurgical
Society. It seems, however, that " Bryant's line "
will henceforth be as important in determining
shorteniing at the necliof the femur as " Nélaton's
line " is in the diagnosis of dislocation of the head
of the bone.

At the same visit we saw some cases in which
the cleft of the soft palate had been very accurately

closed by a slight modification of the usual opers'
- tion. Mr. Bryant remarked that after paring the
1 edges of the soft palate there is often great difficulty

in getting perfect apposition after passing the
needles carrying the sutures. To obviate this
difficulty the needles with the sutures were passed
first, then the edges were pared and brought accu-
rately into position. In the three or four cases in
which this modification has been employed the
success has been gratifying.

There is at the present time an interesting and
remarkable case in the Astley Cooper ward. About
two months ago a boy, aged eighteen, was standing
on a stack of hides, when a man caught him bY
the right leg, ahd endeavoured to pull him down-
The patient strongly resisted, and felt something
suddenly snap in his right groin. He immediatelY
experienced great pain, was unable to walk, and in
two hours found a swelling in the right groin close
to the pubes. Beyond the swelling in the groin
nothing amiss was found when the patient was
admitted into the hospital. After being in the
hospital for abont three weeks the patient felt a
hard mass extending from the swelling in the groin
into the right inguinal and hypogastric regions, just
above the brim of the pelvis. The tumour has
gradually increased in size, and now extends up tO
the umbilicus. To the touch it is somewhat
nodular and semi-elastic. The bladder seems tO
be pushed over to the left side, and lies just abovc
the pubes. From the history and the characters Of
the tumor it is feared that it is a medullary growth.
-The Lancet.

IS PUERPERAL FEVER CONTAGIOUS?

In the Yournal of January 16th, is recorded the
committal of a midwife for trial on a charge of
manslaughter by conveying puerperal fever to pa-
tients ; and the important question is asked, " 1s
it certain that puerperal fever is contagious ?"
Most practitioners, I imagine, would answer unhest-
tatingly in the affirmative. As bearing on this
question, the following cases have occurred in nY
practice during the last few weeks.-Case r, Dec.
23rd, 1874. Mrs. A. had her first labour; the
presentation was natural, and the labour fairlY
easy; peritonitis set in on the fifth day, and death
occurred on January 2nd, 1875. The lacteal se-
cretion was scanty froni the first ; the lochia were
satisfactory to the last. Previously to this I h'ad
not had a case of peritonitis for several years.
Case 2, December 28th, 1874. Mrs. B. was col-
fined ; the presentation was natural, and the labOur
easy. She recovered without a bad symptOin'
Case 3, January 3rd, 1875. I delivered Mrs. C-
The presentation was natural, the labour easy-
Recovery took place without a bad symptorO.
Case 4, January 5 th, 1875. Mrs. D. was deliv
ered. The presentation was footling, the labOUr
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ous, requiring more manual assistance than of the peripherie extremity of the cut vagus in the
C •al. She recovered without a bad symptom. kidney; in this instance the vessels of the kidneyC4e, Jannary 5th, 1875. Mrs. E. was confined becoming enlarged and the flow of urine increas-for the first time. The presentation was natural, ing. Finally, we have.the experiments of Eckhard
the labour was fairly easy. Peritonitis set in on on the nervi erigentes, irritation of which is followed
the fifth.day, and she died on January 13 th. In by dilatation of the vessels of the penis and erec-

s, as i the first case, the lacteal secretion was tion. Amongst the various theories that have been
ty, but the lochia satisfactory throughout. put forward to explain these facts, that of Schiff

tase 6. On January 14th, 1875, I was requested mayfirstbementioned, whobelieves as there
ad attend Mrs. F., which I declined to do, andar evswihbteraconauemclr
advised that another practitioner should take fibre to shorten, s0 there are others the direct ac-
charge Of the case. Calling next day to inquire tion of which is to cause it to lengthen. Lt must
for the patient (as I had attended all her family be admitted, however, that no corroborative evi-
othr any years), I found that, instead of having dence can be obtained to support this view, and
by hr nedical assistance, she had been delivered that ail known physiological facts in regard to the
the her mTother, who had not only assisted to nurse action of nerve on muscle are opposed to it. As
lay last case, but had actually helped to wash and M. Vulpian observes, the terni "active dilatation"
a bdut the corpse. Recovery took place without is somewhat misleading. means only that
g ing syiptom. I offer no remarks on the fore- dilatation follows nervous excitation, nothing can
ratN cases; I simply submit them to the conside- be better; but if by it we mean that the nerve-
j on and comments of my brother practitioners. fibres act directly on the muscular fibres, the pro-
cal A. ORR, A.B., F.R.C.S. I.,&c.-British Medi- position is inadmissable. In regard to the arteries

the difficulty cannot be overcome by supposing
that the nerves act by shortening the, and in-
creasing their calibre ; for they contain no longi-
tudinal fibres. A second explanation that has been

ACTIVE DILATATION 0F TPHE BLOOt)-h offered is, that a constriction of the veins, return-
y ing the blood from the part, is effected by nervous

irritation; an obstruction to the flow of blood is
rkerv îe contraction of the smalper arteries through thus produced, the effect of which, travelling back-~nOus agency has now been demonstrated by 5 wards, leads to enlargement, first of the caillarie
"thY experimentsf and is SO entirely inbaccordance and then of the arteries. Lt ot happens, however,Wth t esh texa e esults of anotomical and microscopical that the veins can be shown to dilate as wel as the
best nation, that it may be regarded as one of the smaller arteries, and the pressure of the blood as

has established facts in physiohogy. Within the well as the rapidity of the circulation increases,
Years a name-the vaso-motor sys- which are facts at variance with theed to .

Of nerves-has been applied to them ; and M. Legros bas endeavored to explain the action of

quie rceltl a eryineretin cors oflecu s soe wat misleaing Iith m an s onl tatn

been delivered upon them by Professor Vulpian tains that, in the ordinary condition of the circula-

be~ reenty a ifleretilg curs oflecure be dieter nerbut i ano w ehttherane.H nerve-

befre the Faculty of Medicine in Paris. We shafl tion, the arteries are the seat of peristaltie move-
tr fet hhm in his aperçue of the principal events ments passing towards the periphery and he thinks

the fahistorr of these nerves, nor adduce any of that the excitation of these nerves exag erates the
thei t as so diligently collected in proof of activity of these movements. But this has met
butE Power of effecting contraction of the vessels, with littie favour, especîally as the existence of the
, SSEL only to the phenobena of active di- peristaltic movements has not been perfectly estab-

anP, and the varinus theories that have been ad- lished. Brown-Sequard, again, maintains that the
be et accotint for it. That such dilatation can dilatation of the vessels on nervous irritation is not

evoected through the nervous syste is un- primary but secondary, and hi dependent oin t e
itterabe In the first place, we have the ex- action of the nerves on the anatomical elenents of

effets fr often repeated, of Bernard, on the the tissues ; and thus there is, as Carpenter as en-
Pet, , fltation of the chorda tympani, or of its adeavoured to demonstrate, a vis afrnte. Bt Ber-
latI eti extreity when divided, on the circ - nard bas shown that dilatation precedes the secre

Stereya secretio o the submaxillary gland. tory action oft the gland; and V. Wittich has oin-q ite eres--nha vessels dilate, othem w ted out that, in curarised anxais, the secretion is
hf bclyv a very intpressure risesand the secretion abolished before the nerves ose their power of dila-1erv aunetd Similar effects were b ting the vessels. The hast, and it appears to usthbeforen by Bernd in the paro on irritation of best, expanaton is that gven y M. oupdan hira-
the a r d rotid 1. b vîhi he acu l of the fifth, and also-though self The penomena, he maintains are those of
i te by hms on this point have not been cor- inhibition. Under ordinary circuystances the vq-b ted "Y toa bsequent observers-on irritation sels are kpt in a permanent state of contraction or

MTT ''^AM AN L .A kNCPTF
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tone by, the vaso-motor nerves. These present in
their course and near their extremities certain gan-
glia; and connected with these ganglia are other
nerves, possessing an inhibitory or restraining
power over the generation or discharge of their
motor force. If these be excited, the action of the
ganglia is suspended, and the vessels, no longer
receiving the force requisite for their contraction,
yield to the pressure of the blood, and undergo di-
latation. The analogy here exhibited to the motor
and inhibitory nerves of the heart is sufficienlly
striking, and most, if not all, the phenomena of
active dilatation of vessels receive a satisfactory ex-
planation on this supposition.-The Lancet.

GENESIS ACCORDING TO SCIENCE
(SO CALLED).

We cannot resist giving our readers the amuse-
ment--though the feeling excited, will probably be
by no means one of unmixed amusement-of read-
ing the following smart concrete statement of some
modern "scientific " schemes of creation from one
of our Transatlantic contemporaries :-

"The Nee, Scriptures, according to Tyndal and
others.

"1. Primarily the Unknowable moved upon
cosmos and evolved protoplasm.

" 2. And protoplasn was inorganic and undif-
ferentiated, containing all things in potential
energy; and a spirit of evolution moved upon the
fluid mass.

" 3. And the Unknowable said, Let atoms
attract ; and their contact begat light, heat, and
electricity

" 4. And the Unconditioned differentiated the
atoms, after its kind ; and their combinations begat
rock, air, and water.

"5. And their went out a spirit of evolution
from the Unconditioned, and, working in protop-
lasm by accretion and absorption, produced the
organic cell.

"6. And cell, by nutrition, evolved primordial
germ, and germ developed protogene, and proto-
gene begat eozoon, and eozoon begat monad, and
monad begat animalcule.

" 7. And animalcule begat ephemera; then
began creeping things to multiply on the face of
the earth.

"8. And earthy atom in vegetable protoplasm
begat the molecule, and thence came all grass and
every herb in the earth.

" 9. And animalcule in the water evolved fins,
tails, claws, and scats ; and in the air wings and
beaks ; and on the land they sprouted such organs
as were necessary as played upon by the environ-
ment,

" 1o. And by accreti on and absorption came the
radiata and mollusca, and mollusca begat artical'
ata, and articulata begat vertebrata.

"i i. Now these are the generations of the high-
er vertebrata, in the cosmic period that the fJ9
knowable evoluted the bipedal mammalia.

'' 12. And every man of the earth, while he was
yet a monkey, and the horse, while he was a hiP'
parion, and the hipparion before he was an oredOI"

" 13. Out of the ascidian came the amphibia
and begat the pentadactyle, and the pentadactyle
by inheritance and selection produced the hylobate
from which are the simiade in all their tribes.

" 14. And out of the simiadæ the lemur preva'
ed above his fellows and produced the platyrhile
monkey.

" 15. And the platyrhine begat the catarrhine,anid
the catarrhine monkey begat the anthropoid ape,
and the ape begat the longimanous ourang, a3d
the ourang begat the chimpanzee, and the chi1i
panzee evoluted the what-is-it.

" 16. And the what-is it vent tnto the land 0
Nod and took him a wife of the longimanOUs
gibbons.

." 17. And in process of the cosmic period were
born unto them and their children the anthroP'
morphic primordial types.

" 18. The homunculus, the prognathus, the
troglodyte, the autochthon, the terragen-these are
the generations of primeval man.

" 19. And primeval man was naked and flot
ashamed, but lived in quadrumanous innocence,
and struggled mightily to harmonise with the e0'
vironment.

" 20. And by inheritance and natural selectiO»
did he progress from the stable and homogeneos'
to the complex and heterogeneous ; for the wea
est died, and the strongest grew and multiplied.

21. And man grew a thumb, for that he had
need of it, and developed capacities for prey.

" 22. For, behold, the swiftest men caught the
most animals, and the swiftest animals got aOay
from the most men; wherefore the slow anitl1p
were eaten, and the slow men starved to death.

" 23. And as the types were differentiated, the
weaker types continually disappeared.

"24. And the earth was filled with violence, fÇ
man strove with man, and tribe with tribe, whereb
they killed off the weak and foolish, and secure
the survival of the fittest.-Med. Tmes and Go

MAMMARY ABSCESS.-Quinine in fuil dose
soon as chill occurs. Cease nursing at once, an
remove the milk by hand rubbing, covering th
parts with warm lard, and rubbing from the ba
of the gland towards the nipple.-Medicai RO
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TORONTO, MARCH 1, 1875.

'ORONTO ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.

We regret to hear that the able Superintendent
tf the Toronto Lunatic Asylum has forwarded to

ad Government his resignation, on the ground of
4vaniced age. Everyone may be said to write his
a % epitaph in the course of his daily life. What

Ilohle record will then be furnished by a retro-
et Of the past twenty-five years' occupancy of

ro rkmans post of Superintendent of the
oronto Asylum. To comprehend more fully the

Crcu and self-denying work, we will take a brief
spective review of the condition and man-

ee 0ent of the insane for the last seventy years,

de eencing at the Hospice, called Maison Royale
ta tharenton. It was at this immense asylum
saw those great men, Pinel and Esquirol, first
fra e dismal scenes of a mad-house, and it was
the the information derived from thence that

lt repared themselves for that mission of phi-
dtedOPY and justice to which they so nobly
ods themselves. We quote Esquirol's own

Were on the state in which the miserable inmates

tu kept about the beginning of the present cen-
th have seen them naked, or only covered

bet e tand having nothing but a little straw
wich 1' thern, and the cold damp pavement, on
nc theY were lying. I have seen them f ed with

iean and insufficient food, without water tobreach their thirst, almost deprived of air tobreathe and totally destitute of the most necessary

the b 0fife. I have seen them abandoned to
thai violence of men who were no better
cella ,gchers, and confined in close, noisome, dark

i dStone to the other, and where even
ats, which the vanity of almost every

Government maintains in their capitals, would not
be kept." At the Salpetriere and Bicetre, the
first a hospice for women, the second for men, the
condition of the patients was much the same as at
Charenton. Under the superintendence of M.
M. Fabret and Milivié, at the Salpetriere, much
w.as done for the comfort of the poor creatures en-
trusted to their care, and at the Bicetre, M. M.
Voisin and Seuret worked wonders in the field of
philanthropic labour to which the9 devoted them-
selves. In England similar reforms were carried
out at Bethlem Hospital, at Wakefield, and Han-
well, the latter under the superintendence of Dr.
Conolly, the most active promoter of what is
called the non-restraint system. In Combes' work
on Moral Insanity the following picture of the way
in which the insane were treated in Pennsylvania,
in 1841, is to be found: " By information derived
from about half the counties of the State of Penn-
sylvania, a committee of the House of Representa-
tives ascertained and reported that in a population
of nearly 8oo,ooo there are upwards of 1,1oo in-
sane persons, and not less than a thousand of
those unfortunates kept in County poor-houses
and prisons, or in families at auction prices. In
one county, of forty persons more or less de-
ranged, seven are confined in cells which are
nearly if not quite under gronnd. They may be
seen from without, through iron· bars in the cellar
windows. In Toronto, in 1836, and for some

years after, the insane were kept in the common
goal. The medical attendant at the time, hastily
we presume, attributing the disturbance of the in-
tellectual and moral faculties to inflammatory ac-
tion of meninges or to supposed changes of struc-
ture, adopted a uniform cast-iron treatment, heads
shaved, and free use of tartar emetic and sulphate
of magnesia. To this distressing portraiture of the
treatment of the insane within the last forty years,
what a delightful contrast do our Asylums in the
Dominion now afford. Whilst disapproving gene-
rally of coercion, the Superintendents for the most
part consider, that the modified restraint of the
muff may be useful and must be necessary in cer-
tain cases. That insanity, when not associated
with corporeal disease, or suffering, is most effica-
ciously relieved or even cured by appropriate
moral treatment, whereas physical means or cor-
poreal medication are of little avail. That in true
insanity, let its variety be what it may, even acute
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mania, in which the whole faculties of the mind
are in a state of great confusion, there are no cor-
poreal symptoms to which the psychological phe-
nomena can be referred ; for although it cannot be
denied that in cases either of acute mania or
melancholy some symptoms of bodily disorder
may at times be discovered, yet these are so dis-
proportionate to the mental affection, and are so
uncertain and variable in their appearance, that
they can hardly be considered as essentially con-
nected with the malady.

The treatment may be summed up in kindness,
justice, occupation, amusements, i. e. cards,billiards,
music, cricket, the prevention of bad habits, and
the conceding of as much liberty as is consistent
with safety. M. Brierre de Boismont is of the
opinion that mental alienation keeps pace with the
development of the intellect. Esquirol also held
that moral causes were more influential in produc-
ing insanity than physical ones. Recent English
writers on the statistics of insanity have adverted
to its alarming increase. Dr. Workman in his re-
ports has frequently pointed out the necessity for
augmented Asylum accommodation and no better
endorsation of the need for these appeals to the
Legislature can be found than the presence of
these unfortunates in our common goals, often
there detained for a long period before vacancies
can be found for them either at the London, To-
ronto, or Rockwood Asylums. It must be appa-
rent to all that incarceration in the cells of a goal
is scarcely likely to minister to the cure of minds
diseased, and that in many instances the acute pe-
ried of the disease-the most amenable to treat-
ment-will have passed over before they are re-
ceived into an Asylum in a state of confirmed and
hopeless insanity. In the London Modical Gazette
for December last, it is stated, the subject of the
increase of lunacy in the Metropolis was brought
before the Hackney Board by Mr. Bennett. He
said they have 307 lunatics in different asylums, as
against 277 in the corresponding period of last
year. These statistics would then show that in-
sanity is developed ,pore than in proportion to
population. The experience of specialists points
to success in treatment, as resulting in a greater
degree from moral revulsion, than from any drug
action, the skill of tfe physician being tasked in
their individual application; continued care, and
indefatigable surveillance, are thesine qua non for suc-

cess. Dr. Workman's resignation with intellect
undimmed, judgment matured, and experience ripe,
would be a matter of regret both to the professifl
and public at large. We would fain hope that s0
far his invalidism does not indicate an eprly bid'
ding the world " Good night," and that if unfor-
tunately he has resolved upon resigning the office
ofSuperintendent, he would at least give a portiO'
of his time to the great work he has for so malY
years been engaged in, as consulting physiciall.
We believe it was John Hunter who once said Of
Medical Science, " There are more false facts
than false theories in it." It is only by trainil
the mind to the habits of calm and comprehensive
reasoning, so that it may avoid on the one hand
hasty and unwarranted conclusions, and on the
other a stubborn incredulity, and that it may kno<
how to discriminate right from wrong, truth fr0o0

error, to sift evidence, to weigh statements, to tce
quasi discoveries, whether in trying new medicineS
or methods of treatment ; it is only by such '
course the character of a philosophic physician COi
be attained. Dr. Workman has proved to be
such a man ; we regret the more the probability
of losing him from the post where he has for so
long attracted public attention, but doubt not thw
he has been so fortunate as to win-

"That which should accompany old age,
As honour, love, obedience, troops of friends,"

and conclude with the Oriental salutation: "Mdy
you live a thousand years."

SURGICAL DENTISTRY.

In these days of medical and surgical specialis 0 '
it may seem contrary to the spirit of the tirnf'
to advise the cultivation of universal mediciOe
and surgery, to the extent even of rescui0g
branches which have almost passed beyond the
domain of the city general practitioner like that Of
surgical dentistry, for instance. And yet we can-
not but think this branch of surgery is too nUClh
neglected in this country. It, as a matter of fact,
is almost altogether untaught in the collegiate
surgical courses ; and if it be expected that the
student shall pick up the art of extracting a0d
operating upon the teeth in the course of his
pupilage and service in the office of his precepto'
the expectations will come to naught, unless ind0e
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he be Placed with one who, like the genial RUsTI-
CDS Of the Boston Medical and Surgical 7ournal,
Pratised tooth-pulling, and carried his forceps and
dental armamentarium about with him, in a trunk
Odged in the back part of his buggy. Like the
i England country doctor, the Canadian prac-
tioner 18 called upon to pull out his patient's bad

,and to stop a commencing cavity-services
Whch, if he can properly perforin them, are of

al value to his clients, and as decidedly humani-
, as many of the other means of relieving

fiering which the doctor has at command. But
e college student is left to pick up these little
ental arts as best he can, either by reading the

%8Cant references of the general surgical treatises, or
lbetter if he can gain access to them by consult-
txt-books on dentistry. We submit that the

Snbject of surgical dentistry should not be lost
81ght of at college, and that it would be well if the

training, himself for the duties of a general
PracEtinerhad opportunities presented him during

e llege course, of knowing something of mechan-
Sdentistry as well. The argument of the neces-

ty Of preparation and fitness for the performance
dties may be adduced to support this view ;

an inducement equally strong may be cited,
thata ractical knowledge of dentistry would be ol
8reat service in helping the young medical practi-

h e to establish himself in practice, by assistin8
. 1to bridge over that financially difficult period

s early career when he is supposed to be
acquirin8 " experience," and when he is the recip-
ent Of but few medical confidences and of onl>
'P-anty fees. Further, we hazard the opinion tha
the art and practice of dentistry itself would gain by
tndserVices which an intelligent body of medica

Þle ents trained in chemistry and having a com
e knowledge of anatomy and materia medica

eonld bring to bear on dental science.

T}IE ARMY MEDICAL SERVICE.

The London Lancd raises a note of alarm tha
fae tash Army Medical Service is in an unsatis

sery state, and is unequal to stand the strain c

the if the field. It says :-" It is obvious tha
ah St war of any magnitude can only find us i

aate of iefficiency and unpreparedness, as fa
ke medical department is concerned unles
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something be done." The Lanca dwells upon the
necessity of the medical organization of the army
being entirely independent of combatant officers.
It maintains that the medical officers, if uncon-
trolled by the military staff, would be perfectly
competent to manage their own affairs, and to
superintend and administer the hospital with entire
success. Happily there is no great war in pros-
pect, or else the British public, almost always
prone to take up an alarm, would be greatly
agitated over this warning, and we should find
the press dreading with great anxiety the possibi.
lities of a break-down, such as that which befel the
French medical service in the great strain of the
war with Prussia. We take it, however, that the
moral of the discussion is applicable here in
Canada, namely, that medical men deserve to
assert themselves.

A SuPPosED> CASE OF TRANcE.-A paragraph
has been going the rounds of the daily press in
Toronto, that a lady in this city having died
very suddenly, and the body presenting certain
peculiar appearances, was supposed to be in a
trance, and that several medical men, the writer
among others, had advised the friends not to bury
the body for a few days. So far as the opinions of
the medical men were concerned this was not true.
The lady, lately a resident of Papineauville, Que.,

I died suddenly (it is supposed from heart clot) two
- weeks after her confinement, and her rçmains were

brought to this city for interment. The corpse
was placed in a warm room, and after a certain

t time the ears and integument on the back of the
neck presented a reddish appearance. The friends

l thought this was evidence of returning vitality.
- Several medical men were consulted, but they al, so

far as known to us, unhesitatingly gave it as their
opinion that the woman was dead.

HONORs TO CANADIAN.-Dr. Robert Kains of
St. Thomas, successfully passed his examination
before the Royal College of Surgeons, England, on

t the 25th January last, and was, admitted as a
- member of that body. Of the 24 candidates who
f presented themselves on the same day only 1 a were
,t successful. Notwithstanding the large number
n rejected, from year to year, it is highly gratifying
r to be able to state that very few Canadian students
s are amiong the unfortunates.
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QUACKERY AND ITS UPHOLDER.-We give place
this month, in another column, to a letter from a
medical practitioner, in reference to an advertising
humbug who travelled through the country flaunt-
ing the names of prominent practitioners, professors
and others, as references, as to his great abilities as
an oculist. We cannot but express our surprise
that those medical gentlemen whose names are
appended to his advertisements, should have
sanctioned the use of their names to further the
interests of any peripatetic specialist of whatever
stripe. These medical humbugs are easily known
by their obliging manners, flaming advertisements,
and presumptious self-assertion, and members of
the regular profession cannot be two cautious in
lending the use of their names to such individuals.

THE HOMŒOPATHS AND THE COUNcIL.-The
Homœopaths have reconsidered their determina-
tion to remain out of the Council, and have
determined to give it another trial under the new
Act. The election of their representatives will
take place at the same time as for the general pro-
fession, viz., in June next. They found it was
utterly useless to go before the Legislature, to seek
separate legislation, unless they had something
more than a mere sentimental grievance to com-
plain of. They had not given the new Act, which
everybody considered as exceedingly liberal in its
terms towards them, a fair trial, and until that has
been done the Legislature could not entertain their
proposals. We trust that the new Council will so
manage its affairs as not to give even the semblanee
of unfairness towards the minority.

PINUS CANADENSIS.-The Pinus Canadensis has
long been known to possess valuable medicinal
properties, yet its application has hitherto been
limited. Its therapeutical properties have been
thoroughly tested during the past few years, by
some of the most prominent physicians in America
and Europe, and the almost universal testimony is
that it possesses tonic and astringent properties of
a very superior order. Dr. Marion Sims, in speak-
ing of its application, says :-" I have used it,
considerably diluted, as a vaginal wash, with great
success ; but I prefer to apply it to the os tincæ on
cotton wool, either*pure or mixed with glycerine,
or glycerine and rose water. Thus applied, it
should remain in contact for two or three, or even

four days, and then be renewed. In this way I have
seen chronic granular vaginitis remedied in a feo
days that had resisted the ordinary remedies fo'
weeks, and have seen granular erosions, With
leucorrhea, disappear very rapidly under its use'
I have not time to do more than call the atteiti0o
of my professional brethren to this new extract,
which I am sure will soon be recognized as $
valuable addition to our Materia Medica" 
uses Kennedy's Concentrated Extract, and giveS it
his unqualified endorsation.

FUNCTIoN OF THE OpTc THALAMI.-It
now held, as the result of experiments similar to
those of Dr. Ferrier in the localization of bra
centres, that the optic thalami are centres in which
originate movements that correspond to sensO'l
impressions. That is to say, an impression 0fW
nating at the cutaneous surface (say, by pinchifl
the skin) travels along the sensory nerves to '0
optic thalamus, and is returned or reflected
back by an impulse which originates a moveInell t

(as of shrugging) in the voluntary muscles of the
locality subjected to the impression.

TYPHOID FEVER IN THE ROYAL FAMILY.- e
illness of Prince Leopold has drawn attentiol to
the repeated visitations of enteric fever which haYC
afflicted the Royal Family of Great Britain.
scourge which carried off the Prince Consort, and
jeopardized the life of the Prince of Wales, ho
now lighted on a weakly-constitutioned y0'
whose well-known hæmorrhagic diathesis Inale
an attack of this fever a matter of more than 15
anxiety. Sanitarians, with logic on their side o
sist that typhoid is a preventible disease ; and that
its causative conditions are connected with defe'
tive drainage and water supply. The fact that the
domestic circle of royalty itself has been repeatedy
invaded by a disease born of putrescence, denotes
that a great work of sanitary economy has yet to
be done, as well at the palace as at the cttage
and the crowded street-tenement.

A NEW AND POWERFUL SUDORIFIC.-The le
Brazilian Sudorific, Jaborandi, is receiving conside
rable attention in Britain and the Continent, av
experiments seem to justify the early reports of i
powerful sudorific properties. The herb is givo

lin infusion warm or cold, and is followed in a
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en minutes by profu e perspiration, which con-
tinues four or five hours. A most abundant flow

saliva is also produced. Dr. Sidney Ringer, and
Mr. GOuld, of London, Eng., have made a series
Of exPeriments which have in the main confirmed
the above statements regarding the action of this
new renedy.

lJNIVERSITY OF LONDON.-The Public Health
Act Of Great Britain has created a demand for81ecially trained analysts and officers of health.
Wth a view of conferring a qualification in this
8Pecial department of medical studies, the Senate
'f the University of London is contemplating the
nstitution of a special examination in the subjects

rhh relate to public health ; a course which has
been recommended by a vote of Convocation.

DR. HINGSTON.-We are happy to notice the
success of our friend Dr. Hingston. He has been
elected Mayor of the city of Montreal by over
three t housand votes.

etpørto si o ø0dttrø.

WR.RT]N AND ST. CLAIR DIVISION MEDICAL ASSO-
CIATION.

A meeting of the medical men of this Division
a held in the Garner House, Chatham, on Wed-

nesday, the ioth ult.
1)The following gentlemen were present, viz.
and8CEdwards and Hoare, of Strathroy ; Coventry
8 . arney, of Windsor ; Fraser and McLean, of
barn ; Mott, of Dresden; Mitchell, of Wallace-

g Van Velsor and Richardson, of Blenheim ;
Siveid, of Lambton ; Tye, of Thamesville; and

M rgbt, Holmes, Fleming, Roe, Van Allen,
rphy and Bray, of Chatham. Dr. Edwardssaid the chair, and, in opening the proceedings,of that he was much pleased at seeing so manyf is' medical brethren present ; he considered it

shgood representation and better than he expected,
inti;g that medical men were taking more interest
intheer Own affairs now than they formerly did.they were in a position different now from whatthey Were i former days, having just passed
but igh a kind of crisis. They obtained their end,do se required much watchfulness and lobbying too. He believed they had now a bill which
theY night be proud of, but they wanted still more
visi 1 n. For instance, there ought to be a pro-eirs, whereby medical men should be paid for
their services as witnesses in criminal cases ; there

hould be a resolution in prosecutions for mal-
practice. Their's was a noble profession, and he
believed the tirne would come when there would
be reciprocity established between the different
schools. English doctors came to this country to
settle, but were told that they could not be regis-
tered until they had undergone certain examina-
tions ; and it might be the same with Canadian
doctors changing to the old country, whereas he
believed that medical education here was second
to that of no other country, and the difficulty he
alluded to ought to be done away with.

The meeting was called together particularly
to form a Territorial Society for the district he re-
presented, and afterwards the transaction of such
other business as they might judge best for their
interests. In his own immediate quarter they had
formed a Society and agreed upon a tariff of fees,
but, on applying to have the seal of the Council
attached to it, it was refused. However, if the
whole district formed a Territorial Society and
drew up a table of fees, these would become legal
by getting the sanction of the Council, and by the
local Society adopting them, the difficulty would
be obviated.

He was glad to say that the difficulty with the
homœopaths had been got over and that they were
now willing to return ; they had been allowed
every privilege by being granted a Bill of their
own, and he had seen several of them who ex-
pressed a willingness to work with them. As for
the Electics, they had always been with them,
and were so to-day; they were educated men and
could be taken by the hand by all.

The Bill that the Council now possessed he be-
lieved to be a good one, as was shown by the dif-
ference in the numbers allowed to pass in former
days, compared with now. And he believed their
neighbors on the other side of the line are taking
the same stand, and that it was not now so easy
to pass there as even a few years ago.

At the Chairman's suggestion, the formation of
the Association, to be called the " Western and
St. Clair Division Medical Association" was then
carried out by the appointment of the following
officers, and adopting of subsequent resolutions,
viz:

President, Dr. Edwards, of Strathroy; Vice-
Presidents, Dr. Hoare, of Strathroy; Dr. Fraser,
of Sarnia; Dr. Holmes, of Chatham; and Dr.
Coventry, of Windsor-one from each County of
the Division; Treasurer, Dr. Tye, of Thamesville;
Secretary, Dr. Bray, of Chatham.

The President and Vice-Presidents were, on
motion, appointed a committee to draft a tariff of
fees, to be submitted at a future stage of the meet-
ing, for approval and adoption.

On motion of Dr. Fleming, seconded by Dr.
Roe, Dr. Sivewright was asked to prepare for and
read a paper at the next meeting of the Associa-
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tion, on a subject to be chosen by himself and ad-
dressed to the Secretary in due time. And, on mo-
tion of Dr. Coventry, seoonded by Dr. Sivewright,
Dr. Andrews, of Windsor, was asked to do the
same thing-one of the papers to be read in the
morning and the other in the evening.

It was moved and carried that there shall be
four meetings of the Association during the year-
at Chatham, Windsor, Sarnia and Strathroy-viz:
on the first Wednesdays of February, May, August
and November, and that the next meeting be held
at Windsor, in May next.

On motion, an annual fee of one dollar was
fixed upon, payment of which shall constitute
membership.

On motion, Drs. Murphy, Roe, Fleming and
VanAllen were appointed a committee to draw up
a code of Ethics for the government of the Associ-
ation,ithe same to be presented at its next meeting.

On motion, Drs. VanAllen, Fleming, and Roe
were appointed a Printing Committee. And this
committee and the Vice-President for Kent were
appointed a committee to draft by-laws for the
Association, to be submitted at its next meeting.

On motion, the Chiefs of Police of Towns and
Chief Constables of Villages were appointed as
Public Prosecutors of the Association.

Before adjourning, Dr. Bray, in behalf of the
Chatham Medicos, invited their visitors to partake
of their hospitality, in the way of a Supper at the
Garner House at 9 o'clock in the evening, which
was accepted by Dr. Edwards on behalf of himself
and his friends from a distance. The meeting
then adjourned to allow the committees to get to
work.

The following is the tariff of fees adopted by the
Association.
Day visit in Town or Village, from 8

a. m. to 8 p. m. from..............$ oo to$ 3 00
Nightvisit8.m, to 8 a.m., rom ...... 200 5 00
Visit to SmalfPox Patients in Town, from 5 oo 1o o
Mileae, Day, from ................... ~ 50 0

Niçht So per cent. added.
Advice n Office, from.................. oo 5 0o
Consultation with another Physician, fron 2 oo 10 00
Written Opinion.................... 5 00 5
Stethoscopic Examination of Chest, from.. 2 oo 5 00
Vaccinating first child in a family ...... .. 00 1 00
Each additional one at sane time ........ 50 50
Administration of an AnSesthetic, fro... 5 oo 1o oo
Attendance on ordinary case of Midwifery,

from ............................ 6oo 2000
Turning or Instrumental Delivery, from. o oo 30 00

An extra charge of $ .oo an hour after
six hours.

Removal of Placenta, from........... 5 00 o 00
If Delivered beforearrival samecharge.

Consultation in Midwifery, from ........ I00 30 00
Mileage in addition in ail cases.

Simple Fracture, from................. 5 oo 10 00
Compound, Comminuted or Complicated.. o 1O 00 0oo
Reduction of Dislocated Hip or Knee, from 20 00 5000
Any other Dislocations, from............ 5 00 20 0O

Compound or Complicated Disloca-
tions, 50 per cent. added.

Major Amputations, from..............$20 OO
Minor Amputations, from .............. o
Reduction of Hernia by Taxis, from..·. 5 oo
Reduction of Hernia by Operation, from . - 30 oo
Tapping the Chest, from................ 15 oo,
Tapping the Abdomen, from ............ oc
Tapping Hydrocele, with Radical Cure,from 5 oo
Introduction of Catheter or Sound, from.. 2 oo
Sounding for Stone, from .............. 5 oo
Speculum Examination, from ............ 5 oo
First Examination of Veneral Disease, from 5 oo
Operation for Lithotomy, from.......... roo oo
Trephining, from.................... So oo

Ail Appliances in Surgery extra.

1000 0

2000
2000
oo00
4000
2000
3000
5 00

1000
1o00
î000

20 00
10000

NORTH ONTARIO MEDICAL ASSOCIA'
TION.

The second meeting of the North Ontario Medi'
cal Association was held at Planks' Hotel, t'
bridge, at 7 o'clock, p.m., on Monday, 2 7th
January.

Members present-Drs. R. W. Forrest, J. 9•
Smith, J. Robinson, W. S. Black, G. L. Freel, J.
Bascom, J. Hillary.

In the unavoidable absence of the President, it
was moved by Dr. Forrest, seconded by Dr.
Black, and carried, that Dr. Bascom take the
President's chair. Minutes of last meeting were
read and, on motion, confirmed. The SecretarY
presented his accounts for Printing, etc.

Moved by Dr. Black, seconded by Dr. FreeL
and carried: That the annual fee for member-
ship of this Association be $i.oo, and that each
member receive a framed copy of the Tariff, 0P
payment of same.

After mature deliberation and discussion, it ws
moved by Dr. Forrest, seconded by Dr. Freel, and
carried : That this Association adopt, as a guide
for professional intercourse, etc., American Medi'
cal Association Code of Ethics.

Moved by Dr. Black, seconded by Dr. Smith,
and carried: That the Secretary continue his
efforts to obtain the signatures of the medical meO
of the surrounding district.

The Secretary read letters of apology from Drs.
Strange, Hillary and Fulton, expressing their re
gret at not being able to be present, and wishi0g
the Association every success.

Moved by Dr. Forrest, seconded by Dr. Robin'
son, and carried: That it was much to be re-
gretted, the smallness of the meeting, no dotbt
owing to the drifted state of the roads and dife-
culty of travel ; and therefore it is advisable that
this meeting do now adjourn, to meet again at the
call of the Secretary, the last week in FebruarY,
1875, at Plank's Hotel, Uxbridge, at 7 o'clock, p.rn.
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The Meeting adjourned at midnight. The fol-

lowig is a copy of the tariff of fees adopted by
the Asssh ssociation :

MEDICINE.
I Medical Advice in office, with or

i0 '*thOut Medicine . ....--.- From $o 50 to $i 50
C isits in the Villages during the Day.......... I oo

i ntf th Night ........ 200
i into the Country, one mile or less........ I oo
t *each mile after the first.. o 50
e " by night one mile or less 2 00

" per mile...... 0 75
CosultationVisits, an extra fee of..From $i oo to 2 oo

S4dica Certificates of any kind (mileage as above) 5 ooetntiony
44 s dete tion, every hour after the first, by day o 50

by night o 75

SURGERY.

Capital Operations, as Lithotomy,
Aputations of Upper and Lower

tremities, Removal of Large
umors, Operations for Cataract,

eIL. ...................... From$2o ooto $S oo
.uor Operations, as removal of

onsils Amputation of Fingers,
cutting for Fistulae, small Tumors,

Sldrocele.................. " 5 00 to 10 00
atheterism, Use of Probang or

Sett es...................... " 1 00 to 2 00
mEtIng of Fractures of Lower

Xtreities ..... .......... " 5 00 to 30 00
ettingof Fractures of Upper Ex-

y duction of Dislocations-Lower t
Xtremities I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ." . o 00 to 2o 00
eduction of Dislocation-Upper

4 tremities .................. " 5 t 10 00
idng, Vaccination, Tooth

ng, Opening of Abscesses,
4 Prr.g, Seatons, Issues...... ". O 50 to a 00

te V i sstrion of AnSsthetic... " 2 O to 4 00enereal Diseases3 (payable in 0
Af a&nce) ................-.-.- " 5 sO to ô< o

attendance in surgical cases, charged as ordinary visits.

OBSTETRICS.
fary cases,'each, (no complimentary visits

Ifr Aft) . • · ·., ',',' •$ 5 00....... ...... ...... ....... $0
o~areS mhnfve-riles -distant, -mil eage -as above also
otr a rged.
aet Heit o e onseriously complicated,

Let .ith lIernorrhae, Convulsions, &c ........ 0 io o
ntver hurs, per hour,in addition to above o 50

cCounts to be furnished every three months.

of MeInbers of the Association can obtain copies
Othe Tarfom the Secretary, D. J. J. Hillary.

0 ang SIGtxl tt.

bSIGHT treated by Atropia. By Hasket
Charit ED., Surgeon to the Massachusetts

table Eye and Ear Infirmary, at Boston.

a T ERad LECTURES. A Study of the Nature
X.1) echanism of Fever. By Horatio C. Wood,'P Philadelphia.

(CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE ANNALS or MEDICAL
PROGRESS AND MEDICAL EDUCATION IN THE
UNITED STATES, before and during the War of
Independence. By Joseph M. Toner, M.D.

MIGRANTS AND SAILORS, considered in their rela-
tion to the Public Health. By John M. Wood-
worth, M. D., Supervising Surgeon United
States' Marine-Hospital Service, and Heber
Smith, M.D., Surgeon United States Marine-
Hospital Service, Cambridge, U.S.

REFLEX IRRITATIONS, throughout the Genito-
Urinary Tract, resulting from contraction of the
Urethra at or near the Meatus Urinarius, Con-
genital or acquired. By Fessenden N. Otis,
M.D., New York.

SCLERITIS SYPHILITICA. Its Pathology, Course
and Treatment By Fred. R. Sturgis, M.D.,
New York.

CASES OF HYSTERIA, Neurasthenia, Spinal Irrita-
tion, and Allied Affections; with remarks. By
Geo. M. Beard, M.D., New York.

REPORTS OF
CATARACT.

105 CASES OF OPERATION FOR
By Joy Jeffries, M.D., Boston.

BRAITHWAITE'S RETRoSPEcT for January 1875, re-
plete as usual with careful selections from the
the English and Continental Medical Periodi-
cals. Toronto : Willing & Williamson. Price
$1.25.

FIrrH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF
STATE OF THE STATE OF MICHIGAN, relating to
the registry of Births, Marriages and Deaths for
the year 1871.
This is a very carefully compiled work, and con-

tains a statistical record of the births, marriages and
deaths in the State of Michigan, based on the re-
turn of births, marriages and deaths made to the
State Department by the Clerks of the several
Counties of the State. The work is compiled by
Dr. Baker, of Lansing, Superintendent of Vital
Statistics. The work has been very much delayed
owing to the lateness of the returns from a few of
the county clerks.

Also the ist Annual Report of the Society of
the State Board of Health, Michigan, for the year
ending September 3 oth, 1873.

PHYSICIANS' CASE RECORD and Prescription
Blank Book, published by the Cincinnati Case
Record Co.
This is an exceedingly convenient method of

keeping a record of all cases under treatment. It
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ontains a complete visiting list, a form for re-
ording the history of the patient under the physi-
ian's care, and the treatment prescribed and

blanks for writing prescriptions, which, being per-
forated, may be easily torn from the stub end. It
is the most perfect method of the kid we have
seen. It weighs only four ounces.

DIED.
On the 31st Dec., at Brockway Centre, Michi-

gan, Victoria E. Mills, aged i year i i months and
i days, beloved daughter of C. Mills, 1M.D.
At St. John, New Brunswick, on the ist of Janu-

ary, at the age of 71 years, William Livingstone,
Esq., M.D., Edin.

On the 3oth Jany., Loranga H., youngest daugh-
ter of J. B. Tweedale, M.D., in the 8th year of her
age.

On the 5th ult., at the residence of her father,Joseph Van Norman, Esq., Tilsonburg, Roxilana,
the beloved wife of L. C. Sinclair, M.D., of acute
gastritis.

On Sunday, 21St ult., Marie Ann, daughter of
A. DeLaHaye, M.D., aged 8 months.

%erdkål Xttmø and ýe¢w%.

MASSAGE IN ABSCESS OF THE CoRNEA.--In the
Inpendencia Medica, of Barcelona, Dr. Osio recom-
mends the application of massage in abscess of the
cornea. He says that every one unconsciously
practices it when rubbing the eyes. At the Oph-
thalmological congress of 1872, held in London,
Donders called attention to the practice as one
that had yielded him excellent results. Dr. Osio
has employed massage of the cornea with success
in certain diseases of the eye. He has more recent-
ly combined the use of aqueous vapor with massage.
He employs the following method : An apparatus
charged with an infusion of chamomile is placed
before the patient's eyes (which have been previous-
ly covered with a double layer of fine muslin) at
such a distance that the vapor reaches the eyes at
a temperature of from 90 to Ioo° F. At the same
time massage of the eye should be performed with
the fingers over the muslin, rubbing it up and down
from side to side, and finally by a circular move-
ment pressing upon the centre of the cornea. At
intervals the apparatus may be brought nearer, so
that the eyes may for a few moments be subject to
steam of a higher tegnperature than that indicated.
This vapor-bath should be continued for a half or
three-quarters of an hour, and during this time the
massage should beý repeated from eight to ten
times, with a duration of from one to two minutes
upon each occasion.-Med. Times.

Is CHOLERA CONTAGIOUS ?-Dr. W. Boyd M11
shet, in a studied and well written article on the
subject, in the Med. Press and Circular, makes a
observation which holds good in this countrY
well as in England, and to which we have nore
tha'n once given expression in this journal. Ite i
significant," he says, "that those who are most co'
versant with the disease in England are either 00'
contagionists or regard it to be but mildly colta-
gious, while those who have had little or no exPeri
ence of cholera are firmly persuaded of its conta-
giousness, as were for the most part our predecessors
when panic stricken by its appearance at Sunde
land in 1831."-Pac. Med. and Surg. fournal

CURE OF INTUSSUSCEPTIoN By ENEMATA.-Pt'
B. C. Smith, (Atlanta Medical Yournal), thiglo
that "Most cases of invaginated intestine, ana rInaI
of hernia, are curable by the distention method,
it is pushed sufficiently. He pumps water into th'
bowels to the extreme endurance of the patient,
then desists for a few minutes, preventing its escape
in the meantime, and then resumes the punipiuD'
and so on until the obstruction yields. The effet
of the distention in an upward direction, he saYs '0
illustrated by the effect on hemorroidal turnors'
which, though in a state of protrusion and conge'
tion will be readily drawn in by distending the cOlo»
with water--Paci/ic Med. fournal.

TORSION IN HEMORRHAGE. - Mr. Bryant, 0f
Guy's Hospital, London, has been for some year
urging the superiority of torsion to the ligatUre
He does not use the latter even in an amputation
of the thigh ! In this country he has an ardent
supporter in Dr. T. Easley, of Dallas, Texas, who
has lately published a pamphlet on the subject.
From his little work we extract the method of usi19
torsion, as follows :-

" As to the exact mode in which torsion shOUîd
be done, there does not appear to be any secret
about the matter or any uncommon dexteritY re
quired. The vessels of a limb, when the main truL0
has been properly secured, generally present fairly
enough, and time is allowed to do the work, eVe"
leisurely. The vessel is to be drawn out, as in thf
application of a ligature, then firmly taken hold, O
with a pair of blunt serrate forceps, and three Or
more sharp rotations made, the numb4r of these to
be regulated a good deal by the size of the arterY,
Some may find it convenient to steady the vesse
with a second forceps, a little above the cut e%'
tremity, but Byrant, who has twisted a greater n1l'
ber of arteries than any man living, and whO h»
yet to record a single failure, uses only the ote
pair."--M1ed. and Surg. Reporter Phila.
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-E PREVALENCE 0F DIPHTHERTA -REPORTS
ON ITS SYMPTOIS- TREAT MENT

AND PREYENTION.

Use 0f Bromo-Chloralum.
The Sanitary Committee of the City of New York submit the following propositions

0oncerning diphtheria; and we have added, at the request of several medical men, short
directions as to the use of Bromo-Chloralum-adapted to the several conditions of use.

Bromo-Chloralum l a bromide and chloride of aluminium, is inodorous, and non-poi-
601ous and has been found agreeable and potent.

A Striking Merit of Bromo-Chloralum is, that it operates by removal and not by
creating an odor greater than the one sought to be removed. It can be applied lu
the most simple manner, diluting it according to the object or locality to be purified.
Indeed, one great element of its success is the capability of free diffusion, causing it
to Purify the air as well as the walls, ceilings and floors.

Mode of Attack. - Diphtheria is caused by the inoculation of the air passages with the
diphtheritic poison, which, froni this point infects the whole system; the local inflamma-
tlon is attended with the formation of membrane (exudation); the fever and general
ymYUtoms are the result of this local infection.

Personal Precautions.- It is impossible for any person to tell when they are exposed,
It may be In foui horse-cars, the meeting of a person lu bus.iness or social contact.
The only safe course is to carry about the person a small bottle of BRomo-CHLo-
RALUM, diluted one part to fifteen of water, and frequently use it as a mouth wash,
swallowing a little, as well as thoroughly cleanse the mouth and throat with it every
mnorning. This will prevent the poisonous impression upon the tissue, from the
septic particles or diphtheritic poisons that float imperceptibly in the air.

"o)I it Spreads.- Diphtheria is therefore a contagious disease (not perhaps as marked as
scarlet fever), induced by contact with objects and persons infected; it may be diffused

ty the exhalations of the sick, and the air surrounding them; or directly, by the exuda-ons, as in the act of kissing, coughing, spitting, sueezing; or by the infected articlesusod, as towels, napkins, handkerchiefs, &c., the poison clings with great tenacityto cer-
t 4 NaCes, rooms, houses, where it may occasion cases after a lapse of mnonths.

To Prevent Spreading, hang large cloths or towels iii the apartment, moistened with
BOro.Mo-Chloralum, diluted one to ten with water, to decompose all emanations,
'eapors or gases in the air of the room, and keep a gill of the saine strength iii cham-
ber utensils and spittoons, also soak all towels, handkerchiefs and other articles used,

a a dilution of one part to fifteen of water. Use freely as a wash and gargie.

oms.--In ordinary attacks the poison begins to act the moment it lodges upon the

the ' but, like a vaccination, causes but slight sensible effects in from two to five days;
ere is Marked prostration, dryness of throat, and pricking pain in swallowing; the throat

0eofns red, and patches of white exudation appear and the glands of the neck swell.
1 I1d cases these symptoms subside on the third or fourth day from the appearance;

th ore severe, these synptoms may be prolonged; if unfavorable, the fever increases,
t e0l inflammation spreads and exhaustion rapidly follows.

ýen the flrst Indications of dryness of the throat appear, gargle thoroughly with
Bromo-Chloralum, diluted one to six of water, and even stronger; consuit a physi-

n, and If noue are at band, use the Elixir lodo-Bromide of Calcium Comp. inter-
n1ally, and usual remedies upon the outside of the throat.

Th" Person.-Diphtheria attacks by preference children between the ages of one and ten
fee , the grftest mortality being in the second, third and fourth years; children of
feeble constitution, aud those weakened by previous sickness, and those suffering from
catarrh, Croup, and other forms of throat affections.



All persons or chidren suffering from Catarrh, Scrofula and other forme of throat
affections, should gargle with the dilution, one to fifteen, and as an alterative to fit the
system to combat these poisonous invasions, use the Elixir Iodo-Bromide of Caliouiu
Comp. as recommended by Dr. Colton.

Social Relations.- Ail classes are, liable to diphtheria where it is prevailing, but those
suifer most severely who live on low, wet grounds; in houses with imperfect drains. or
surrounded by offensive matters, as privies, decaying animal or vegetable refuse; in datlP
rooms, as cellars; in overcrowded and unventilated apartments.

Seasons.-Diphtheria is•not affected by either heat or cold, drought or rain.

Precations- The Dwelling or Apartment.-- (leanliness ln and around the dwelling, and
pure air in living and sleeping rooms, are of the utmost importance wherever any conta-
gious disease.s prevailing, as cleanliness tends both to prevent and initigate it. Everykind
and source of fllth around and in the house should be thoroughly removed; cellars and foUJ
areas should be cleaned and disinfected; drains should be put in perfect repair; dirty walls
and ceilings should be lime-washed, and every occupied room should be thoroughly vel-
tilated. Apartments which have been occupied by persons sick -with diphtherla should be
cleansed with disinfectants, ceilings lime-washed, and wood-work painted, the carpets,bed'
clothes, upholstered furniture, &c., exposed many days to fresh air and the sun light (all
articles which may be boiled or subjected to high degrees of heat should be thus disinfected).

Dilute Bromo-Chloralum, one part to fifteen of water, and sprinkle on the floors of
apartments, cellars, and in areas, or where there le any accumulation of vegetablO
matter. Wash all sinks, casings, ceilings and walls with the same, and add to thewhite-wash, to be used in purifying the walls. Bed-clothes, after use, should besprinkled or soaked with it, and also al other objects liable to be infected. It hasbeen demonstrated that one gallon in a barrel of forty gallons of water is sufficientto destroy all offensive emanations in Sewers and Drain Pipes.

Well Children.-When diphtheria je prevailing, no child should be allowed to kiss strange
children, nor those suffering from sore throat, nor should it sleep with or be confined tOrooms occupied by, or use articles, as toys taken in the mouth, handkerchiefs, &c., belong"ing to children having sore throat, croup, or catarrh. If the weather is cold, the childshould be warmly clad with fiannels.

When Diphtheria is in the House or in the Farnily.-The well children should be scrupU-lously kept apart from the sick in dry, well-aired rooms, and every possible source of infec'
tion through the air, by personal contact with the sick, and by articles used about them Orln their room should be rigidly guarded. Every attack of sore throat, croup, and catarrhshould be at once attended to. The feeble should have invigorating food and treat-
ment.

Suspend cloths or large towels ln the several apartments moistened with it, diluted
one part to ten of water, to purify the air. Every person should use a weak dilution
as a mouth wash, occasionally swallowing a little. Use freely in ail chamber utensils,
sinkq, water-closets, and all objects to be purified.

Sick Children.-The sick should be rigidly isolated in well-aired unlighted rooms, the
outflow of air being, as far as possible, through the external windows by depressing the
upper and elevating the lower sash. Al discharges from the mouth and nose should be
received into vessels containing disinfectants, or upon cloths which are Immediatelf
burned, or if not burned, thoroughly boiled, or placed under a disinfecting fluid.

Suspend cloths or towels moistened as before directed. Keep same dilution ln spit-toons and chamber utensils, the handkerchiefs or cloths used shuld be put into a vessel
containing one part to fifteen and soaked. If children are too small to gargle then apPifY
to the mouth and throat with a large camel's hair pencil brush; whatever may tricklO
down the throat will do much good, and it may be applied to the nose in the saile
way.

Dr. BROCKETT, in his work on Epidemic and Contagious Diseases, recommends tba
Bromo-Chloralum be used in this disesse, and that it be applied li a spray, or directif
to the soft parts with a brush, diluted one part to six of water, or even stronger.



"ELIXIR 1ODO" IN DIPHTHERIA.
From the DalZy Press, IOWA Crry, January 22, 1875.

general public la hardly aware of the painful extent of the Diphtheria epidemic
ch has prevailed in this city and country during the Fall and Winter. Beginningafcn1d that bad drainage in the Third ward, to whicb we have so frequently called the

e'tion of the Board of Health, the disease has followed every sinuous slough andh11cleaned gutter, finally passing on the very breath of nurse and visitor into higher andhealthier parts of the city and thence out into the country.
.)ur Physicians have treated it very successfully, one firm handling as many as eighty

% Without the loss of one, but with all the skill lavished in some cases, entire families
f hildren have been swept away.
Tue Success which has attended the professional battle with this most dreadful and

'haldiOus disease, is due, ln a large measure, to the exhibit of an agent whose specifl effect
tethose diseases which conoentrate their evil force upon the mucous membrane, is of con-

rlaItively recent discovery. Those celebrated Chemista and Pharmaceutists, Messrs.
& Co., N. Y., to whom the profession is indebted for so many excellent prepara-

pi are entitled to the credit of introducing that which appears to control the dreaded
their eria more effectually than any prescription which preceded it. The new remedy is

' ] Elixir Iodo-Bromide Calcium Compound, in the use of which, we are informed, ouriY5lcians have enjoyed such happy success. It has elsewhere the indorsement of the
'uiar profession and of its best Practitioners so that we feel warranted in trying by this

on to its virtues, to call thb general attention of physicians to its use.

Letter from Prof. Shrader, In Iowa State·University.
1G4te .- During a late epidemie of Diphtheria; lu this locality, I used the " Elixir

oe0o-Bromide Calcium Compound," with decidd success. Looking upon the disease as
"le of the worst forms of blood-poisoning (SepticSimia), I gave the above remedy to meetthat special indication, and was very much pleased with the resulta. I aiso used it locally,
tP ing it with a camel's hair pencil, to membranous patches in the throat-it seemed

)ras" the power of preventing the spread of the diphtheritic membrane, and disinte-
Istioc on commenced under its use.

Letter from Dr. N. C. Moon, Iowa City, January 25, 1875.
[Eighty cases of Diphtheria treated.1

I ri DUng the past year my attention was called to the therapeutical effect of the Elixir
o th roMide of Calcium Comp. Having used it in sute, sub-acute and chronic diseases

the Iuucous membranes, especially of the throat, with great sa4isfaction, it occurred to
, MY experience with bromine, as one of the best remedies lu destroying the false

b n inembranous croup, that from its therapeutical combination, the* Elixir

must be a good remedy in Diphtheria, I therefore commenced Its use in an epi-
e Which prevailed here during the past four months, and with the most surprising'%Ihlte 

.
Yaelf and son have treated some eighty cases, from the most simple to the most malig-

for uag the " Elixir Iodo " in every case, and every one has recovered. It is, there-
u e t the profession that I state my-method of treatment, so that they can make

any desire to do so.
soually dilite it with equal parts of water, and apply it with a soft brush to the Infiamed

in s well as to the ulcers, every three, six or nine hours, as required, and also give it
si as required by the age of -the patient, usually one teasponful every two, four or
tlO 1-do cOntinuing this treatment until the patient be convalescent. I use the "Solu-
to Prod '-externally, in some cases adding Tinct. lodine and Croton 011, If it is desired
5  duce immediate counter-irritation; of course other remedies were occasionally
w hy1 according to symptoms aud indications. In some, when the patient could, I
as hfave them gargie with one teaspoonful of the Elixir to half a tumbler of water,

as required.



I have treated Diphtheria for eighteen years, and having used a variety of remedies,
am better pleasedwith the " Elixir Iodo" ,than any remedy I have ever used. It removes
the exudations and destroys the false membrane "like charm," and also seems to pro-
mote absorption readily; ln these respects it is superior to any, simple or compound
remedy, brought to my notice.

I am of the opinion that Diphtheria Is a constitutional disease, therefore I give the
remedy as a constitutional remedy. I am aware it is claimed by FLINT and other authors,
that local remedies are of no importance; If so, why do one-third, if not one-half, of
the patients die when this theory is strictly adhered to? I believe in treating this disease
with both local and constitutional remedies. Persons lin a family not affeoted should us0
this as a preventive.

I was called in consultation with an eminent physician where there were five cases. O
my arrivai, three had died, the other two were on the very verge of the grave; throats cov-
ered with false membrane, and necks enormously swollen. The cases had been treated
scientiflcally, according to the best authors, and every thing doue that it seemed could be.

I suggested the use of the " Elixir Iodo " (their ages were five and eight years), to be
used in spoonful doses every three hours, the same applied to the throat every two hours.
Owing to extreme prostration alternated It with Muriate Tinct. Iron, teu drops; Quinine,
two grains every four hours; beef tea freely, and an injection of beef tea, Quinine and
Whisky. Our little patients rallied and made a recovery.

lu one family we treated tenl cases, one having died before our arrival. The cases were
malignant in type. We pursued substantially the treatment I have mentioned, aind thef
all recovered.

It is gratifying to have at hand a remedy upon which we eau se surely rely, and since
its virtues are known, our people do not seem to be so alarmed about the disease, If WO
treat them with this remedy, such is the reputation it has obtained here.

M. E. Dorier, M. b., Attalia, Ala., on Diphtheria.
Our infant son, aged eight months, was attacked on the night of the 5th of May wth

a most alarming and dangerous case of Diphtheria. We promptly went to work trying to
arrest the disease, but our efforts all failed, and our little patient grew worse, until we
despaired of all hope. My father, Dr. T. I. DozIER, insisted on trying the " Elixir Iodo
Bromide Calcium Comp." We reluctantly cousented, as we did not wlsh to torture Car
darling any more; but a feather was procured, and being well saturated with the " Elixir,"
It was applied to the fauces, larynx, &c., over which the characteristic vesicles could bseen, and also applied freely to the throat externally. In less tha half an hour our patient
was breathing easier. The dark greenish appearance had assumed a more favorable hue•The vesicles seemed to be disorganizing, and the exudations much reduced in quantity•

The " Elixir " was aiso used internally, l twelve or fifteen drop doses, well diluted with
water, every three or four hours. The same applied te the throat and fauces as occasion
required. e

Our little noy is now well, and we feel grateful for the benefit derived fron the "I odo-
Bromide of Calcium Comp.," and trust that It may even prove as valuable in other cases
as the one just cited.

Dr. Colton, of New York, on Poison ln the Air..
" The thoughtful medical man eau trace afatal connection between the epidemics whih

invade our household and the enemy in our rear lots, whioh lurks around the corner'
poisoning the air that enters our windows. I is these poisons that develop disease l
our system, and most rapidly lu those of a delicate and scrofulous constitution. Agalust
these fatal forces we must combat. Firat, purify the air by the use of an anti-eptie, like
Bromo-Chloralum, by hanging cloths in every room wet with it; and second, prepare the
system by tonics and alterative. There la no one article equal to Elixir Iodo Bromide 0o
Calcium Comp., especially with those persons of a scrofulous tendency, that so well pre-
pares the systeim to resist these poisonous invasions.

"I have in a severe epidemic observed its great benefit as a prophylactic, and those
cases of scarlatina and diphtherla lu which I used it, the patient not only made a raP
secovery, but we had noue of the constitutional disturbances which usually follow.

TILDEN & CO., 176 William Street, New York.
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PUTRE COD-LIVER OIL.
P - I

MahI*tfactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

l demand for Cod-Liver
depended upon as strictly
'tifically prepared, having
Y the Medical Profession,
)d to undertake its manu-
Mishing Stations where the
t to land every few hours,
consequently are in great

void of color odor, and fiavor-having a
bland, Ash-like, and, to most persons, not
unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pure
thait eau be retained by the stomach
when other kinds fail, and patients soon
become fond of it.

Th secret of making good Cod-Liver
Oil lies in the proper application of the
proner degree of heat; too much or too

'is manufacturel by us on the fittfe will seriously injure the quality.
h the greatest care, from Great attention to cleanliness ie abso-

i t Livers, of the Cod only, lutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-
tte aid of any chemicals, by the LiverOil. The rancid Oil found in the

rOcess and lowest temperature market is the make of manufacturers who
te ellte Oil can be separated from are careless about these matters.

pof the Livers. It is nearly de-

Prof •l a r. of New York, says: "I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference.'
. ays, State Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says: "Lt js the best for foreign or domestie use."

Yeri years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod-S» have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be far superior to any of the brown Oils.
The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopœia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.

as o WELL, HAZARD & Co. also call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable Tonici,ofî, e6d in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, a combination of the Pyrophosphate
rd Cahlisaya never before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency of the Calisaya are over-*bthout any injury to their active tonie principles, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored Cord!al, delicious to the taste% ble to the most delicate stomach. This preparation is made directly from the ROYAL CALISAYA BARK, not

otfÀr 4ILKALOIDS OR TIR SALTS-being unlike other preparations called "Elixir of Calisaya and Iron," which are sim ly anso.ef Quinine and Iron. Our Elixir can be depended upon as being a true Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Iron. Each des-p aful contains seven and a half grains Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.
toeh "Pesphorated Elixir of CalIsaya Bark with Strychnia.-This preparation contains one grain of Strychnia addednPiut of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greatly intensifying its toni effect.
t41e.sa oPhosphorated Elixir of Caliaya with Bismnth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in eachful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, HAZARD à 0O., CHEMISTI ANE DRUGGISTI, New York.

ineral Waters of Vals.
al general manner, the springs Saint-Jean, Precieuse,

#nid i : Rigolette, Magdelejne, by their alkalinity,
unil he liquids of the abdominal organs, and com-

caed f to thema a reparative impulse. They increase
rkatdi itate the urinary secretion and cutaneous perspi-
ititQe They disaggregate the molecules which con-
Or f Y their union, gravel or calculus of the kidneys

e e liver, and prevent nephritic or hepatie colics.
iole Ward off' gouty attacks, and lessen notably their

at 'ce; they prevent green sickness by restoring regu-
heutraliernents to the organe; they awaken vital motion ,
stolach the acidities and dispel the heaviness of the
the who Prepare it for easy digestion, and give,in short, to
elsewhere.economy a comfort that one would vainly seek

aturai Bitter Water of Friedrichshall.
iae blorides Of sodium and magnesium and bromide of

placem ' whilh the bitter water of Friedrichahall contains,
gard thi, onget the most efficacious in Europe, and I

bo regnize 8ng as a reai treasure, whose great value muet
enial efrecj,all who have experienced its salutary and

JUSTUS VON LIEBIG.

21 JOchy Water Company,
&1GAIET ST., REGENT ST., LONDON.

n Of all French and Geman Waters, Wines

JOHN REYNDERS & CO.
(Late of Otto & Reynders,)

No. 309 Fourth Avenue, New York,
Manufacturers and Importers of

Surgical and Orthopædical Instruments,

SKELETONS,
AND ANATOMICAL PREPARATIONS.

The Latest Improvements and New Inven-
tions on hand and constantly received

from our Agents In Europe.

AnIlltutrated Catalogue and prio'e UsJt
now in Press ; the same will be mailed un applioa-
tion to any address as soon as finished.
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE.
CITY OF NEW YORK.

S·MSso SF 17 74-1175.
E PRELIMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1874-75 will commence on Wednesday, September 16, 1874, and continueopenn of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures on special subjeets and dailYOectures, wi be given as heretofore, by the members of the Faculty. Students designing to attend the Regular Session arereommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter is not required. During the Preliminary Tern *

and didactic lectures will bc given in precùely the same number and order as in the Regular Session.THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 30th, 1874, and end about the lut of March, 1875.

ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D.,
Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrics and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.

JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., FORDYCE BARKER, M.D.,Emeritus Prof. of Surgery. Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Wofl316
. AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D>Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine. Prof. of Obstetrics, Diseases of -Women, Diseases of lifainY'
FRANK H. HAMILTON, M.D., LL.D., Clinical Midwifery.

Prof. of Practiee of Surgery with Operations and Clinical Surgery. EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D.
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., Prof. of Gynicology.

Prof. of Orthopedip Surgery and Clinical Surgery EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D.,
A Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical lALEXANDER B MOTIv MSD . AUSTIN FLINT, JR., M.D.,Prof. of Clinical and Opert1ve Surgery. Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, ani Secret*-

W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D., the Faculty.
Prof. of Principles of Surgery with Diseases of the Genito-Urinary ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D.,System and Clinical Susgery. Prof. of General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatony.

R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D.,
Professor of Chenistry and Toxicology.

FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION.Feu fo Ticke to all the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Termn, including Clinical Lectures.. .... ........Matriculation Fe.................................. .......Demonstrator's Ticket (including material for dissection) .......................... ........................... 10Graduation Pe.................................
For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving re lations for graduation and other Information, address the S cetary ofthe Colle

Prof. AusTiN FLNrr, Jn., Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-ege.

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
LACTO-PHOSPHATES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

Compound Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya,
A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonic.

HIS elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry
Wine and Aromaties, in the form of an agreeable cor-

dial, 2 gr#. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate
of Iron, 1 gr. of Alkaloids of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
dine, Chinchonine, and ifteen dropa of free Phosphoric Acid to
each half ounce.

In cases convalescing from adynamie fevers, in ail condi-
tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-
lation of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical
exertion, dissipation or bai habits, in chlorotic or aniamic
women, and in the strumous diathesis in adulte and childron,
-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it
may be taken for a protracted period without becoming
repugnant to the patient.

When Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution of the
Pharmacopia may be added, each fluid drachm making the
64th of a grain to a h af fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable
combination in dyspepgia with constipation and headaches.
this compound is prepared with great care, and will be main-
tained of standard purity and strength. Prepared by

T. B. WHEELER, MONTRFL, D. C.

'2OLD BY ALL DRU6 IST2.

HORATIO G. KERN,
uÂNUFACTURE OP

SURGICAL AND DENTAb
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

HE subscriber would again remind the Medioa l
a-Dental Profession that he still continues to manW ,
ture his celebrated Instruments, in all the various brane

Assiduous attention to the details of the busineEs, b
an experience of thirty-five years has afforded, has ena
him to make many improvements in his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps, e,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the purp e
for which they are intended, a desideratum which
appreciated by ail wishing to purchase Instruments,
are reliable and of long and well established reputation.

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted....
Aspirator, No. 2, " " .
Aspirator, No. 3, " " « ......

All the Latest Improvements and Noveltie
All orders entrusted to his care will be promptly atte

to.

_ Catalogues furnished on application.

HORATIO G. K
O., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth et., PhiladeOPb'
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MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-WINTER SESSION 1874-'75.

X ODDER, M.D. F.R.C.S., Eng.; P.O.S., Lond.; Dean of the Faculty, and Consulting Surgeon Toronto
General Hospital and the Burnside Lyingin-Hospital.-159 Queen-it. West.

Prof. of Obstetrices, and Diseases of Women and Children.

8 OTrNT, M.D.; F.R.C.S., Eng.; Consulting
"rg*on Toronto General Hospital.

Erneritus Prof. of Surgery.

L BETHUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.;, M.R.C.S.,
Psyi . Edin.; F.O.S., Lond.; Consulting

LyîinTronto General Hospital, and Burnside
gin-]Ropital.- 24 Gerrard-st. East.
Proftç

J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M.D.; 7.0.8. Lond.
Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.B.,
Lond.; Attending Physiciau Burnaide Lying-in-Hos-
pital.-144 Bay-st.

Prof. of Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology, and Assist-
and Lecturer on Obstetrics, &c.

MB LRTCP0 P L d I. t to
S1 Murgery and Clinicai Surgery. W. n. LÂàLiÂ0O -

B. «RIKIKI di in Chemistry, College of Technology.
Lond. . GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P., Prof. of Chemistry-General and Practical.

Ïta *; FO--YLond. ; Physicisu Toronto Gen. Hou-
SProf C ould and Yonge-s ton. H. ROBERTSON, M.B.; M.R.C.S., Eng.-255 Yonge-st.

m,,of Principles and Practice of Medicine. Prof. of Anatomy-Descriptive and Surgical.

334y •q 0 .D• ; M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., Lond.- J. FRASER, M.D.; L.R.C.S.. Edin.; L.R.C.P., Lond.

ong-. Physician to the Hospital for Incurables. Demonstrator of Anatomy.

rof. of Physiology and Sanitary Science. A. J. JOHNSTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S., Lond.

Prof. f Pt .D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng. Microscopy.
't f Pathology and Medical Diagnosis. (3. W. R. BIGGAR, M.A.-Botany.

Let5b eîlon WIl commence on THURSDAY, the lt of October 1874, snd continue for Six Months. The Lectures
etures, pred in the new College building, close to the Toronto General Hospital. Full information respecting

5aa eGd and Silver Modals, Scholarships, Certificates of Honor, Graduation, &o., will be given in the
noement.

• IODDER, Dean. W. B. GEIKIE, Seoretary.
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT-BOSTON, MASS.

Ninety-First -Annual Announcement, 1874-75.
FACULTY OF MEDICINE:

CHARLES W. ELIOT, LL.D., President. ROBERT T. EDES, M.D., Assistant Prof. of Materia Me6CALVIN ELLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicinn, Dean. HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of PhysiolOàJOHN B. S. JACKSON, M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy. GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia MedicsOLIVER W. HOLMES, M.D., Professor of Anatomy. CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of Ansto 1'HENRY J. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery. and Instructor in Surgery.JOHN . TYLER, M.D., Profssor of Mental Diseasesr FREDERI I. KNIGHT, MD., Instructor in PercussOSfCHARLES E. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetriosl Auscultation and Laryngoscopy.and Medioal Jurisprudence. 1J. COLLINS WARREN, M.D., Instructor in Burgery.FRANCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professeor of the Theory REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathoîrand Practice of Medicine. 
gioal Anatomv.JOHN P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetries. THOMAS DWIGHT, J., M.D., Instructor in Histolog7'. •,HENRY W. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof, cf Ophthalmology. EDWARD S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor of Cheiu"DAVID W. CHEEVER, M.D., Adjuneot Prof. Cln. Surgery. HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant DemonstratofJAMES C. WHITE, M.D., Professer cf Dormatology. i Anatomy.

Lecturers:
FRANCIS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWORTH, Ja., M.D., on Syphilis.J. ORNE GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., on Otology.JAMES R. CHADWICK, M.D., on Diseases of Women. CHARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., on Diseases of Children.JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., on Diseaies cf the Nervous Systom.

T RE plan f Study was radically changed in 1871. Instruction is now given by lectures, recitations, clinical teachuS'land ractica exrcises, distributed throughout the academie year. This year begins October lst, 1874, and ends 00the lastw enesday iu June, 1875; it is divided into two equal terms, with a recess of one week between them. Bitifthesetwo terme is more than equivalent te th former "Winter Session," as regards the amount and character Of th#arsrcing as e t course cf instruction has been greatly enlarged, so as to extend over three years, and has beearranged as te carry the student progressively and systematically from one subject to another in a just and natural ordoerIn the subjects cf anatomy, histology, chemistry, and pathological anatomy, laboratory work is largely substituted for, oadded te, the usual mothods cf instruction.
Instead of the customary hasty oral examination for the degree of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of the tbreyears' period cf study, a series cf examinatiens en ail the main subjects of medical instruction has been distributhrough the whole three years; sud every candidate for the degree must pass a satisfactery examination lu every 01uethe principal departments of medical instruction during hise period f study.

DIVISION OF STUDIES.
For the First Year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.For ta Second Year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological Anatomy, Theory and Practice of Medici'Clinical Medicine, Surgory and Clinical Surgory.For the Third Year-Therapeuties, Obstetries, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery aClinical Surgery.
Students are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficiency. Students who began thiroprofnsional studies elsowhere, may be admittd to advanced standing; but all persons who apply for admission to thesecond or third yEar's class, muet pass an oxamination in the branches already pursued by the class to which theyadmission. Examinations are held lu the following erder:
At the end of the first year-Anatomy, Physiology and general Chemistry.secondyear-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Anatomy.third year-Therapeutics, Obstetries, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicino, aDESurgory.d
Examinations are aise held before the opening of the School, beginning September 28th. Students who do not lintente effer themoelvea for a degre. will aseloe recoived at any part of the course, for one term or more. Any student r0asobtain, without an examination, a certificat. of bis period of connection with the school.RulearsmNT pOnt Datlatn.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years of age; must bave studied medicine threful years, have speut at leait eue continueus year at this School, have passed the required examinations, and bavpreseutod a thesîs.

CourBs nOIn GalDUaTES.-For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates of Medicine, additional facilitifor pursuig colinical, laboratory and ether studios in such subjects as may specially interest them, the Faculty hugestablished a course which comprises th following branches :--Physiology, Medical Chemistry, Pathological Anatol,Surgery, Auscultation, Percussion asd Laryngoscopy Ophthalmology, Otology, Hygiene, Dermatology, Syphilis, Pyicho'logical Medicine, Electro-therapeutics, Gynoecolegy and Obstetrics.
Single branches may ho purued, and on payment of the full fee also the privilege of attending any of the otherexorcises cf tho Medical School, the ueof i laboratories and library, and all ot her rights accorded by the Univers'»'will be granted. Gradumates cf oher Medical Schools who may desire to obtain the degree of M.D. at this Universitl'will be admittrd texamination for this degree after a year's study in the Graduates' Course.FCss.-For Matrieulation, $5; for thoe Year, $200; for one Term alone, $120; for Graduation, $30; for Graduat#Course, the fee for ene yer in $200, fer one Torm, $120; and for single courses such fees as are specified in the Catalogue. Payment in advauoe.b

Members of any on department cf Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and racitatlous in any otherdepartment withont payiug addltlenal fees.
For further information, or Catalogue, address

DR.!R. H. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylsten, Street, Boston, MaSO-
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DR. J. CO1S BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE
'IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
to aYO wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anguish,
re and assuage the weary achings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, and

S the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of that
thýe1ns remedy discovered by Da. J. COLLIs BRoWNE (late Medical Staff), to whioh he gave

a e of

,dh CHLORODYNE,
di ch is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy ever

eye51, LRDY1E is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedy4 sovered.
4LORoDYNE is the best renedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.

eror otDYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, Fever,
Î gue.

loRoDYNE acts liko a charm in Diarrhea, and is the only specific in Cholera and Dysentery.
0 aLORolDyNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spasms.

ke 9".DRODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothache,
înigitjsi &0.

Extract from indian Economist.
5 len We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated by our

pro ne in experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superior to
u a rative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is yet

t,ýbnt ;ppraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medical
of tlake a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of two-

IR 0 diseases to which children are subject, Its curative power is simply amazing."
et ussell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her Majesty's Consul

e effect that Choiera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CHLORO-
ee Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VEsALIUs PETTIGREW, M.D., Hon. F.R.C.S., England.
C 44orinerIy Lecturer of Anatomy and Physiology at St. George's School of Medicine.
a a& 'o hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine go effica-
p Nerfe,' ti-Spasmodic and Sedative. I have tried it in.Consumption, Asthma, Diarrhea, and other diseases, and am

y Iatisfied with the results."

From Dr. THomAs SANDIFORD, Passage West, Cork.
le i hank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used, afford-

o in olent attacks of Spasme within a minute after being taken. One patient in partioular, who bas suffered for0., Priodical attacks of Spasms of a most painful nature, and unable to obtain relief from other remedjes, such as
lad nothing so prompt and efficacious as Chlorodyne."

From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., Horncastle.
e an Made pretty extensive use of Chlorodyne in our practice lately, and look upon it as an excellent direct

ote a fel. ti-Spasmodic. It seems to allay pain and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever cause. It
Q oth6ierlt Of cOmfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seems to possess this great advantage

sedatives, that It leaves no unpleasant after effects."
From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.D., Bideford.

* thiout doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have."

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
eshouldobhe extraordinary medical reporte on the efficacy of Chlorodyne render it of vital importance that the
. "0lee-Ch'étain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne."

sto nOellor WOODstated that Dr. J. COLLIs BEowyiE was undoubtedly the Inventor of CHLORODYNE : that the
of t Chancee, efevdant, FREEMAN, was deliberately untrue.

oai o rf ?relborne and Lord Justice James statqd that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresentation
lsts tîce-Chanoellbr Wood.

t id uhoiiut the lan:i confirm this decisionthat Dr. J. C. BROWNE wos the Inventor of CULORODYNE.
L Ottleg.at la jid., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the words "Dr. J.

On WNE'8 CHLORODYNE" on the Government Stamp. Overwhelming Medical4 e oClompanies each bottle.
i"CTUer.a.M--J T.DAVENPORT, 33, GREAT RUtsELL STREET, BLOoMSBURY, LONDON.
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LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HlOSPITAJ31
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

SESSION 0F 1874-5.
The Colegiat Year In this institution embraces a READING and ECITATION TEi, and a REGULAI

O' LECTURES.
The BEADING aud RECITATION TnIR will commence October 1, 1874, and close at the .mmencement of the Regular Term.
The RzGU.AR TERx will open March 2d, 1875, and close the last week in June following.
The Loue IaLAND COLLEGE HosPITAL Was the firat, in this country, to unite a Hoaptial and a Medical Shool, for the pecL uring more thorough demonstrative teaching. The Hospital is under the immediate control of the Regents and Council of the i;4wand therefore fully avaiable 1or aIl purposes of practical instruction.
Over twelve thousand patients are treated annually in this institution--hence the clinical materlal le ample. Advanoed studenWfree aces to th Wards of the Hospital. The practical departments are therefore largely taught at the. bedside.

For circulars, address-

SAMUEL G. ARMOR, M.D.,
Dean of Faadty

OTTO & REYNDERS,
64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

Manufacturera and Importera of

SURGIUAL AND ORTHOPRDICAL INSTRUMFye

EVERY apparatus for Local Anssthesia and for Atomisation of LELaryngoscopes, Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermio .
Splints for Hip-Joint Disease, Skeletons, Trussea, Elastic Stockings,
naria Digitata, Uterine Tente, Axill Thermometers, Biegel'a Inhala
Powder, etc.

The latest improvements and new inventions on hand and
constantly from our agents in Eurrope

A GOOD OPENING FOR A MEDICAL
MAN.

FOR SALE,
A LARGE AND LUCRATIVE PRAOTICE !N ONE OF

the oldest and richest portions of the Eastern Town-ohips, Province of Quebec.
There is no other medical man in the place. Reason for

selling ill health. Possession given immediately. Any one
meaning businese will receive card of address by applying to
the LÂNCET office, Toronto.

DR. MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUS
Absolutely Pure Non-Humanized Vaccine Y

Obtained by the method of

TRUE ANIMAL VACCINATION,
Instituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, fret0
famous case of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beauge% I
France, and inaugurated in America in September, 1S0
Dr. Henry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instr*0
from the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment 1i

BURRINGTON'S
BTR I G O ' LARGE IVORY "lLANCET"P POINTS, A ÀG 0

(DR. WADSWORTH'S)
10 ............. ........... $2.00.

PRIMARY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CARELEVJIAT

HE most simple and practical of any Stem Pessary ever SELBOTZD ........... $.00.
invented; made of India Rubber, toithout lead, unirri

tating, of easy application, and unfailingly keeps the womb Ail Virus i. fully warranted efficient. It wii P
in its natural position. The first-class physicians in Provi- te go with perfect safety by »xail. Pull directio Pl
dence, and eminent prstitioners in almost every State, highly acompauY each package. Remittancea mesaco
recommend it. A pamphlet describing it, and testimonial. of order. Saf delivery cf Virus inaured.
distinguished Physiolans, also Price List, sent on application.

H. H. BURRINGTON, DR MARTINSole Proprietor, Providence, R. I.
AisA for sale by dealrs l rurgaal Instrumenti generaly ll b
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EERRY J Rtaen
OLEIALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST-CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

aa
kl% t0llng prices of a few of the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to

ot. "ctuations, quality being esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors are kept in 8 oz. bottles, and the price
the bottle. j' Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to January lst, 1875.

c. 3C. c c.
ic............ oz. 0 07 Iodine, resub .............. oz. 0 75 Rad. Rhei. pulv............ lb. 2 00

Ar........8 oz. bot. 0 18 Jalapin... .................. 1 75 Santonine .................. os. 0 75
San ..... ... " 0 23 Lin. Saponis.. .......... 8 oz. bot. 0 24 Soda Bicarb.. ............. lb 0 20
t.............. lb. 0 25 Liq.Ammon ..... 0 17 " Potass. Tart.......... " 0 88

.. o..z............8 oz. bot. 0 22 Arsenic 0 20 Spir. Camphor ............ 8 os. bot 0 24
Ulph.. . C " 033 "Bismuth ... 045 Ammon. Co.......... " 0 24

S " 0 28 " Donovan .............. 0 28 Syr. Aurant............... 20
. art.o. 008 "e Op1iied 60 Codeia...............'" 0 90

fus.... .1 0 " Potassee......... " 0 17 " FerriIod.............." 065
"..:..8 oz. bot. 0 63 Mist. Ferri Co.. ...... .. 8 oz. bot. 0 20 " Strych. Phos. Co " 0 65

....... . oZ. 0 35 Morph. Sul................os. 6 50 " Hypophos............." 0 45
........ " 050 " Mur.50 " Phosph.Co............" O 40

C rIte ... 0 15 01. Crotonis 30 " Senega........ .. .. ... " 0 80
Yue .......... " 0 15 " Jecoris Aselli . ib. 0 25 " Scilla ................ " 0 20
,8 '' . • lb. 1 40 " Olive Opt.. 0 30 Tinct. Aconit..............'" 0 24

.. ... oZ. 060 Opium................... os 085 " Arnica................ " 0 24
............... " 0 13 Powd.. .............. 100 " Calumb...............<" 0 20

lb. 1 25 Pil. Aloes .......... ..... gross. 0 30 " Camph.Go............" 020
S olZ............o. 0 20 " "et Ferri.... 0 30 " Cardam. Co . " 0 24

S "..........." 0 12 " " Myr.............." 0 38 " Catechu .............. " 0 20
.............. 0 05 " Asaftid.............. 0 30 " Cinchon Co .......... " 0 24

S" 0 20 " Cath. Co., U. S........." 0 45 " Colch.Sem............" 020
Co. ."l . 0 30 " Hydiarg, Mas.. lb. 1 75 " Digital.. .. ...... ... " 020
, om. ... .. " 0 75 " " Subchlor. Co. gros, O 0 " Ergo............... ... O 30

... ...... "i 0 07 " Rhei. Go.0 35 Ferri Perchlor ........ 0 18
.8.n ... . 0 50 "C Podophyllin, o0 40 " Gentian Co.. . . 0 20

A . .0 30 PlumbiAcet................ lb. 0 25 " Hyosciam............. i 0 20
et 0soc..... 090 Potass. Acet.. 0 60 " Ide. 0 75

" - u........ " 110 "c Bicarb. .5 "< Nucis Vom.. 0 24
, p v... " 6 Bromid. " 1 25 " O0 o

<e &iu.C ........... lb. 0 40 " Iodid.700 " e 080
Set Q .............. o. 012 Pulv.CretaCo.. 0 75 " Valer................. ". 020

. t. " 0 65 " " C Opio.. 1 00 " Verat Vir ............ o. o 25
. 0 15 "3 00 Ung. Hyd. Nit ............. 70

.......... " 0 15 " "I 0........c" 240 'Zc.................." 04de015 2' 40 Go ' Z in c 0740
0 15 " Jalapa. 1 50 Vin. Ipecac......... ... 8 os. bot. 0 30

Cret. " 0 12 Quina 8ul 275 " Antin................... .. 0 24

'plyt rtment of Trusses, Shoulder Braces Supporters, &c., c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have been made for a constant

% l ýVaine-Scab& 82 ; Half-Scabs, ël. Esmarch's Tourniquet, 84.50. Enemas from 75c.

#UAL OF PHYSIOLOGY,
FOR THE

Use of Students.
Lag 

BY *•

o0fso, M. D., M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., London;
r of Physiology and Sanitary Science, Trinity

C0llge Medical School, Toronto.

1pitor octavo volume of 340 pages, and èontains an
tght i c of all the subjects in this branch, usually
It ha &411edical schools.

à1ediale en In USe for the past five years in the Canadian

Ilthi.Ste land in some of the Medical Schools in the
e f o tat'es and has been found to fulAil all the require-
easl eedical student, in his preparation for the pro-

I ly iongation before both College and Board, and
k on tght after by those who know its value as a text

or b upon which it treats.
by

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, Toronto.
JAMES VANNEVAR, Toronto.
A. S. IRVING, Toronto.
RENDERSON & CO., Kingston.
DAWSON BROS., Montreal.

et cBA - •• - $2.7'0.

ASSISTANTS WANTED,

SITUATIONS WANTED,
-E

PRACTICES FOR SALE,
One Doilar each insertion.

A M0NTELT JOURNAL 0P

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCJENCE,

CRITICISM AND NEWS,

18ued promptly on the 18t of eah month.

Subcription $3 per auRRm in advanee.

Single copies 30 cents, for Sale by

WILLING & WILLIAMSON, ToRONTO.

All Communications eont ing Remittanoes, Draft or
Post-OSe. Orders, to be addressed t. J. PsLTog, M.D.,
Manager, Toronto.

b
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Improvea savolving
SPINAL PROP.

Unrivalled fo0 the treatment of
Angular Curvature, gives no pain,restrains no motion, and makes no
show through the dress.

Fi-. No. 12.
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APPLIED.
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Banning Truss & Brace Cols.

MECHamCAL SUPPORT
hos the unqualified endorsement of over ftysthonsand of b. leading medical men of thls

connty sd Euro e. and has been adopted by

PRACTITION ERS
Report to the Kedical Journals and to us that
cases oD

SPDINÂ DEFORITES

For lateral curvature of the spine.
The general action is to reverse the
bOdY's welghl, snd no deprivOgravity of its depressing force.

Fig. No. 7.

heabovecutepre BThe above ut repreeent T00
IP E ABDce.INÂL SUPPORT 1

1-lie above cut representa BA. iiaiXU-< IemPIiViaeD weight, and cOf4NfliG's Nox-FMcTios 8KLW-ÂDM 3b arcJeT.tucl ern blING BxEÂc Taun, applied for aveo trough the whole e *te ,sT Ot% Un Bltsbmet, BÂà<flqG'a ariSretention of inguinal, fenrsi othr Spia Prope, Corsets, Âbne n 09"P BD BIFEO TEx tEED ELEVATOEisnd umblical erna Act portera an s es, EIUoA A athe principle of renoTing viscéral YIELD READILY O h a thus e eongstiwelight from hernia openingsa. la the vagins, restoring the diseaslight, cool and MU~-du*b and » Tc, r OVertaxed uteru, twlthout tOUdi'is absolutely a Non-Frction«Trums. Onr Systum of Support. it t iusn p to

BANNING TRUSS AND BRACE CO., 704 Broadway, above 4th St. 6No other office or Address. Send for Descriptive Pamphlet.N. B.-The aumbers of the above Figures refer to Pamphlet Nos., NOT to Descriptive List Nos.

race Co.

0. a U

Fig. No. 14.
Improved Centripetal

SPINAL LEVE1R,


